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FOREWORD

The devotion to the Sacred Heart occupies a privileged place in the life of the Church and is of vital importance in the life of our Congregation - of which it is the masterpiece and daily nourishment.

As in the case of all sublime things, this devotion has its dangers. Objections have been made against the forms in which it presents itself, against the practices through which it is manifested and developed, against its internal structure.

But we should remember that all Christianity is full of risks and it was one of the great faults of the Reformers to have wished to construct a Christianity without risks. We know that because of its special character, this devotion is particularly exposed to risks. A devotion which has its origin in the heart and which evokes a series of unions of love and tenderness runs the risk of turning over to pure sentiment, to the sweetness of living without pain or effort. But our whole religious Life is full of risks and the history of humanity is the long account of the risk which God took in creating man to His image, in calling man to participate in His divine life and in restoring to him the supernatural life he had lost.

The weakness and the grandeur of our religion lies in this - that we must make constant appeal to material elements which are charged with divine values; it is for us to grasp and to evaluate these realities. When we shall have understood that it is by means of His pierced Heart that Christ has willed to penetrate into this world to save all mankind, then we shall understand that this devotion cannot be sentimental or individualistic, but it demands our "devotion" in all the pristine vigor of that term. To it we must give our personal engagement, our will to sacrifice, our apostolic zeal.

Simple souls, those who do not lean on the speculations of the wise, but who please God because they know how to love, find in the depths of their hearts the essence of this devotion: Love which demands love and which blossoms forth in works of charity, a love which finds its consummation in dying to one's self.

It is nonetheless true, that this devotion remains for many, superficial and without profound meaning for the spiritual life. This is so because the doctrinal development has not always kept abreast of the extensive spread of the devotion whence Father Doncoeur, S.J., should speak of "the serious failing of theological Faith" in this regard. An avalanche of publications has dealt with the secondary aspects of the devotion but too often the doctrinal insight, which goes right to the essentials of the cult, was missing. Both aspects must be presented.

A profound movement of dislike as regards the Sacred Heart has taken place even amongst those who are professedly, the most apostolic movements or persons. It is to combat this spirit, and the objections born of it, that Pius XII has given us the great encyclical, "Haurietis Aquas." Certain persons were on the point of asking Rome to suppress the feast of the Sacred Heart as part of the new reform movement as being merely a dogmatic feast and not a historical one, following an ancient custom which only admits historical feasts. The reason for this is evident: The Theological movement did not precede, accompany, nor follow the liturgical movement which appeared somewhat artificial and imposed more or less from without.

No Catholic university possessed a course of studies on the Sacred Heart, not even the one founded by us; nor did our own scholasticates have such. The General Chapter of 1913 has already passed a proposal "that the devotion to the Sacred Heart be-the object of a special study in our scholasticates." 

How many priests can give a deep, pointed, studied sermon on the Sacred Heart? Popular piety has been but imperfectly nourished by the doctrinal movement and the result has been that the devotion has degenerated into sentimentality.

Yes, there has been a lack of drive. The building up of a deep synthesis of love was neglected and when it was made, it was seldom by those who should have done so. One needs courage to be profound. The reign of the Sacred Heart will not come about with the tooting of trumpets and flag-waving. The building up of His reign must come from within.

Our Congregation which has such a glorious past and which has realized such great achievements, should be among the first to develop and deepen this blessed devotion. There is a whole field open, for; exploration by university monographs: The influences that were at play in the elaboration of our Congregation's doctrine, the doctrine of Father Mateo on the Kingship of the Sacred Heart and his doctrine on the Immaculate Heart of Mary...

The present work is a humble effort at a doctrinal deepening of a subject which is inexhaustible and we must limit ourselves to bringing out its most essential aspects: Its history, foundations, its acts and dimensions, its value for our Congregation, its significance according to the major papal documents, and its meaning for the rising generation.

May this work contribute to making this blessed and providential devotion better loved and practiced. This is the one grace we beg from the Heart of Jesus in Whom resides "all the treasures of wisdom and of knowledge.". After the second part of this work, which is consecrated to the Immaculate Heart of Mary, will be found a selection of texts, "A Brief Anthology on the Cult of the Sacred Hearts." (Texts, Documents, Prayers.)

Villa Senni, Grottaferrata, Rome, 1959
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CHAPTER I

The Origin and Historical Evolution of
the Devotion to the Heart of Jesus


The Christian religion is a religion of love. God has loved us with a love whose most touching realization is had in the Incarnation and the Passion. The Only-Begotten-Son comes into this world and lives a life of love. Always, Christians have loved their Redeemer, the One crucified out of love. In this sense, one could say that the cult of the Sacred Heart is as old as Christianity which has always exalted the love of Jesus, a love that demands the response of our love.

Every page of the Gospel speaks to us of the Love of Jesus. "He loved His own unto the end" (John XII, 1). "He was delivered up to death for us; His love surpasses all understanding" (Gal. H, 20; Eph. III, 17-19). It was only natural that men should, from the first days of Christianity, try to understand and deepen the meaning of this love. It was also typically human that men sought symbols which would be the most apt to express this love: the Sacred Wounds, the Precious Blood, the Heart; signs which at the same time are full of reality. If we take the term "devotion to the Sacred Heart," in a strict and precise sense for the special cult directly given to the Heart of flesh of the Incarnate Word, it is clear that one will not find this devotion during the first centuries of Christianity. But this does not take away from the fact that the Fathers and ecclesiastical authors praise and honor the ineffable love of the Savior. They especially dwell upon that text of Saint John (XIX, 34) where he tells of the thrust of the centurion's lance and the pierced side of Jesus.

They use the most tender words of devotion when speaking of the Heart which, according to their expressions, was opened by the lance and wounded by love, so as to become the source of grace and sanctification; “in the visible wound of the lance, they adore, exalt and bless the invisible wound of divine charity.” Saint Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, meditating on the thrust of the centurion's lance, writes: "The sentence of our condemnation was wiped out. Our lost liberty was returned and brought back to us in a new title when the charter of our pardon was signed with the seal of the wound of the side. of Christ" (De Anima, Chap. CXLIII). Saint Ambrose writes: "The mouth of Jesus , after it had tasted the gall and vinegar which were given Him on the Cross, has become our mouth; with it do we speak to the Father to appease his anger. His Heart, pierced by the lance, has become our heart and with it we love the Father" (De Isaac et Anima, Chap. VIII). Saint Augustine (+ 430) puts on the lips of Christ, the Judge of the living and the dead, these meaningful words: "Look upon Him whom you have crucified. See the wounds which you have inflicted upon Me. Consider My side which you have pierced; for it is for you that it is opened and you would not enter in" (De Symbolo, Book III, Chap. VIII; Saint Thomas reproduces this text in his Summa Theol. , III, q. 9, a.4). Another text of Saint Augustine says: "The Church will be at peace at the end of time but throughout the present time she lives in hope, in drawing from the source which has its origin in the side of Christ" (Contra Faurtum, Book XII, Chap. XX). Saint Leo the Great extols as the principle of our sanctification the mystery of the opening made by the lance: "The Church has her origin in the flesh of Christ. It is through the water and blood which flowed from the side of the Crucified that she has received the sacrament of redemption and sanctification (Epistola, LIX, Chap. IV).

Devotion to the Heart of Jesus puts one in mind of that text of the Gospel which tells us of "the householder who brings forth from his storeroom things both new and old" (Matt. XIII, 52). Comparing the Heart of Jesus to a treasure, one could say that the Church, the mother of the human family, brings forth from the treasure of her divine spouse "things both new and old."

The love of the Incarnate Word - the essential foundation of the devotion to the Heart of Jesus - is the thing of age, which is treated of in the writings of the ancient authors; the special cult directly paid to the Heart of flesh is the new thing, which in our day, the Church gives as a precious treasure of the, piety of the faithful.

In the cult of the Sacred Humanity of the Savior, the loving attention of the faithful is borne above all to the Five Wounds , more especially to the Sacred Wound of the side: (it is indeed, in this vein that the Latin authors write: Saint Ireneus, Saint Hippolytus, Saint Cyprian, Saint Ambrose, Saint Augustine). In his renowned work, The Holy Grail, Conrad Burdach proves the intimate connection between this collection of medieval legends and the wounded side of Christ. France contributed to the elaboration of this great work of poetry, especially through Chretien de Troyes, and Germany with Wolfram van Eschenbach. In the line of music R. Wagner's Parsifal has given us an unforgettable lyrical illustration of the theme. 

Another theme to consider is that of John, the beloved disciple who rested his head on Our Lord's breast. Origen and his school develop this idea: "It is certain," writes Origen, "that John rested close to the Heart of Jesus where the deepest secrets of His doctrine were kept." There it was that John investigated the treasures of knowledge and wisdom that were hidden in Jesus Christ." In Canticum Cantic. , XIII. In harmony with the. Greek and biblical mentality, these authors see, above all, in the Heart of Jesus the sanctuary of wisdom: It is this sanctuary which allowed Saint John to attain the sublime teaching of the "Logos." In connection with this theme, the Fathers of the Latin and Oriental Church find in the pierced side of Christ, the birth of His Church. Cfr., S. Tromp. S.J. , De nativitate Ecciesiae ex corde Jesu in cruce in Gregorianum 1932, p. 489-527. A theme which was soon to become classic. From the meeting of these different currents of spirituality which take their origin in the contemplation of the love and suffering of the Sacred Humanity of Christ, there developed over the years, the devotion to the Crucified and to the Five Wounds. The medieval devotion, to the Holy Wounds was in the beginning none other than the devotion to the Crucified whose' wounds were brought more to the fore to make a greater impression on the faithful. Later, the devotion was limited to reproducing a wounded heart, encircled by the wounded hands and feet. This rather unfortunate mode of representing the Five Wounds continued in vogue for many centuries. The passage from this image to a representation of the Heart by itself was almost imperceptible.

Without doubt, Christianity has always been associated with love which forms the principal element in the devotion to the Sacred Heart. Saint John and Saint Paul never tire of expressing their wonder before the love of God who becomes man and dies on a cross in order to save us. The Middle Ages were content to see this love as written in letters of blood in the mystery of the Son of God who dies on the Cross. The devotion to the Crucified and to the Five Wounds characterizes Christian spirituality for more than five centuries. Many Christians did not stop at these signs of love; they aspired to the love itself. It was precisely this desire of interiority, pointed out already by Saint John, which prompted Christians to explore further than the Wound of the side, and so come to discover the Heart pierced by love. Once inside this "Interior sanctuary," they knew that they had not only discovered a manifestation of the love of Christ, but the source and center of love, for when one speaks of the heart, one speaks of love; and when one speaks of the Heart of Jesus, one speaks of His love.

Who first intimately associated the two ideas of the pierced Heart and redeeming love such that one saw in the Heart of Christ the symbol of His love? In the present state of historical research, it is difficult to know with certainty. A text, long attributed to Saint Anselrn (+ 1109) makes this intimate connection. Its attribution to Saint Anselm is strengthened by the fact that this Saint truly "interiorized" Christ, as Saint Augustine had "interiorized" God. Nevertheless , it now seems certain that this text belongs to John of Ravenne, bishop of Fecamp in France (+1078). In a meditation "De Passione Christo," he writes: "Sweet Jesus... in the opening of His aide. An opening which revealed to us the riches of His goodness, namely, the love of His Heart for us" PL, 158, 761.. Undoubtedly the word "Heart" gives more the sense of "soul" but the side is open and the charity of the heart is revealed Saint Bernard (1098 - 1153) brings out even more the association of the heart of flesh and love. The wounding of the side uncovers the great mystery of the Heart and it is in the heart of flesh that Saint Bernard contemplates the mystery of love and the depth of Divine Mercy ("viscera misericordiae"). Saint Bernard and his followers (William of St-Thierry, Guerric, Gilbert of Holland...) did not as yet think of rendering a cult to the Sacred Heart: For them, it is a question of devotion which sprung from their meditation on the Passion. It is the great current and warm atmosphere of passionate love for Jesus which Saint Bernard created in the West and which gave rise to the Franciscan movement (Saint Francis of Assisi, Saint Bonaventure This Doctor certainly found the devotion to the Sacred Heart: "How good and agreeable it is to live in that Heart. We have found the good treasure, the precious pearl of Your Heart, 0 Good Jesus, in exploring the secrets of Y our Body... The true, the great reason for the wounding of Your heart was to make us understand by the visible wound, the invisible wound of Your love" (Vitis Mystica; PL 184, 162-164)., Saint Angela of Foligno...) and the great mystic movement of Flanders and Germany.

Jesus showed Saint Lutgarde (+1236) the bleeding wound in His side; He united His Heart with hers. Gertrude d'Hefta (+ c. 1302) and her friend, Mechtilde, became the privileged ones of the heart of Jesus; the private cult is clearly in evidence with these two. From a vision related in the life of Saint Gertrude, it is declared that Providence has reserved the manifestation of the marvels of the Heart of Jesus for these latter times. In an ecstasy of joy over the privilege accorded Saint John at the Last Supper, Saint Gertrude asked this Saint, whom she saw standing by her, why he had not said anything in his writings of the "gentle throbbing" of the Heart of Jesus, and Saint John replied: "My mission was to present to the infant Church, a simple account of the Divine Word which would suffice to the end of time, to satisfy the intelligence of man, without him ever coming to a complete understanding of It. But as for the gentleness of the beating (of His Heart) - it is reserved to the latter times to know of this, so that the world, grown dulled by age, would recapture some warmth from Divine Love when it came to learn of these mysteries" Revelationes, I.p 305-306.

For about two centuries (from 1300 to 1500) Christian piety was of a speculative character, typical of the times, and hostile to all sensible form; so the devotion to the Sacred Heart could not be completely grasped, Nevertheless, in the fourteenth century, the German Dominicans (H. Suso + 1366, Tauler + 1361) and the nuns of the Rhineland (Elizabeth Stoglin, Margaret Ebner) find in the remembrance of the Passion, the Heart wounded by love; their coarse, fiery and somewhat untamed lyricism may be a little astray, but it has noteworthy depth.

The sixteenth century gives us Ludolphe the Carthusian monk, who lived in the fourteenth century but whose work "Vita D.N. Jesus Christi," was not in print until late in the fifteenth century, a work which aided the sons of Saint Bruno to love the Heart of Jesus. Lansperge, a Carthusian monk from Cologne (+1539) also worked for the Heart of Jesus in taking the writings of Saint Gertrude from dusty libraries and preparing an edition of them; his own book, "Pharetra divini amoris ," can be considered as the first manual of the devotion. It is probable that Saint Peter Canisius got his devotion to the Heart of Jesus at Cologne in the wake of Lansperge. With Saint Peter, the Jesuits came to adore the Heart of flesh of Jesus , symbol of His love.

Louis de Blois (+1566), a Benedictine abbot of Sessies in Hainaut, wrote his "Margaritum Spirituale," a work which is greatly under the influence of Saint Gertrude, the German Benedictine nun. With Lansperge and de Blois, the devotion to the Sacred Heart is no longer a matter of personal relations between Jesus and the soul; it becomes objective and receives determined forms of exercise which showed forth its value and encouraged its practice.

From the low countries and from Germany, the devotion passed into France. We find it in the early sixteenth century among the Benedictines at Montmartre; Saint-Francis de Sales and some, of his Daughters of the Visitation of Mary loved it fervently. Father Druzbicki, S.J. (+1662) composed the first small office to the Heart of Jesus with meditations, truly a masterpiece, both from the point of view of doctrine and piety. Father Joseph, a Capuchin, (+1638) founded at Poitiers the Congregation of the Benedictine Nuns of Our Lady of Calvary, who rendered homage to the Heart of Jesus in private and public. This was the traditional devotion, devotion to the Heart of flesh, expression of love and of the entire soul, but as yet, it was not completely autonomous but was still too much tied up with the devotion to the Passion. 

With Saint John Eudes we see the public cult progressing. A disciple of the spirituality of Berulle, he was from 1623 to 1643 a priest of the Oratory. He read Saint Mechtilde and Saint Gertrude, and like Berulle, he imbibed the full current of the mysticism of the low countries and of lower Germany According to the research of the learned Benedictine, Dorn Huyben, it seems that the religious renaissance of Berulle was brought about on the one hand by the mystical-religious activity of the Carthusians and Capuchins; and on the other, it was nourished above all by two works (which Dom R. Beaucousin translated into French), "The Embellishment of Spiritual. Marriage" by Ruysbroeck, and "The Gospel Pearl" written by mystics of low countries. These two works are based directly on the devotion to the Sacred rieart. Berulle took his doctrine on Christ from the "Margarita Evangelica." The French School (of Berulle, Condren, Olier) forges for itself a proper physiognomy which one must indispensably know if one is to understand the devotion to the Sacred Heart since the time of Saint John Eudes and Saint Margaret Mary. The spirituality of the French School inaugurated a reaction against the devout humanism, the optimistic vision of Saint Francis de Sales , and against the anthropocentrism of Ignatian spirituality. For Berulle, the principal end of the spiritual life is not the working out of our salvation but the glorification of God. His spirituality is also distinguished by the fact that its doctrinal character is that it treats of the great themes of Christ, the incarnation, the participation by us in the life of grace, our incorporation into the mystical body. His spirituality suffers from Augustinian pessimism concerning human nature and the results of original sin and so preaches detachment, renunciation, and "self-annihilation"; we must open ourselves to the operations of God and of Christ in us, to the mysteries of Christ ("the states of the Incarnate Word") which operate the grace in us.. He is the founder of the modern devotion to the Sacred Heart. Like Berulle and the German and Flemish mystics, he yearned towards the interior, towards the soul of Jesus; at first he never did consider much the physical Heart. He distinguished three hearts in Jesus; the corporal Heart (the Heart of flesh), the spiritual Heart (the higher part of the soul), and the Divine Heart (the Holy Spirit). The doctrine of Saint John Eudes underwent considerable evolution. At the start, the Heart of Jesus was honored in and with the Heart of Mary; the devotion to the Heart of Jesus radiates from the devotion to the Heart of Mary and gradually disengages itself. The devotion to the Heart of Jesus is there from the start but in a moral unity, in a unity of love, in the confromnity of life and affection between the Heart of the Son and the Heart of the Mother. The Hearts of Jesus and Mary are for him but one Heart and he speaks of the "Heart" of Jesus and Mary, and not Hearts. Saint John Eudes stresses little the Heart of flesh and it is not easy to know what he considers as the sensible element of the devotion - the physical heart or the person of Jesus It is certain that in the two well-known prayers "Ave Cor" and "Benedictum sit Cor Amantissimum," the word "Cor" means the interior, the soul of Jesus and of Mary; it does not refer to the physical heart.. The object of his devotion is not always clear nor is his language precise, and this hindered his popularity. But if his doctrine lends itself to different interpretations or is at least unclear, his apostolate was admirable: He founded Congregations which today, propagate the devotion to the Heart of Jesus and the Heart of Mary, and he was the first to give the splendor of a liturgical cult to the devotion to the Heart of Jesus. The offices of Saint John Eudes were approved by the archbishop of Rouen and many French bishops. United at the start in one office and one feast, the Hearts of Jesus and Mary had an office and feast apart after 1672. The feast of the Sacred Heart was celebrated by the "Mass of Fire": "Gaudeamus..."

Saint Margaret Mary, the Visitation Nun of Paray, gave to the devotion a particular character (slighted love which demands reparatory love) which the Church strongly accentuates in her liturgy. This Saint was under no direct influence nor does she depend on anyone for her devotion to the Sacred Heart: She was taught by Our Lord Himself. In June, 1675, Our Lord appeared to her, disclosed His Heart and said to her: "Behold this Heart which has loved men so much... and, in return,I receive but ingratitude from the greater number... But what grieves Me even more is that there are hearts consecrated to Me who thus treat Me." Our Lord asked for a public cult with a special feast and determined practices. He indicated His Heart of flesh - the words make that clear: His living Heart is the symbol of His love slighted and outraged by men, which demands in reparation, the institution of a feast With Holy Communion. All that is limpid and clear. There are other ways of understanding this devotion, but we know now how Jesus wants us to understand it The devotion has entered in a new phase: Jesus asks for a public cult which is to be propagated: He tells the Saint to solicit the aid of Father de la Colurnbiere, who accepts. This priest (who exercised his apostolate at Paray, later in England and then at Lyons where he formed Father Gallifet) propagated the devotion with discretion and force, in preaching and writing: Many of his confreres aided him. The Visitation Sister, Joan Joly of Lyons, wrote a small book on the devotion to the Heart 'of Jesus and submitted it to Saint Margaret Mary before its publication in 1686; the work of Father Croiset, S.J. , "The Devotion to the Heart of Our Lord Jesus Christ" met with great success and was propagated as far as China and America  Margaret Mary found in Father Croiset a second la Colombière, not so much for the direction of her soul, but for the propagation of the devotion. As regards the condemnation of Father Croiset’s book, Father de Gallifet explains as follows, “The novelty of the matter, some lack of required formality and perhaps a little malignity on the part of men and certainly a lot on the part of the devil.”. The sometimes over-eager zeal of Father Croiset was the cause of his exile from Lyons to Arles and his book was put on the Index. But trials give maturity to the works of God.

Saint Margaret Mary had given the devotion to the Sacred Heart its definitive form but it still had not the official 'approval of the Church. In 1697 the Queen of England and Duchess of York  Marie d'Este, wife of James II. From her place of exile at Saint Germain-enLaye, she wrote to the Pope to give to the Visitation Convents the approval of celebrating the feast of the Sacred Heart with a proper Mass on the Friday following the octave of the feast of the Trinity., exiled at Saint Germain (Paris), whom Father de la Columbière had won to the Sacred Heart, asked Innocent XII to authorize, on the day requested by Our Lord, a feast in honor of the Sacred Heart. The refusal of the Congregation of Rites (after a stirring debate) was almost a victory. The question of official approval had been posed and the result was not altogether unsatisfactory. By a decree of March 30, 1697 the Congregation accorded the Mass of the Five Wounds to the Visitation monasteries for the feast of the Sacred Heart.

The Jansenists had risen against Saint John Eudes and they did not change their attitude towards Saint Margaret Mary and the Jesuits. Rome waited, observant. In 1726 it seemed time to restate the cause at Rome. Many bishops addressed a request to Benedict XIII for the feast and a proper office. Foremost in the movement was Father de Gallifet, France’s representative at Rome and postulator for the cause. Cardinal Lambertini, the future Benedict XIV acted as promoter. He undertook his role as the "devil's advocate" seriously and objected: This feast was a novelty; Margaret Mary's case was not thrashed out yet; one step in this direction and no one could say where it would stop. Finally, the cause supposed the Heart, organ of sentiment - a debatable, philosophical opinion to which the Church could not compromise. The negative response of the Sacred Congregation was a great deception. It was understandable that Father de Gallifet, who had presented the Cardinals and consultors of the Sacred Congregation of Rites with the outstanding book "de cultu sanero sancti Cordis Dei ac Domini nostri Jesu. Christi" as also with the "excerpta" of the same book, was brokenhearted. The promoter had greatly emphasized the part played by the heart in the production of affection, more prudence would be shown in the future Those who see above all in this devotion the Heart as an organ, as did Father de Gallifet, are brought to regard the devotion as being one to the "human" love of Jesus. (Father A. Vermeersch, S.J., is also of this opinion.).

But neither Father de Gallifet nor the defenders of the devotion were discouraged. Some philosophers, libertines and Catholics backed Rome's refusal and opposed the "Cordicoles" Father Puita, O.S.B. , of Saint Paul's Monastery, Bergamo, professor of Sacred Scripture, gave this blasphemous definition of the devotion: "A muscular devotion, shameful and impudent, foul-smelling of sensual flesh.", and "Alacoquists."

In 1765 Rome re-examined the cause. The Polish bishops presented a "Memoir," inspired to a great extent by the writings of Father de Gallifet and which is nothing less than a treatise on the devotion to the Sacred Heart. It insists on the existence of more than 1000 confraternities of the Sacred Heart founded in the Church, on the universal diffusion of its cult, the episcopal approbations, the acceptance of the devotion by religious congregations. On the 25th day of January, 1765 the Sacred Congregation of Rites published the much-desired decree; Poland, Spain, and the Roman Archconfraternity of the Sacred Heart obtained the long-refused Mass and Office. The Roman authorities explained the motive behind the accorded approbation: It was an amplification of an already-established cult ("nil amplius quam ampliari cultum iam institutum"). On July 10th. of that same year , the Visitation Nuns obtained the feast for themselves. Requests for the feast flowed in from everywhere and they were also granted, not that the hostility died down; it culminated in the famous synod of Pistoia in Tuscany (1787), organized by bishop Scipion Ricci At the beginning of 1781 this bishop came to bless a bell destined for the Church of Holy Mary of Grace at Prato. The pastor had dedicated the bell to the Sacred Heart. Knowing the aversion of the bishop toward the Sacred Heart, he had decorated the bell with flowers so as to conceal the inscription. The bishop proceeded to bless the bell and the pastor answered the liturgical prayers saying: "Bless this bell in honor of Jesus Christ..' But someone informed the bishop of the pastor's ruse. The indignant bishop had the inscription taken off and dedicated the bell to Saint Stephen. The history of the devotion is full of such incidents..

By the historic bull "Auctorem Fidel" Pius VI exacted justice over the accusations of the Jansenists who maintained that the faithful, by honoring the Heart of Jesus, honored it as separate from His Person.

The devotion to the Sacred Heart has had its martyrs: Vendian soldiers, religious and faithful were guillotined, shot and drowned for wearing Sacred Heart emblems. The Tyroleans, under the leadership of the heroic Andreas Hofer, carried the emblems on their hearts. The devotion spread irresistibly, nourished by the blood of martyrs. An imposing number of religious congregations supported it, as did the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts and of Perpetual Adoration of the Most Blessed Sacrament of the Altar of Father Coudrin, the Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Father Varin and Saint Sophie-Barat, the Society of the Heart of Jesus of Father de Cloriviere, the Sacred Heart Fathers of Issoudun, the Auxiliary Priests of the Sacred Heart of Betharram...

The decree of 1765 had been but a privilege. It was only in 1865 that Pius IX, at the request of the French bishops, extended the feast to the Universal Church as a 'double major' (August 23, 1856). The Holy Father wished "to give a new impetus to the recognition and dedication of the faithful toward the Heart of Him who has loved us and has cleansed us of our sins in His Blood." In 1875 he proposed an Act of Consecration to the Heart of Jesus for the whole of Christianity saying: "We consider it as a duty of our divine ministry to use all our power to increase in the faithful the piety and devotion towards the Most Sacred Heart of Jesus," Consecration, along with reparation, constitutes an integral part of the devotion and incorporates itself naturally into it. Saint Margaret Mary asked for the consecration as one of the primary acts of the devotion; she gave to it a sense of a complete and irrevocable donation to the interests of the Sacred Heart. Leo XIII who gave many indications of his love for the Sacred Heart, (in 1889 he raised the feast of the Sacred Heart to a 'double of the first class' and had officially approved the Litany of the Sacred Heart), consecrated the Church and the world to the Heart of Jesus. Sister Mary of the Divine Heart (Droste zu Vischering), Superior of the Good Shepherd Convent in Porto (Portugal), wrote to the Holy Father stating that she had received the command to do so from her Lord. Our Lord wished the Pope to consecrate the entire world to His Heart; He promised in return an abundant profusion of grace. He asked for the consecration of the whole world and not just that of the Catholic Church In the nun's second Letter, we read: "Our Lord did not speak to me directly except on the consecration, but...it seems to me that He would like the devotion of the First Fridays to be increased by an exhortation of Your Holiness to the clergy and faithful...I believe this 'to be an ardent desire of His Heart..." . Leo XIII was moved and made inquiries concerning the Sister. The response was that she was regarded by all as a saint. But the Pope did not wish that the pontifical act, which he considered as the most important of his pontificate  To a prelate, received in audience in 1899, the Pope confided: "I am about to make the most important act of my pontificate.", should rest on a debatable basis. To Cardinal Mazella, who was in touch on everything and had assured that the letter had really been dictated by Our Lord, the Pope said: "Take it and leave it aside; it may not count in this affair." The cardinal had to examine the question on its own merits. How could one justify the consecration of infidels who are outside the Church? A text of Saint Thomas gave the answer (Summa. Theol. , III q. 59, a. 4) where it is shown that if all men do not belong to Christ and to the Church "quantum ad exsecutionem potestatis" all are Christ's "quantum ad potestatenn." The religious of Porto died three days before, the consecration. The memorable encyclical "Annum Sacrum," appeared the 25th day of May 1889 to the immense joy of the Catholic world; the consecration of the human race took place on June 11, 1889, feast of the Sacred Heart  Six years later, Saint Pius X prescribed the annual renewal of the. Consecration...

A flood of works and associations continued to show the vitality of the devotion. Father Ramiere In 1859 he published a book, "The Apostleship of Prayer ," the central idea of which is that we ought to associate ourselves with the incessant aspirations of the Heart of Jesus for the coming of His Kingdom. He died in 1884.
 organized the "Apostleship of. Prayer" and the "Messenger of the Sacred Heart." A Father of the Sacred Hearts was the instrument which Providence used to promote the Act of Consecration of families to the Divine Heart. As a remedy for the exclusion of Christ from the family life and from society, Father Mateo Crawley, SS.CC. , conceived the project of regaining families one by one by the Enthronement of the Sacred Heart and to prepare the social reign of Christ in this way. Saint Pius X received Father Mateo with warm benevolence and truly invested him with a mission.

A short time before his death, Saint Pius X received Cardinal Amette, Archbishop of Paris, and told him: "Have confidence, the day of the great reconciliation is at hand. The marvelous blessing of the devotion to the Sacred Heart is its dawn... This Divine Heart is the new sign given to the world by Leo XIII. With him, we too must await salvation in this sign. It shall be the rainbow announcing the return of the divine mercies after the deluge of apostasies and persecutions." Saint Pius X had recommended the Act of Enthronement of the Sacred Heart in homes and Benedict XV continued the work of his predecessor. He wrote: "We highly exhort you to take the interest of the family to heart in devoting yourselves to develop and encourage above all, the Christian spirit in the home. To that end, strive to introduce in the home the love of Jesus Christ who is to, reign as Master in all our abodes. Do it, relying on the word of Christ who has promised to bless homes where the image of His Heart is exposed and honored."

The idea of the Kingship was hidden for a long time in the concept of consecration; with the development of the devotion, it imposed itself more and more. Instituting a liturgical feast in honor of the Kingship of Christ, Pius XI closely attached it to the devotion to the Sacred Heart. In the encyclical "Quas Primas" (December 23, 1925), he decreed that the annual consecration to the Heart of Jesus thenceforth should take place on the feast of Christ the King. The same Pope published the encyclical "Miserentissimus Redemptor" (May 8, 1928), a masterly document which has been called the "magna charta" of the ecclesiastical magisterium on the devotion to the Sacred Heart, It fully brings out the aspect of reparation: "The spirit of reparation and expiation has always been the principle part of the devotion to the Sacred Heart."

Pius XII had expressed himself eloquently on the cult of, the Sacred. Heart. In the encyclical "Summi Pontificatus" of 1939, at the beginning of his reign, he said that devotion had given his priestly life, begun in the very year of the consecration of the world to the Sacred Heart (1899), its orientation and character. He never let slip an occasion to recommend this cult (e.g., in the encyclicals "Corporis Christi Mystici" and "Mediator Dei").

The publication of the encyclical "Haurietis Aquas" (May 15, 1956), on the occasion of the centenary of the extension of the liturgical feast of the Sacred Heart to the Universal Church was therefore no surprise. One could call this a "liberating" document: It rejects the unfounded objections against the cult, it dispelled the uneasiness and prejudice towards the devotion. It insists on three points: 1) the doctrine of the Sacred Heart is based on Holy Scripture and not on private revelations; 2) the Heart of Jesus is the Heart of the Divine Person of the Incarnate Word and so is the symbol of His whole love - sensible, spiritual, and divine; 3) the cult of the Sacred Heart is not an inferior form of Christianity but it is an ideal expression because the cult of the Sacred Heart is the cult of God-is-Love.

This is one of the most important dogmatic documents of Pius XII's glorious pontificate. It presents "a very auspicious deepening of this, - if not misunderstood, - at least neglected cult. It returns to it all of its meaning and its permanent pertinency, by showing how it is a necessary expression of the very mystery of Christ. One could say that this encyclical brings out a veritable 'vivification' of the cult of the Sacred Heart" R. L. Petit, S. J., Ressourcement de la théologie du Sacré-Cœur in Etudes, July-August, 1956, p. 127.. In fact, for the first time it seems , in the history of the Church, a Sovereign Pontiff traces with a firm hand the outline of a short treatise on the cult of the Sacred Heart and he does it in giving to this cult, with his brilliance and authority, all of its scriptural, patristic, theological, and spiritual dimensions" J. Arragain, C.J.M., in Notre Vie, 1956, p. 129. . Again it had been pointed out that the objective devotion, which finds its expression in the liturgy (Mass and Sacraments), demands subjective devotion for support and stay A. R. Van De Wane, O.P. , Het mysterie van sods mensenhart in Tijdschrift voor Geestelijk Leven, 1956, p. 307-320. . One can see how the cult of the Sacred Heart has its roots in ancient Christianity; it is not a human invention, it is to be found in the Gospel of love. In the Realencyklopedie fur protestantische Theologie, usually so solid and informed when not treating of matters that are specifically Catholic, begins its study on the Sacred Heart by saying that this cult is a Jesuit invention. In the course of the 18th century it says that Father de la Columbière came upon the idea of the devotion in England under  the influence of a certain Socinian and Quaker, Thomas Goodwin, and that, on his return to France, he succeeded in persuading Margaret-Mary to become its propagator..



CHAPTER II

Nature and Foundation of Devotion
 to the Sacred Heart



Nature of the Devotion to the Sacred Heart

The Necessity and Nature of the Sign - Sign and Symbol
There are two elements in the devotion to the Sacred Heart: a sensible and so-to speak material element, namely, the physical heart and a spiritual or formal element which is the love recalled and symbolized by the heart of flesh.

We should note that we have not two distinct objects in question here, simply coordinated, nor can one say that one of the two elements is purely accessory to the cult. These two elements are so united as to form but one as the sign and the thing signified make one. They are essential to the devotion as soul and body are to a man; they go to make a complete organism.

The immediate material object of the devotion is the heart of flesh. It is because of this particular element specific to the devotion to the Sacred Heart that we can speak of a cult of the Sacred Heart and not of a cult to the love of Christ or of God. It is evident that the ultimate material object is constituted by the Person of Jesus Christ. The heart of flesh is the immediate material object insofar as it is the symbol of love The determining of this immediate material object gave place to many opinions: a) there were authors (J. Perrone, Fr. X. Leitner, and the present-day L. Ott are more or less of the same opinion) who thought that the heart of flesh alone was the immediate object of the cult, the love of God and of Christ being only the motive leading us to the cult of the heart of flesh; b) others like the Jansenists of the 18th century held that love alone, to the	of the heart, is venerated; c) The majority of modern theologians (Terrien, Bienvel, Vermeersch, Hugon, Richtstaetter...) favor the assertion that we have indicated above: the physical heart insofar as it is a symbol of love is the immediate material object of the cult; d) lastly, there are those (Noldin, Lercher, Diekamp, Graber, Verheylezoon...) who consider as the immediate object of the devotion the "ethical heart," that is, the heart insofar as it is the center of existence (Seinsmitte) the center of the Person (Personsmitte) of Christ.
These authors, drawing from philological researches, think that the word "heart" possesses a vaster meaning and does not only nor principally mean "the heart of flesh insofar as the symbol of love." K. Rahner speaks of the "heart" as being a key-word (ur-wort) containing physical and psychical elements; it designates the whole human composite and signifies the most intimate center of the human person. It should be noticed that the Heart of flesh is not excluded and that it is symbolic of the love of Christ; e) some recent theologians seem to admit that the immediate material object is constituted by the image of the Heart of Jesus (P. Schoonenberg, S.J. , in Verbum, 1956, p. 251; J. Calveras, Los Elementos de la devoción al Corazón de Jesús, Barcelona, 1956, p. 61-71). Cfr. Actualité d'un culte, o.c.p. 150-154
. The Encyclical "Haurietis Aquas" no longer left any doubt regarding this point as is shown by the following expression: "to that love of the Divine Redeemer of which His wounded Heart is the proof and sign ('index and symbol') - His Heart, more than any other member of His body, is the natural index or the symbol of His immense charity" (naturalis index seu syrnbolum est); "Physical Heart of the Word made flesh as the symbol of His ardent charity" (physico Incarnati Verbi habito utpote symbolo incensissimae caritatis).

Undoubtedly the heart is not the principal element; it is the starting point, for the cult extends to the heart of flesh but it does not stop there. It is however an indispensable element which gives the cult a specific and determining character.

Moreover, the cult of the heart "of flesh" in no way impedes true religion. The symbolism of the heart and its use in the cult of the Sacred Heart are not obstacles but rather stimulants to the purity of religion. To forget this would be to turn to an exaggerated spiritualism and pseudo-mysticism.
When the Holy See approved a proper Office and a proper Mass for the feast of the Sacred Heart (in 1765), the pontifical decree declared that the purpose of celebrating this feast was "to recall symbolically the remembrance of that Divine Love with which the Only-Begotten-Son of God took on human nature... making Himself obedient unto death." "Haurietis Aquas" speaks many times of "index," "sign," and "symbol."

The part of symbolism in the cult of the Sacred Heart is real. "The symbol is a sensible relation taken to represent another spiritual or abstract reality." We rely on concrete symbols to grasp in a material form, more adapted to our faculties, those spiritual beings of which we do not have a proper idea." (A. Vermeersch, S.J.)

The sign is a mediatory element of presence. Philosophy teaches that the person is a being endowed with intelligence and enjoying an autonomous and distinct existence. But considering this being in its dynamic role, one can define it as this: an eye open on the world which abounds in surprises and joys at each new discovery. Philosophers justly see in the intellect and will, the characteristic note of the person. The human person is a being who knows and loves. It is only in the act of knowing and loving that we are conscious of our existence. The infant who is incapable of recognizing these spiritual acts is unconscious of his own existence; accordingly as he comes to know things, he discovers his existence. The greatest joy of the child is in discovering and the loveliest eyes are those shining with adventure. Enthusiasm for adventure is not only an act of intelligence which reveals the early philosopher in every child; the meaning of adventure in a child expresses the desire of assertion, of effort, the need to possess and to enjoy life and the world. Color, light, and melody cause an irresistible fascination in the soul of the child which is constantly renewed by the joys of surprise. Our spirit is like a sponge soaking in realities with an insatiable avidity and that, with a constant forgetfulness of self. Our spirit, so to speak, loses itself in things. This seems paradoxical but it is verified by daily experience. Man grows in the measure in which he gives himself to others: his dimensions are proportioned to the measure of his giving. It is evident that possession and giving would be impossible if the spirit was incapable of communion. 

Man, who is at the frontiers of the spiritual and material worlds, finds himself in a strange situation: to enter into communion with other beings, he has need of matter. In the scale of spiritual beings, Saint Thomas tells us In  II Sentent., dist. 3, q. I, a. 6.: "Man is at the lowest rung; to contact the things which he desires to know, man needs the mediation of the senses.

Without the eyes , no color can be perceived; without the ears, no sound, no melody could penetrate the mystery of our soul and awake our attention. But for the senses, the world of spiritual being would remain inaccessible to us and our existence would resemble a sorrowful and bleak solitude. No pain invented by the cruelty of man could be compared to this solitude; perhaps the pain of hell is similar to it. For having deliberately broken one's communion with God, Source of All Good, the rebel spirit remains alone, enclosed in the prison of his solitude. Man is a social being; he would be diminished and unhappy if he did not succeed in breaking the barrier of solitude and realizing a veritable communion of life, accomplished by knowledge and love.

The social nature of man needs the mediation of the senses. Now this mediation is based on the reality of the sign The great role played by the sign in Catholic Liturgy is well known. It is a property of our intellect to seek beyond the sensible phenomenon and grasp the very nature of things. But our human knowledge (with the exception of self-knowledge) is mediate; it proceeds by steps. The spiritual operation of penetrating to the nature of things begins with sensible things; so long as the sensible world is closed to us, all exterior knowledge (excepting that of ourselves) is impossible. An exterior object cannot contact our spirit except on the condition that it contacts our senses and in that way awakens the attention of our intellect. From the exterior form which meets our senses comes the image which informs our imagination. From the image we pass to the concept or the idea which is the fruit of a truly human and spiritual act. Once arrived at this point we must travel back in the opposite direction through the same operations in order to communicate our ideas to others.

Thus our intellectual knowledge is basically bound up with the sensible world by the mediation of signs. If men can unite and live in community it is by virtue of this system of signs, the function of which is to render human thought sensible and communicable. In this world of signs we find the written and spoken word; side by side with the word (and often as a foundation of thought and language) comes symbolism which is like an uninterrupted source of suggestive images amid the diversity of nature and which is capable of expressing the multitude of human sentiments and ideas. In this passage from the exterior object to the idea and inversely, the important thing is not the sign used, but the reality or the concept contained in that sign.

We understand by the sign, not only the sensible sign, but every reality capable of evoking another concept. A concept, a shadow, a photograph, a word, a gesture, writing, a flag, a tableau, a religious or profane ceremony - so many different realities which have this in common - the notion of sign. They tend to cause and provoke the knowledge or memory of something which surpasses them. Philosophers will define the sign, like Saint Augustine, as "that which represents to a cognizant potency, something other than itself."

In the social life one uses, above all, the spoken sign, which possesses the privilege of being alive and charged with emotions and ideas. The choice of vocabulary, the construction of periods, the persuasive, commanding or imploring tone, make the word the most docile of instruments as also the most efficacious.

Another universal sign is writing, a visual sign less immediate than the word since it supposes the effort of reading but which has the advantage of stability and permanence. Thanks to writing, the scrolls of Egypt and Babylon permit us to reconstruct the ancient worlds and ancient civilizations.
It is by means of signs that man shows and communicates the secrets of his soul, his joys and griefs, his hopes and aspirations. Thanks to signs, man succeeds in enriching the matter which surrounds him with a meaning and value which are almost inexhaustible. The presence of the sign manifests the presence of the spirit in the world and affirms the victory of man over things. The barriers of time and space have been surmounted by moving machines, but much more by the semantic and symbolic systems of telephone, cinema, radio, and television.

All these signs help the efficiency of our action; the multiplication of signs multiplies our presence at the same time. The behavior of the television-viewer is identical to that of an actual spectator at a sports or political event. Before the screen, the viewer relives the joys and conflicts which take place far away - something which was impossible before.

These reservations from daily life permit us to understand the nature of a sign. A sign contains two elements which are two aspects of the same reality: the empirical value of the sign itself and then its power to evoke to mind another reality.

A sign is something real which becomes a sign from the moment when it is oriented towards representing another thing ("res signans" "res signata"). A sign eminently pertains to the domain of the intellect. In using a sign one is not concerned so much with the material reality but rather in penetrating the "significance." the "res signata." In hearing words spoken, our intellect tries to understand the concepts of which these words are the signs. We do not stop to consider the number of syllables which go to make up the words, nor the intensity of the sound with which they are pronounced. The material reality becomes, as it were transparent, it evokes the thing signified.

To use a sign is not simply to grasp an object; it is more like opening a window. To look at a face is not merely to see the aspect of this material substance but is, above all, to discover a soul and a world of ideas, affections and aspirations which, as if springing from an interior source, make the eyes of that face light up.

What is a symbol? It is a sign, or more exactly, a species of sign. Whereas the sign includes everything which can, one way or another, represent another thing (a portrait, image, photograph, a visual or acoustical sign, an idea, a "species expressa"); the symbol is a sign representing a determined object in virtue of a power of representation which is connatural to it. 

The simple sign insofar as it depends on its material reality is totally indifferent and capable of representing any object. They are purely conventional motives which give it a specific significance (it is man who determines that "day" means day and "night," night).

Contrary wise, the symbol is a real object, evoking from its very nature the concept of another reality. If the lion is a symbol of strength, it is because the lion possesses strength in an eminent degree; a cross is a symbol of sorrow because it recalls the most cruel of sacrifices.

Like every sign, the symbol contains a sensible object, an abstract reality and the foundation which unites the two and consists either in a casual relation (as the cross - an instrument of torment) or in an idea suggested by the nature or quality of the object itself (the purity of a lily - symbolizes the purity of man).

Once the foundation on which the symbolism rests is real, the nature of this foundation is not important. But it is essential for true symbolism that its object possess a proper value and that a natural analogy fits this real value so that the object can evoke and represent another reality. Like the sign, the symbol enjoys a power of representation but along with this, it also possesses a value and function which are based on its nature. Before being assimilated as a symbol, the lily is a real object. The sign is "invented" uniquely for the purpose of signifying; the symbol is a real object which, because of that, can function as a sign. The words and numbers which fill our books have no other function than to communicate to us the concepts with which they are charged; their "raison d'etre" is to signify and they have no other function.

Being a real object which draws its power of representation from its natural qualities, the symbol is by nature "polyvalent," that is, capable of representing different realities at the same time. The lion can represent strength and at the same time, victory and the desire of power. This con-natural richness of the symbol further distinguishes it from the simple sign. To limit the symbolic creation of an artist to a determined and unique meaning would mean at the same, time to narrow or suffocate that vital urge which makes his work palpitate with life through the centuries and generations.

We can now define the symbol: a sensible reality with a proper value, enriched with many significances and endowed, by its nature,. with a power of representation.

This is the primitive and complete meaning of a symbol which is rich and varied in its power of evoking and representing. It inspires us with the sentiment of surprise and discovery; beneath the one reality, which at first can appear impoverished, we discover a wealth of meaning.

The explanation of a symbol asks for our personal cooperation. In the simple sign there is equivalence between the sign and the signified concept; in the symbolism the symbol is proportioned to the efforts of whoever interprets it. "The sign is an idea but the symbol is an ideal, which reveals in grandeur and mystery, the reality (which it expresses) and which can be projected into infinity without ever being exhausted" A. Tessorolo, S.C.J. , La doctrina Catholica del Sacro Cuore in Theologia del  Sacro Cuore. p. 29. It should be noted that in the specialized technical language the term "symbol" is sometimes employed as meaning a sign endowed only with conventional value. In mathematics and physics "symbols" are given this meaning  algebraic and chemical symbols. One should find a certain analogy between the portrait,. the metaphor, the parable, and the allegory. The portrait is a sign which should reproduce exactly the physiognomy of the one represented. In the metaphor one uses a term to designate a perfectly distinct reality. ("Paul is a lion" – the Lion here has the sense of an adjective.) In the parable, the recitation must bring home a moral or religious truth. The allegory is but a lengthened metaphor; each part of a moral story has a representative significance which is very precise..


The Symbolism of the Heart

The symbolism of the heart is universally found among all the "world's peoples Ethnological studies claim that the heart is an “:arch secular symbol” It is to be found everywhere. Cfr. Le Coeur, o, c.p. 41-106 (Chap. II).
 who attribute to the heart a mysterious power of evoking other realities.

The heart is not a simple sign because insofar as it is a heart, its organic function is to maintain life and not to represent something. We have here a typical case of symbolism. The foundations which bring this symbolism about can vary and depend sometimes on arbitrary theories in relation with philosophy and psychology. In the Latin world, the heart is above all the symbol of love. Some have contended (Gannet, Rarniere, Elliot) that the heart symbolizes love because it is the seat of love. This theory has been completely overthrown today - scientific data show us that we have here simply a natural connection between the emotions of man and the dynamic rhythm of the heart. The structure of our being is double, flesh and soul, making of us "an incarnated spirit."

Our soul is an incarnated one and just as there is no physiological phenomenon which can work independently of the soul, so there is no human act; however spiritual, which does not carry a certain imprint of matter and does not provoke a correlative phenomenon in the physiological domain.

This relation of reciprocity, between flesh and spirit is especially present in the domain of affective and sensible emotion and is found in the most spiritual acts of man - those of will and love. The heart is particularly engaged and interested in all these phenomena because the circulation and pressure of the blood depend on the heart. We can reduce the heart-symbol foundation to this relation between the affective life and the movement of the heart.

It-is true that the heart is not the only, nor indeed the principal means capable of manifesting our sentiments; these are means that are more immediately expressive and perceptible, as a facial expression, a smile, a tear, sighs, paleness so many phenomena which receive their determination from the nervous system more than from the heart.

In the organism of the body, the heart is isolated. It never ceases its movement. It reacts not only to love but to all of our subjective emotions; sorrow, joy, anger, hate. To express this almost infinite array of sentiments, it has a very limited variety or reactions: acceleration or slowing down, dilatation or contraction.

We can say, however, that the heart is in relation or in correlation with love, a true and natural relation, but not univocally proportioned since the reactions of the heart do not limit themselves to love alone and cannot proportion themselves to the intensity of the affections and the sentiments which they express.

One might think that these considerations tend to destroy the theory of the heart's being the "symbol of love." Far from it - it fully confirms it. Why? The heart is a sensible object possessing a proper value and exercising an important function in our body. But at the same time, it has a natural reaction to the whole affective life of man. It is, therefore, evidently suited to become the natural symbol of our sentiments and emotions.

The heart is considered to be above all the symbol of love, of friendship, of the most delicate and holy affections which our poor words cannot express. We affirm then, the reality of the heart and the objectivity of its natural relation to love. This relation is not univocal, but is rich and varied and for that reason, very capable of representing the spiritual reality of love.

It should be remarked that the symbolism of the heart does not rely on an affection or an act of love. The heart which loves and gives is the person who loves and gives. The heart is the person in all that is most spiritual and most engaging of his actions. The heart is the symbol of the person Loving, considered in his action of loving.

Certainly, the levity with which the present world treats of love can make it difficult: for those who seek to transpose the symbolism of the heart into the spiritual life. The most beautiful symbols can lose their meaning and, can be emptied of their noblest values If, because of abuse, repugnant superficial sentimentality and lack of seriousness exist, it is not astounding that many persons only see the heart as a "romantic symbolism.".

Two persons united in the most intimate affection and wanting to show the perfection of the sentiments which fill their hearts repeat over and over "my heart is yours forever." In his love for God, the saint never tires of saying "Lord Jesus, here is my heart; it is Yours; take it and do with it what You will."

It is always the human heart which serves as a symbol of human love for the cheat-love of the impure as well as for the chaste love of the good spouses, for the strong love of a father, for the tender love of a mother and wife, for the flaming love of the mystic lost in God, for the intrepid love of the apostle.

The human heart is not the symbol of an abstract and stereotyped love but the symbol of love in action. It is the symbol of a person loving.

We cannot eliminate the heart To want to eliminate the heart would be to commit a triple rupture: historic, psychological and doctrinal. See “The Immaculate heart of Mary”, Chapter 2. We must not separate but unite the physical heart and the love and the person. See also Chapter VII of this part.
 nor represent it in isolation, but we must see in its symbolism the person who-loves. This is what iconographical tradition confirms: the, knight of the Middle Ages and his lady-love, Saint Augustine and Saint Francis Xavier, who are the Saints of love, are never represented in a. heart but always with the heart in their hands See the picture of Saint Francis Xavier (a wooden statue of the 18th century) in Le Coeur, o.c,p, 10-11..

When we, speak of the heart as being a symbol of love, we do not think of, nor do we represent the heart alone, but the person loving who shows and gives his heart to express thus in a sensible manner, his love.

What now is the symbolism of the heart of Jesus? In Christianity this symbol of the Heart of Jesus has a unique importance. There exists a tradition which goes back to Origen and which tells of Saint John when he rested his head on the breast of Jesus. This tradition is inspired by the heart as a symbol of understanding such as Holy Scripture often uses it. In effect, Holy Scripture often uses the word "heart" to designate the understanding and the memory. Jesus rebuked the disciples of Emmaus who did not understand the Scriptures because they had "hearts slow to believe all that the prophets had said" (Luke XXIV, 25) In Western languages of today, this meaning for "heart" no longer exists. Some • expressions, still retain it, e.g. , "ricordarsi, scordarsi" - "to learn by heart." These expressions go' back to an ethnological era when the heart, was considered as also being the center of the mind..

But one also finds the affective symbol in Holy Scripture; the heart often refers to the entire affective life of man. When treating of the great precept of charity, the words "heart" and "love" are intimately associated, even though from the context, the word ."heart" refers primarily to the spiritual faculty of man, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and with all thy soul" (i.e. , the psyche or sensitive soul) "and with all thy strength" (physical) (Deut., VI,5). In the New Testament, the word "heart" often refers to the affective life. It is  used for Jesus Himself insofar as He is "meek and humble of heart...'.' (Matt., 29).

These two traditions (intellectual symbolism and affective symbolism) are prolonged into history. It is from the heart of Jesus, people would say, that Saint John received his sublime doctrine concerning the Word. This theme is found in Saint Gertrude and even in Saint Margaret Mary., It forms the main ideas in the liturgical texts for the feast of Saint John: "John it is who reclined on Jesus' breast at the. Supper; blessed Apostle to whom were revealed heavenly. secrets." Other expressions make more or less an illusion to this same theme: "Cor Jesu in quo sunt omnes thesauri sapientiae et scientiae" "Cogitationes cordis eius..."

It has always been the affective symbolism which has finally imposed itself. In those texts which tell us of, the wounded side and pierced Heart, the Heart has become the symbol of love, of the affective life..

If all peoples recognize the heart as being the symbol of love, this symbolism is even more suited in the case of the Heart of Jesus, Who has loved so as to be consumed by love for us. There is no greater love than to give one’s life for those whom he loves. Jesus it was Who first said this and Jesus it was Who gave this truth its fullest realization. With an infinitely strong and serene love, He delivered Himself to the sufferings of His Passion and death, and He continues to give Himself to us in the Blessed Eucharist. Probing the secrets of this love, the Saints of the Middle Ages found its source in the open side of Christ: the visible wound of love  See p.12 footnote 6, the text of Saint Bonaventure. .

The symbolism of a Heart which gives Itself even to being pierced by a lance is suggestive and eloquent: exhausted and having no longer anything else to give, this Heart allows the last drop of blood and water to fall as if to signify the torrents of grace, fruits of the sacrifice of Redemption, which One poured upon the world. Thus the Heart of Jesus has become the greatest symbol of love.

The postulators of 1765 wrote: "The Heart of Jesus is to be taken as if it were either the symbol or the natural center of all the virtues of the Lord Jesus and primarily of that immense love with which he loved God and men."

We know the nature of symbolism with its applications to the heart by referring to the love of a person. Heart and love, while retaining their own characteristics, imply a relation of mutual dependence, for the heart recalls love and love is made present and sensible in the heart.

"The heart of a father," writes Saint Augustine, It Cuore de Jesu, Bologna, 1950, p. 100 sv.
"assumes a burden of sacrifice, of duties, and of fatigue in favor of the family which he has helped create; the heart of a spouse gives itself with a heroism too great to be understood even by the one for whom it is given; the heart of a friend, of an apostle, of one transformed by grace, purified by contemplation and plunged in God Who is love... so many mysteries, so many things of beauty which hide and which reveal themselves in the heart."

The human heart is great because of the reality which it represents - human love. Now let us consider the Heart of Jesus, the God-Man. He lived our human life and through love, has become the victim of human injustice. But he has left history and is now in all times and places: He has become the aspiration of all hearts, the Savior of humanity.

In vain have the great ones of the earth made wars and conquests to subdue peoples and annex their territories. Christ of the pierced side, stripped of all terrestrial grandeur, and without making use of any army, has called all hearts to Him with a strength that death cannot break but rather which rejoices in death. A paradox? No, a mystery, and a mystery of love. Behind the gaze of Christ, at the very depth of His wounded breast, lies a Heart which is the Heart of a God.

If the heart of every man is a poem of love, the Heart of the Son of God is an uninterrupted canticle of love; a Heart which became impoverished and mendicant and allowed itself to be killed to save its brethren. This Heart contains such treasures and riches that our intellect, being incapable of comprehending it, assumes but one attitude - that of silence and adoration. Because no heart has loved or suffered so much, no symbolism of a heart can compare to the symbolism of the Heart of Jesus. Beneath this symbolism lies the very charity of the Incarnate Word who suffers at the hands of persecutors whom He would have as brethren.

Whoever does not see the Heart of Jesus in the light and beneath the symbolism of love, understands nothing of the Church's teaching on this devotion. For it is in this way and in no other way that the Church understands devotion to the Heart of Jesus.

In a letter addressed to Bishop Scipion Ricci, Pius VI, rejecting the accusations of adversaries, writes that it is "through the symbolic image of the Heart (that one honors) the immense love of our Divine Redeemer".  Nines, o.c. p. 345.

A decree of the Holy See, dated 1860, explains that the feast of the Sacred Heart is referred to as "the mystery of the love of Our Lord Jesus Christ, symbolically manifested by His Heart" Nilles, o.c. p. 342.

"If the Heart is also a part of this devotion," writes Father Terrien, S.J. "it is only because love has need of it to make our human homage possible. Let us also recall some liturgical expressions of the Litanies of the Heart of Jesus: "pierced by a lance - ardent furnace of charity sanctuary of holiness and love -King and center of all hearts - full of goodness and love..."

Theologians, whose task it is to interpret the doctrine of the Church, express themselves in the same way: "The object and the special motive of this devotion is constituted by the immense love of the Son of God, a love which made Him die for us, and give Himself to us in the Eucharist" (Father Croiset). "Everyone sees and understands that when we speak of the Heart of Jesus, we are in reality speaking of the love of the Heart of Jesus. For this is the essence of the Heart of Jesus" (Father Gallifet).

In order to avoid every suspicion of materialism and to show how numerous are the reasons which impel us to honor Jesus in the perspective of the symbolism of His Heart, the postulators of the feast of the Sacred Heart wrote in their "Memorials'" of 1728: "In the sensible and material world, there is nothing which could be proposed with more reason to the worship of the faithful than this Heart, so loving and so sorrowful; nothing in the world represents more .sublime mysteries nor awakens more holy affections in the hearts of the people nor expresses more efficaciously... the immense love of our Savior Jesus Christ. Nothing is more apt to recall all the kindnesses of our lovable Savior; nothing can express more concretely the sufferings He endured for us because not only is this contained in and represented by the Sacred Heart, but the Sacred Heart receives its very character from it: 'Haec enim in eo sanctissimo Corde non contenta modo ac repraesentata, sed inscripta quodammodo et quasi insculpta... cernuntur'" Nilles, o.c. p. 121.

His Holiness Pope Pius XII states: "This cult is substantially the same as the cult of the divine and human love of the Incarnate Word and even the same as the cult of that love with which both the Father and the Holy Spirit surround sinners...  Haurietis aquas in AAS (48) 1956, p. 338. The cult of the Sacred Heart is in substance, the cult of the love which God has for us in Jesus and, at the same time, the practice of our love for God and fellowman" Ibid. , p. 345. We can see with what insistence and special emphasis does the Holy Father inculcate this truth. We go to the hieart to find the person of Jesus: "Redeamus ad Cor ut inveniamus eurn" (Saint Augustine).

We are permitted to look upon the cult in this light because its symbolism is founded on a sensible object. But, in itself, this symbolism is above all an intellectual phenomenon for it is by the operation of the intellect that we come to know the diversity and richness of its content. In such a simple thing as the heart can be found the greatest variety of meanings.

In the symbol of the heart, the licentious will recall his dishonorable passion but the mother of a family will see in it the emblem of her sacrifices for her children, and the saint will find the call in his heart for a more generous love of God. It is in virtue of this same principle that the Heart of Christ serves as a concrete symbol of the infinite charity which the God - Man realized in His life and which lies beneath all His words and actions.

The symbolism of the heart is an intellectual phenomenon but it does not stop there. It must have its effects on the practical side of our moral conduct. True devotion demands a mutual exchange of goods, intimacy and friendship. But there is no friendship without communication and communication is scarce where personal relations are faulty. How does this apply in the symbolism of the Sacred Heart? The answer is that the symbol of the heart does not refer to something abstract but puts us in contact with a person considered in the act of loving.

A profound exposition on the philosophical nature of love may not at all provoke our feelings but leaves us cold and indifferent, whereas the sight of a person who loves and by whom we are loved, delights and excites us.

So too, with the Heart of Jesus. The greater part of the difficulties and criticisms which this devotion met, were constantly founded on the claim that the Heart of Jesus estranged us from the Person of Jesus; religion should be addressed to a Person - not to a thing  Another criticism is based on a historical error: we pretend that Jesus revealed to us the devotion to His Heart as a remedy and antidote against Jansenism which was too greatly obsessed with grandeur and divine power. Consequently, many Christians concluded that the cult to the Sacred Heart was simply a devotion specifically answering the needs of a situation which belongs to the past but which has gone beyond proportion today, In this age, we are of a contrary opinion: the awareness of God has decreased so much "that the fear of God, of the Lord, runs the risk of becoming totally devoid" (L. Janssens). Recent historical studies (p.e.J. Nouwens , M.S.C. , Le Sacré-Cœur et le Jansénisme...in Nuove Ricerche sul Giansenismo, Rome 1954. p. 59-72) disconnected the Jansenistic reaction from the apparitions at Paray. "The revelation of God's merciful love and the call to honorable repentence can henceforth be considered as realities solely beneficial for a determined era, for a transitory situation" (L. Janssens). "Haurietis aquas" 'does not mention Jansenism but the encyclical clearly states: "the most important place held among those who promoted this very noble mode of religion is attributed to Saint Margaret Mary Alacoque, without contradiction." rhe Paray revelations did not add anything new to catholic doctrine; its importance - relative, but real- comes from that which Jesus, when exposing His Heart, wished men to fix their attention to in a singular manner, so they would contemplate-the mystery of merciful love of God for us. Basically, the actual complaints against this devotion, do not differ very much from the objections formerly raised by the Jansenists. "One must not be taken in by this in producing contemporary grievances, we willingly appeal to the character fitting to modern man, even to existentialism, while in the past we had recourse to dogmatic principles.:-:Strip their arguments (those of the Jansenistss) of invective language and unwarranted pomp loaned to the analogy of the faith. • . we encounter, the grievances of the ,contemporary man of today against the devotion to the Sacred Heart.", (J. Nouwens,	, in Actualité d'un’ culte, o. c. p. 59).
.

The difficulties and criticisms show us that we have not understood the doctrine of the Church concerning this devotion. The concept of the Church is this: in the devotion to the Sacred Heart the role which the heart plays is not that of a thing (the Heart only) nor that of an abstract concept (a lesson on the nature of love), but rather it places us in a relation or communion with the Divine Person of Jesus, a Person we perceive through the mirror of love.

The Heart is not the object at which we stop, but it is a sign or symbol presenting to us the Person of Jesus.

The use of a symbol gives us access to some unsuspecting perspectives; using a symbol of the Heart of Jesus gives us access to infinite horizons of the infinite love of the God-Redeemer. The love which is present in the symbolism of the Heart of Jesus is the love which is the divine Person of the Incarnate Word.

This is so true that the daily practice and current usage has made the expression "Sacred Heart" synonymous with the proper name of Jesus. Following on the doctrine of the Church and the usage of the faithful, the "Sacred Heart" does not indicate the physical organ of the heart, but Jesus who showing us His Heart. A symbol which recalls His infinite love.

The preferences of the Church and the faithful are not for presentations of the Heart of Jesus- isolated from His Person, but rather for those where Jesus shows us His Heart, inflamed with love and surrounded with the symbols of the Passion.

Allusion to the Heart should therefore be discreet, pious and spiritual.

The Oriental Church, adopting the liturgical feast of the Sacred Heart, sought to adapt itself to modern psychology and gave the following title to the feast: "Feast of the Most Sweet Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, Lover of men"  Cfr. La Chiesa Russa e il culto del S.Cuore, Gorisia 1942..

If the Church presents Jesus to us as manifesting His love in the symbolism of His Human Heart, she does not let herself be guided by a caprice or by a desire for complication, but solely by the desire to direct us more directly toward Jesus of the Gospels. Her only desire is to better inculcate this truth into us: the Gospel is all love. A Jesus without love would no longer be Jesus.

Thus, the Sacred Heart of Jesus is not a novelty; but rather a return to the Jesus of the Gospels, a return always indispensable for the world is always trying to submerge the Gospels in the whirlpool of its egoism. Jansenistic rigorism, capitalistic egoism, sentimentalism, laicism, naturalism, and Marxist materialism are as much episodes of this obscure drama, which is called the "mystery of iniquity."

It is due to this that the Church constantly reminds us that Jesus is Love, that He has a Heart wounded by love, that His whole life is best summarized by His love  Of old it was often discussed whether on the side of human love, the divine love also became the object of a cult.. Certain authors as Marques, Nines, Eranciosi, Vermeersch, Alvery, Galtier, Hamon; •Verheylezoon... , held that the Sacred Heart was not the symbol of the person of Jesus who loves us with a divine and human love, but that it was only the symbol of the human and sensible love of Jesus. Evidently all references to the uncreated love were not excluded, but the following was asserted: -"Without excluding uncreated love, we prefer, with Father Ramiere ,not to assign to the devotion of the Sacred Heart any other object but the created charity of the Savior. Moreover, the essential is to recognize and proclaim that in the devotion to the Heart of Jesus, created love occupies the first place" (A. Vermeersch, S. J.). After "Haurietis aquas" especially, this opinion seems without support. Pope Pius XII speaks says numerous times that human and divine love finds union in the Incarnate Word. He distinguishes also between sensible love and spiritual love which are part of  human love and strives to show us the narrow boundaries between these three aspects of the love of Jesus.
.

Having arrived at this conclusion we will find no difficulty in admitting that the symbolism of the heart, far from being an obstacle, will be a stimulant (most efficacious) for penetrating -and living the cult of the Sacred Heart.

A devotion which the Church has lifted to a cult, cannot but be salutary. We know that the Church in these matters does not act swiftly but rather with extreme prudence. A "devotion" refers directly to souls in a manner in which these under the impulse of grace and certain historic surroundings perceive and practice a determined form of piety. A devotion does not impose itself - it is not obligatory -it is an answer to personal taste and needs. But a “cult” is the official expression of this devotion; it indicates to us the manner in which the Church understands and practices the devotion to the Heart of Jesus. The official cult of the Church approves, directs, corrects or rejects devotions which might appear.

Prior to becoming a public and official cult (with the extension of the feast of the Sacred Heart to the Universal Church by Pope Pius IX in 1856)  In June of 1856, the French episcopate assembled in Paris for the baptism of the son of Napoleon III. Pope Pius IX sent his legate 'a latere' Cardinal Patrizi, prefect of the Sacred Congregation of Rites: The French bishops, through the the archbishop of Lyons, asked the papal legate for the extension of the feast of the Sacred Heart to  the universal Church. When he  returned to Rome, Cardinal Patrizi immediately transmitted this request to the Sovereign Pontiff. By the decree of August 25, 1856 the Sacred Congregation of Rites affirmatively answered the request  of the French episcopate.
 the devotion to the Sacred Heart underwent a long period of evolution and maturity, so that before Pope Pius IX it had attained its complete development and intrinsic maturity.

During many .centuries, it existed in an hidden state with a "mystical" savor. In the Primitive Church, when the theologians were busily occupied in discussing the relations between the Word and the Father and when the faithful contemplated (as may be seen in the apse of the Lateran, Basilica) the cross in mosaic, resplendent with 'precious stone but without Christ, the devotion to the wounded Heart was inconceivable. Prior to venerating the Heart of flesh, it was necessary that the Christians had learned to approach with love the concrete humanity of the Son of God, to meditate on His sufferings, to cast their eyes on His wounds and especially at His side.

This "mystical" period which extended for a period of ten to twelve centuries was succeeded - from the time of Lansperge of Cologne - by a period more specifically "ascetical." A simple vision of the wounded Heart no longer sufficed as it did for Lutgarde of Tongres (1246), for example. The spiritual betrothing accompanied by an exchange of hearts no longer sufficed, but rather a veritable spirituality which nourished itself in the love of the Heart of Jesus was needed. The spirituality of the Oratory centered itself around the, interior life of Jesus and His love, which explains His entire mission. The living Heart is wounded by love, His Heart is eternally opened, eternally wounded. His glory does not efface this wound because it is a wound of Love. This wound caused by the lance is but a sign of the true and invisible wound in. His Heart.

The Eudist School centers its whole spirituality in the Hearts of Jesus and Mary. With the intervention of Our Lord Himself, when He deigned to show Himself to Saint Margaret Mary (December 1673 - June 1675) the devotion to the Sacred Heart became enriched with other aspects, reparation and of the apostolic life. Far from suppressing the preceding aspect, these.are joined to it and reinforce it.

Jesus demands love and reparation, especially Eucharistic reparation, because the Eucharist is the greatest gift of His love. He desires that His Heart be known and venerated by all. He desires that we respond to His Heart by a total gift of ourselves, a consecration.

Thus, during the course of the centuries, the devotion to the Heart of Jesus became enriched by different approaches, - mystical and ascetical approaches to which diverse schools brought special emphasis (the interior life of Jesus, His meekness and His humanity, union with the Heart of Mary), the idea of reparation and apostolic outreach.

All these aspects gave to the devotion to the Heart of Jesus its definitive figure - its maturity. It was only under the pontificate of Pope Pius IX that it received its extrinsic maturity. In 1856 the period of the public, official, solemn and universal cult began.

We are aware that prior to the solemn approval of a cult, the Church demands the presence (unequivocal) of the following three elements: exactitude of the doctrine, ascetical importance, and actual diffusion. If one of these elements is lacking, she does not hesitate, as happened in 1729, when Father de Gallifet desired to hurry matters, to give a definite refusal to these supplications.

The Church knows how to wait with prudence and joy for the development of a movement and a clarification of a doctrine.

During the course of discussions and polemics, especially with the Jansenists, the theological concepts received their precision and clarity. We adore the Heart of flesh, yes, but it is the Heart of the Incarnate Word, the Heart of God. This Heart of flesh is adorable for two reasons: a) it is hypostatically united to the person of the Divine Word; b) this Heart, more than all other members of the Body of Christ is the natural sign or symbol of His immense charity for men. The Heart is adored inasmuch as it is united to-the Person of Christ. Thus the Heart is the immediate object but not the ultimate object of the cult, which is constituted by the Person of the Incarnate Word. The Heart and nothing but the Heart of Jesus is the symbol of His complete love. It serves as a natural and not an arbitrary symbol because it is found among all peoples of all times. It is a real and not conventional symbol because the heart is the symbol which manifests love and in it the interior life reverberates. It is a living and not an inert or dead symbol since it is the living Heart of Jesus "always living to intercede for us." It is therefore fitting to adore and render homage to Jesus and to His love.

With the slow passing of the centuries, the Church was able to establish the ever-increasing importance of this devotion. Protestantism was especially a rebellion against the dogmas regarding the Pope, the Blessed Virgin, and the Blessed Eucharist. In the devotion to the Heart of Jesus these three dogmas receive particular prominence for they constitute the unalterable treasure of truly Christian souls. Emphasizing love, confidence and abandonment to God, the devotion of the Heart of Jesus delivered a mortal blow to Jansenism. Quite often it has been the sole efficacious rampart against the assaults of naturalism, rationalism, and atheistic materialism.

Theologians have been able to demonstrate how the devotion to the Sacred Heart has been able to give a new christocentric, organic, harmonious and enlightening orientation to all the Catholic dogmas. They have no difficulty in showing how the Mystical Body is born of the Heart of Jesus because it is born of love. The love of the Heart of Jesus has given a visible head to this Mystical Body, His vicar here below. It has given it a loving Mother, mediatrix of all grace. It has given it the sacraments, sustaining and developing life in all the members of the Mystical Body. It has especially given it the Eucharist, that source of living water which flows from the Heart of Jesus. The different theological treatises find their unity and center in the love of the Heart of Jesus. 

The Church always attentive, in registering the multiple aspects of a question, scans and weighs them, and ever-conscious of her responsibility, finally makes a pronouncement. The approbation of this devotion by the Church and the numerous discourses of the Sovereign Pontiffs are absolute guarantees of the eminence of this devotion. It is really not a question of one devotion among or with other devotions. This devotion is moreover, the devotion "par excellence." In "Haurietis Aquas ," Pope Pius XII has written: "It is not a question here of a common form of piety that we are able to depreciate or place in second rank" In AAS, 48, 1956, p. 346 (cfr. p. 312: "Those who underestimate this sign given by Jesus Christ to His Church, would act badly and rashly and would offend God Himself"). .

In his esteem for this devotion, Pope Pius XII could rely on the teaching of Pope Leo XIII and Pope Pius XI. He cites also the celebrated phrase of Pope Pius XI: "This form of piety, is it not the synthesis of all our religion and does it not contain the norms of a more perfect life capable of helping souls to know more, profoundly and rapidly the Savior Christ, to love Him more ardently and to imitate Him with more application?"  Ibid. , p. 313

Remember, this is also the teaching of Pope Pius XII that the fundamental object of the devotion to the Heart of Jesus coincides with the fundamental object of the Christian life. This devotion helps us and sustains us in our unique and essential duty which is to become better Christians in and by love.

Remember also that more than ever love, which is the fundamental and central object of this devotion, is a dialogue: love for love, heart for heart.

Thus understood and lived, the devotion to the Heart of Jesus will not fail to assure most ample blessings to the whole of Christian life now and in the future On the doctrine of symbolism we may consult:- C.M. •Travers, "Valeur sociale de La liturgie," Paris 1946; G. Dumas, "Nouveau Traite de Psychologie," Paris 1930-1949, vol. IV, chap. V, La symbolisation; Lalande, "Vocabulaire technique et critique de la philosophie," Paris 1947. More recently: K. Rahner, S.J. , "Zur Théologie des symbols" in "Car Jesu." o. c. I; p. 461 sv..


Foundations of the Devotion to the Sacred Heart 

In the audience accorded the members of the Apostleship of Prayer (October 11, 1893) Pope Leo XIII proclaimed that the devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus is the "fifth note" of the Church of Christ. "He wished to express by this," writes Father Simon Oportet Ilium regnare, Monza, p. 151, note 5., ‘that the Church of Christ should be -one, holy, catholic, and apostolic (the four classical notes of the Church) and also., that it should honor the Sacred Heart.’"

That is to say that the devotion to the Heart of Jesus is part of the common inalienable resource of the Catholic Church, of which it is not an accessory ornament, an extravagance, but to which it brings a substantial enrichment. But this devotion must have a solid basis. It must be able to justify itself before theological reason and the sources of revelation.

a) Theological Justification

It was the lack of doctrinal clarity that delayed for nearly two centuries the official sanction of the devotion to the Sacred Heart. The first request seeking permission for a universal feast in honor of the Sacred Heart arrived in Rome under the pontificate of Innocent XI in 1687; the universal feast was not effectively granted until 1856 (In 1765 Polish and Roman archconfraternities of Saint Theodore were granted a feast with a proper Mass and Office of the Sacred Heart).

All doctrinal justification finally rests on this invincible principle: the human nature of Christ should receive the same cult of latria (adoration) as the Divine Word to which it is substantially united (hypostatically). All the parts of this sacred humanity of Christ, especially His Heart, are the objects of divine adoration.

The first theorists of this devotion (especially Father de Gallifet) were engaged in a dangerous course: they over-emphasized the heart as the organ of love. Once this false psychological concept of the heart as the organ of love was admitted, it was easy enough, to pass to the conception that the heart was the object of the cult.

Confronted with this conception, we can understand very easily the misgivings of Rome. In fact, theology teaches us that properly speaking, the object of a cult cannot be constituted by a thing but by a person. Cult is an act of honor and homage
which we render to a being in admission of his dignity, excellence, and superiority, or as Saint Thomas expressed it: "arguments of subjection, that is, signs of submission and humility, observance and reverence."  Summa Theol. ,	q. 81, a.3. The religious cult which expresses the relation of man to God, refers to God; its ultimate end is the acknowledgment of the grandeur of God and the dependence of creatures upon God.

The cult goes to the Heart of flesh but it does not stop there. In virtue of the hypostatic union everything in the sacred humanity of Jesus is adorable. Thus, the Heart of Jesus is worthy of adoration as well as everything else which belongs to the Person of Jesus. We do not consider it as separated from the Person, without relation to it. To the accusations of the Jansenists we have always answered that the Heart of Jesus is regarded as united to the Person of the Word. Pius VI affirmed this with force in the bull "Auctorem fidei" (1786)  We refer for example to the LXIII proposition of the Jansenist Synod of Pistoia, condemned by Pius VI; "...Cuasi fideles Cor Jesu adorarent cum separatione, vel praecisione a Divinitate, dum illud odorant, ut est Cor Jesu, Cor nempe personae  Verbi, cui inseparabiliter unitum est, ad eum modum quo exsangue. Corpus Christi  in triduo mortis sine separatione aut praecisione a divinitate adorabile fuit in  sepulchro" (in: Denzinger-Banwart, Enchiridion Symbolorum, n, 1563).. At the same time all the accusations of Nestorianism and idolatry fell.

In this divine whole of the Person of the Word, the Church does not 'separate' a part, noble and venerable as it may be, in order to make it in itself or in view of itself, the object of a special cult. However, the Church does 'distinguish' in the theandric whole a part in order to make it the object of a special cult. The reason is that she sees in it a sign, symbol or reminder of a mysterious reality, of a special mark of love. The Heart of Jesus is the emblem of His Love and recalls to us at the same time the entire interior life of Jesus. His affective life is all love. The various aspects of this affective life are-the same love which diversifies itself according to the conditions of its object. That which is not love in Jesus is under the influence of love; He suffered because He loved; His miracles are the effects of His love. The Heart of Jesus is a real and living Heart. Our entire intimate and profound life is connected to our heart; our "sentiments reverberate from it, our entire affective life has there a center of resonance by which this life manifests itself sensibly to us. Now our moral life and our affective life are closely united. Do we not go so far as to say that "the great ideas come from the heart and that, the heart has reasons which the mind does not know?" (Bainvel) If this is so, the devotion to the Heart of Jesus is no longer the devotion to the love of the Heart of Jesus only, but it becomes the devotion to the entire interior life of the Redeemer (in the widest sense) because this interior life has its center of resonance, its symbol and its sign of recall in the real and living heart.

We are aware of the scruples of Cardinal Lambertini, the future Benedict XIV, who hesitated to authorize the feast of the Sacred Heart out of fear that the sacred humanity of Jesus would be endlessly divided'. "If the Sacred Congregation Of Rites concedes today the feast of the Heart of Jesus, should she not one day concede others for the most holy side, the, most holy eyes, the most holy tongue; moreover, a feast in honor of the heart of the Blessed Virgin Mary would also be demanded. Again, where would this end" Cited by A`. Hamon, S.J. , Histoire de la dévotion au Sacré-Cœur," IV, p. 41
?

We know how the Roman authority gradually overcame its hesitation. The heart, more than any other organ, is the symbol of the intimate sentiments of the person.

Our homage is not addressed to Jesus and to His Sacred Heart, but rather to the Sacred Heart; i.e. the Heart of the Person of the Word to which it is indissolubly united. Thus the accusations of adoring a Heart separated from the divinity falls away; since the Body-of Jesus was never. (neither any of •its parts) even during the three days of death, separated from the divinity, and by reason of  this unity even in the absence of the soul, it remains adorable.

But we must note that the devotion to the Sacred Heart is not simply the cult of the Heart of Jesus considered materially in its hypostatic union with the divinity. For it is the cult of the love of Jesus - God, in the cult of the Heart. In fact, there are two elements in the 'devotion to-the Heart of Jesus one sensible and so, to speak formal; the other, the love recalled and represented by the. Heart of flesh. This does not mean that there are two distinct objects , purely coordinated or that one of these is merely accessory. 'The two elements form but one "as the sign and the thing signified form only one; they are essential to the devotion as the soul and the body form the man. And as the soul surpasses the body and is the principal of man, thus the principal in the devotion to the Sacred Heart is the love of God made Man" (Bainvel.). This formal aspect of the devotion to the Sacred Heart supposes a Heart living and vibrating with all the sentiments which inclined the Word made Man toward sinful humanity Cfr., Ami du Clergé, Septembre 6, 1928. c. 620-621 

The cult of the Sacred Heart isadoration of the Incarnate Word, of the Word insofar as it is incarnate. Inversely and equivalently, this cult is the adoration of the Man Jesus insofar as He manifests the Word of God. For Jesus Christ is not an image or symbol of God, ontologically separated from the Word. He is the reality itself of the Being which He represents. Technical terms speak here of a hypostatic union, that is a union in a single person, the Person of the Divine Word, of two natures, divine and human, in Christ. The technicality of the formulation should not detain us - it is necessary to safeguard the Faith. We are able to translate it into more modern and accessible terms, by saying that, of the Man Jesus, God says "I," or else the life of the Man Jesus is the same Life as that of God. The "I"; the life itself of God in this Man in a moment of history is a life which was liberated from time, for God continues, if we may say awkwardly, to be a Man. This is the essential mystery of Faith in which all the Christian dogmas are centered: God desired to experience Himself what it was to be a Man, to experience this in its fullness with the exception of sin and without losing the sovereign majesty and transcendence of God. This human-divine unity in Christ is the source of our salvation; it is the redemptive source. In this sacrifice and passion of the God Man, an expiation of sin is contained that is at the same time infinite and human, sufficient for all humanity. This is a divine and human compensation for our vital and profoundly blasphemous attempt to deny God which is our sin, original sin and each one of our sins which continue and approve this primordial sin.

Thus, one of the most important aspects of this humanity of Christ Jesus, which is the humanity of God, is His human ability to feel and love, His affectivity and sensibility. Jesus Christ, God and Man, feels and loves as a man, and in Him it is the God who who feels and loves as a man. At least in our Western civilization, the heart is considered as the sign of this ability. This symbolism is not arbitrary: our affectivity and sensibility are not only spiritual, they resonate corporally and that can be translated in particular by cardiac phenomena. We are able to say, without anthropomorphism, that in Christ-Jesus God has a human Heart. This Heart, inasmuch as it belongs to the Incarnate Word, insofar also as it is the sign and manifestation of His divine love  When it comes to the question as to whether the divine love is signified by the Heart of Jesus , we must always remember: the Heart is a symbol of the person loving, considered in his activity of Love; in Jesus all that which is human is in function with the divine; it is a sign of the divine. In the case of the Heart of Jesus, we must not start from the symbolism of the heart in general, but from the symbolism of the heart in particular, of the Heart of Christ. For those who consider the Heart of Jesus as the "center of the Person," the problem no longer exists. Cfr. , J. Jacques ,De H. Hartverering en de ongeschapen liefde Gods in Ons Geloof, 1946, p. 369-387; Culte et Théologie du Sacré-Cœur in Année Théologique  1947, p. 27+398 (criticism of the book De devotie tot het H. Hart, Tielt 1946 by L. Verheylezoon, S.J.)., we can and should adore with the same adoration which is due to the humanity of Christ assumed by the divinity R.L. Petit, S.J. , a.c. p. 126-127.


b) Sources of Revelation

"Is it not comforting to note that among the young who declare some attraction for the devotion to the Sacred Heart, there is unanimity about wanting to find the Person of Christ and His love in the Scriptures? ... It is the Gospels which will furnish the best response to the question: 'What is the Sacred Heart'', or better, 'Who is it? ' by showing us the Person of the Son of God Incarnate entirely revealed in His love" J. Galot, S.J. , Quel est l'objet de la dévotion au Sacré-Cœur in Nouvelle Revue Théologique, Novembre 1955, p. 924..

The encyclical "Haurietis Aquas" which is a kind of complete treatise and strongly filled with spiritual theology, does not depend on one revelation in particular but on the millennial spiritual experience of the living Church of the reality of Christ, and especially on the foundations of revelation. The Sovereign Pontiff seeks to consider at depth the "essence and sublime nature of this cult in the brilliance of the light of divinely revealed truth..." "The faithful should search for the foundation of this cult in the Scriptures, tradition, and the Liturgy as their clear and profound source." It is here that an important. distinction arises between the fundamental idea of the devotion (love of Christ) and its special form (cult of this love under the symbol of the physical heart). "It is indubitable that the sacred books never clearly give mention of a particular cult of love and of devotion rendered to the. physical Heart of the Incarnate Word, inasmuch as it is the symbol of His great ardent charity."

Pius XII wanted to underline that the cult of the Sacred Heart, when well understood, is not based on private revelation; it is an explanation of truths revealed in the Old and New Testament, and of which the faithful and the Magisteriurn of the Church have become aware since the Middle Ages and especially in our present day.

Since the fundamental object of the devotion to the Sacred Heart is identical with the fundamental object of the Christian religion, it should not be too difficult to legitimate the devotion by the sources of revelation.

The method of justifying the devotion to the Sacred Heart by going back to the sources of revelation is new enough. In reference to this someone has spoken of a new method of scriptural proof or at least of a new way of utilizing the Holy Scriptures. The idea of finding a basis for this devotion in Scripture had not greatly occupied theologians before the publication of "Haurietis Aquas." In the treatises of theology, its legitimacy was established by appealing to ecclesiastical documents , the liturgy of the Sacred Heart, and lastly, and especially by theological reasoning. In general there was no attempt to support it by scriptural arguments properly so called. This was so because the justification of this devotion presents itself as an application to a particular case of a more general truth, which demanded the complete attention of the theologians; adoration of the humanity of Christ included under the unique adoration of Christ. We adore the Person and thus all that encompassed in the person of Christ is adorable with the same adoration; thus , the complete humanity of Christ is adorable. To establish this truth searching its foundations in the Holy Scripture was not neglected, it was not difficult to find a good number of texts in the New Testament.

As regards this devotion to the Sacred Heart, one desired to demonstrate why the physical Heart of Jesus could and should be the object of a special adoration. For the Church does not permit indistinctly a special cult to any part of the humanity of Christ. Here efforts were taken to show the relation of the Heart, as physical organ, with the Person of Christ, and also with the natural and symbolic relation of the human heart with the affective life, and more especially with the life of love of a person.

In this case, it was more a task of exactly limiting the object of this devotion.

Meanwhile, certain theologians had begun to examine the Scriptures in regard to this cult, especially when it was a question of penetrating the meaning of the word "Heart.” But they saw that the sense of the word had evolved and that it did not refer as is today universally recognized to the sensible affections of man. They stated "that the heart is a biblical reality very rich in meaning; it is the principle of the sensible life as well as the intellectual and moral life in man; all the acts of the faculties of the soul are referred to the heart as to its source. Among these acts, love does not have a place of choice" J. Hanimann, S. Jean Eudes et les sens bibliques du mot "Cœur" in Cœur du Seigneur, Paris 1955, p. 87..

Later in studying the historical development of the cult of the Sacred Heart, the passages of the Sacred Scripture were searched, where the word "heart" is mentioned and passages susceptible of application prophetically or immediately to the Heart of Jesus, that which could have served as a first historic base for the cult to the Sacred Heart. But here again the study did not give any satisfaction.

"These passages placed the faithful very close, if I may say so, to a hidden treasure. But there is no indication that they ever suspected this proximity. We have not, up to the present, as far as I know, found a precise testimony in the first ten or eleven centuries of Christianity of a symbolism of the heart of flesh applied to the Heart of Jesus, not of the wound of the side precisely as an emblem of the wound of love." J. Bainvel, art. Sacre-Coeur in DTC, o.c.c. 303-305 

All this explains the silence of theologians concerning the scriptural foundations of the cult of the Sacred Heart. But now we see that "Haurietis Aquas" affirms in many places the scriptural roots for the cult, and with abundant detail; so that it serves us better and is of greater value than the juxtaposed texts. "We desire to invite you... to consider with a new attention the principle issues of the Bible... We desire that all our sons in Christ should adopt this form of devotion... It is as we have said, a cult which has existed for a long time in the Church and which has solid foundations in the Gospels themselves."

The encyclical "Haurietis Aquas" does not make use of passages of the Old and New Testament which speak of the Heart of Christ (the Messiah), even though many modern theologians aimed precisely to exploit these texts in order to constitute a biblical documentation for the devotion. The Sovereign Pontiff seems then to be inaugurating an entirely new form of consulting the Holy Scripture in regard to the Heart of Jesus. He no longer undertakes to search the Bible for the significances of the word "heart"; nor does he search the indications of the devotion to the Sacred Heart as it is practiced in our day; his only concern are proofs of the love of God. He begins from the fundamental idea that the cult of the Heart of Jesus is the cult of Love of God for us especially of the love manifested by the humanity of Christ our Savior. The characteristic note of this new method is that Pius XII carefully distinguishes between the foundations (the love of God, manifested especially by the Incarnate Word) that should be sought in the Sacred Scriptures and should be supported by it. As regards the form (the symbolization of love by the Heart of Jesus), the Sovereign Pontiff recognizes in many instances that it is not a question of searching the Scriptures or the patristic writings for it. The foundation of this cult is the love of God manifested to man, and it is precisely the expression of this love which should be sought for in Holy Scriptures. All true and authentic Christian devotion should be attached to the sources of revelation. And then moreover, the fact that the Holy See had approved this cult (even on a restricted basis) before the writings of Saint Margaret Mary, clearly indicates that it proceeds from principles which are of Christian revelation.


The Old Testament

"The Heart is the symbol of love, and, in the Incarnate Word, the symbol of the uncreated love which was the cause of His descent upon earth, and of the created love which, as God, He inspires to Himself as man and which, from the first moments of His conception, was the cause of his sacrifice on the cross" (L. Elliot). Such is the fundamental principle of the devotion to the Sacred Heart. This principle is illustrated in the encyclical "Haurietis Aquas": "The mystery of our divine Redeemer is fundamentally and by its very nature, a mystery of love...' mystery of the merciful love of the August Trinity and of the Divine Redeemer toward all men. Since none of these were able to satisfy in any manner for their faults, the Christ, by the unfathomable riches of His merits, acquired by sheding His precious blood, was able to re-establish and complete this pact of friendship between God and men, violated the first time in the terrestrial paradise by the deplorable fault of Adam and later by the innumerable faults of the chosen people."

This text indicates that we must return to the first pages of the Old Testament in order to seize the complete extent of God's love for us: the love of the Blessed Trinity for sinful humanity, in the perspective of the Redemption.

The last pages of Holy Scripture tell us that God is Love (I John, IV, 7-16); this is the result of revelation. At first glance this may seem to be quite distant from the names given to God in the Old Testament, who is designated under the names; the Creator, the Most High, the Terror of Isaac, the God of armies, the Saint of Israel, the jealous God, powerful and dreadful who makes the chosen people prostrate themselves before Him in trembling adoration: "Holy and awesome is His name. The beginning of wisdom is the fear of the Lord" (Ps. CX, 9.10). And meanwhile, it is in the marvels that God accomplishes in favor of His chosen people, that He reveals His infinite mercy. From these marvels He has established a memorial, as the same psalm reminds us: "Gracious and merciful is the Lord" (Ibid. , v. 4).

The aspect of tenderness which exalts the love of our Redeemer is slow to appear in all its brilliance (p. e. in Tit. , III, 4), but the multiple interventions of God in the Old Testament tended to prepare men for this essential and unique truth: God is love.

In many places , we read of the love of God for men and the affirmation of a covenant of Yahweh with His people, an covenant prefiguring the New Covenant of which the Incarnation is the principle and center. These two Covenants show the continuity of a truth which makes itself more and more explicit at the very center of the history of humanity. Overlooking the necessary nuances, we too often look upon the two Covenants as an opposition between the law of fear and the law of love.

Many recent authors, as P. Van Imschoot  Théologie de l'Ancien Testament (coll. Théol. biblique), I. Paris 1954. See also: P. Philippe de la Trinité,  Dieu de colère ou Dieu &Amour,  in Amour et violence  (Etudes Carmélitaines) Paris, 1946, p. 105-128 have reacted against the conception too easily received, of the God of the Old Testament, a God "dreadful whose power and temper break loose as a force of nature without apparent reason." This is an inadequate opinion, for "if it was true that the adjectives designating the moral attributes of Yahweh are related principally in books relatively recent, they are not totally lacking in the ancient books and the moral qualities, which they express have always been understood as belonging to the God of the Hebrews"  Ibid. , p. 68.. Moreover, we are able to show Him by these moral attributes: goodness and mercy.

The divine "goodness" is often found expressed by the Hebrew term "hesed," whose significance is greatly complicated. It indicates at the same time, duties which fall to those who are united by reason of blood, parentage, friendship, and hospitality. "The 'hesed' designates the assistance, fidelity, loyalty, solidarity, and love which members of a community owe to themselves - be it natural as a family, or from an alliance or from hospitality. The word designates concrete manifestations of assistance and fidelity more than just sentiments or the dispositions which inspire them... In a community, the assistance and loyalty should not exist only among equals or between 
inferiors and superiors (Gen. , XXI, 23): it may exist also among superiors in regard to their inferiors. Thus, 'hesed' takes the sense of favor (Esther, II, 9, 17). This is the cause of the 'hesed' of God, because this one is found on an alliance which is a purely gratuitous initiative on the part of Yahweh. In fact, if Yahweh has established a covenant with Israel and has committed Himself 'to observe this covenant and hesed' (Deut. , VII, 9), it is because He has loved His people, not for their merits but gratuitously. Thus when the Old Testament attributes the 'hesed' to God, the idea of goodness predominates, while that of due assistance is blurred. That is why the 'hesed' of God is often placed in parallel with His love and more especially His compassion and mercy"  Ibid. , p. 66-67(36).


The "mercy" (rahamin)of God is principally the pity which He has for the unfortunate and the feeble; in particular for His oppressed people. Like "hesed," the word "rahamin" signifies the concrete manifestation of pity rather than sentiments and is frequently associated with pardon: when the pity of God has for object the culpable but repenting people, it takes the sense of the mercy which forgives sin ... the God of Israel is long-suffering, that is to say, slow to anger, patient, because "mighty," He is able to await His hour to chastise the culpable: for He does not rejoice in the death of the wicked but rather that they be converted and live... He does not treat us according to our sins and He does not punish us according to our faults. As a father has compassion on his children, thus 'Yahweh has pity on those who fear him." Ibid., p. 67-68. 
.
"Of all the texts which express love, kindness or mercy, few are applied to God in the ancient books. However, the love, condescension or mercy of God is manifest already in the ancient traditions assigned to Genesis, for example toward the first man, to Noah and his family, and to the patriarchs. Moreover, it is the prophets who brought to light the Love of Yahweh either under the form of conjugal love or under the form of paternal love" Ibid. p. 80 .

We may say that since his creation, man has been the object of the God’s love. A handiwork of God lavished with His favors, man preferred a wretched independence to a loving submission. With the increase in generation man has also increased his crimes; but in face of this human rebellion, God always takes up the dialogue with man.

The Carmelite, Oda Schneider, was able to entitle her book "In the beginning was Love"; a phrase which expresses in present language the idea of Saint John when he wrote: "God is love" (I John, IV, 8), and the idea of Saint Thomas Aquinas on the invisible mission of the Son and of the Holy Spirit: "The Son is not any Word, but a Word which exhales love" (38)	Summa Theoloa. , I, p. 43, a.. 5 ad 2:autem est verbum non quale cumque, spirans amorem.". - the love of the. Holy Spirit. It is only in God that knowledge and love are inseparably united. We are inclined to give a too intellectual interpretation to this divine activity which we call revelation. We too easily forget that the revelation of the Word is also the revelation of His love . This reality of love which dominates the entire religious history of the world, is only with difficulty explained in the traditional notions of our scientific treatises. Moreover, the. Old Testament already teaches us that God, who is the Creator of the universe, desires to make a covenant of love with men. This is the base which permits us to solidly establish the cult of the Sacred Heart, from the point of view of the Bible and also of the history of salvation. Rudolphe Graber writes: "I am persuaded that one should rather write this introduction to the devotion to the Sacred Heart, or at least occupy oneself more diligently with these preparatory questions. The devotion to the Sacred Heart is something so delicate, a secret so ineffable that it is not possible to penetrate it, in the deafening and agitating surroundings of our modern life; it is necessary then that we cross the anti-chamber or the nave first, before we are able to enter the sanctuary itself. And it seems that many of the objections against this devotion would be eliminated, if we better understood the art of God in the education of humanity. God, in fact, did not send His Son without preparation, but He rather prepared His coming throughout the length of the Old Testament. For it is precisely in the Old Testament so often neglected by us that are found the historic data of our devotion to the Sacred Heart... But it is necessary that we get to the bottom of things. It is not sufficient that we put together the rare passages, where there is mention of the Heart of God or the Heart of the Savior; it is necessary to penetrate the spirit itself of the Old Testament, which is nothing else than the prophecy of the messianic accomplishment, whose realization is the new, the eternal testament in the Heart of His Son. It is only in the biblical, foundations that we will discover the majestic grandeur of the devotion to the Sacred Heart" R. Graber, La vie sacerdotale dans les perspectives du culte du Sacré-Cœur in Actualité d'un culte, o. c. p. 125.
 

Abraham is the friend of God par excellence, a dialogue, a conversation between friends, a reciprocal openess is found between them. To the descendants of Abraham, these nomadic shepherds with their families and flocks of sheep, God reveals Himself as a Shepherd who always watches over them.

Moses, also a shepherd, is the incarnation of the true Shepherd of Israel. He conversed with God as a man speaks to another man; his dialogue is more poignant than that between Abraham and Yahweh; he succeeded in obtaining a sentence of mercy from God. At Mount Sinai a covenant was established between God and His people. This pact is not founded solely on the basis of the supreme dominion of God and the obedience required on the part of men, but it is fortified and vivified by motives of love: "'You will love the Lord, thy God, with thy whole heart and with thy whole soul and with thy whole strength. Take to heart these words which I enjoin on you today" (Dent. , VI, 5-6). In the canticle sung by Moses at the time of the liberation of the people from the servitude of Egypt, certain expressions and images reflect an accent of tenderness: "As an eagle incites its nestling forth by hovering over its brood, so the Lord spread His wings for them (His people) and bore them up on his pinions" (Ibid. , XXXII, 11). In the midst of the clouds God manifested to Moses a new aspect of His name: "A mercif ul and gracious God, slow to anger and rich in kindness and fidelity" (Ex. , XXXIV, 6). The Decalogue speaks of the jealousy of God (Ex. , XX, 5 - Deut. , V. 9); it is a question of a jealous , demanding and total love, measured by one Who is eternal and all-powerful; of a love which wants to be loved in return and which suffers not infidelity, of a love which becomes angered if we have the misfortune to offend it. The punishments which He inflicts therefore, are still but reminders of His love.

Speaking to the prophets, God used a language even more expressive. It is no longer a question of a symbolic formulation or of a simple transposition of language but it is in proclaiming the violence of the human love which consumes them that the prophets proclaim the violence of the love of God.

We find evidence of this in Hosea (VIII century B.C., at Samaria). For five centuries Israel has been established in the land promised to Abraham but they have answered the goodness of God with ingratitude. The prophets present the covenant between God and His people as a bond of love, a marriage of love. Despite the inconsistencies and infidelities of Israel, love subsists in God; He awaits their repentance so that He may forgive them. In ardent terms, the prophet describes the love of God: "Because Israel was a child, and I loved him; and I called my son out of Egypt... And I was like a foster-father to Ephraim. I carried them in my arms, and they knew not that I healed them. I will draw them with the cords of Adam (humanity), with the bands of love... I will heal their breaches; I will love them freely, for my wrath is turned away from them. I will be as the dew to Israel, whose roots shall shoot forth as that of Lebanon." (XI, I sv; XIV, 5-6).

The text of Hosea is not easy to interpret; all the circumstances of his conjugal history are not clear. But one thing is clear: he passionately loves a woman who is not faithful to him, and he can doubt whether he must love all the children which she presented him with ( I, 2-9). Anger, vengeance, the exigencies of justice are incapable of touching the heart of the adulteress; she runs after her lovers. Only one alternative remains for the abandoned husband; he will seduce her with his love; love triumphs by the force of love.

Before this prophet no one had the audacity "to identify God as subject of the verb love. It was necessary that a man who had experienced the breaking of his heart in his broken home, and who felt no less profoundly in his religious soul, the rending of the alliance between God and Israel, to make this discovery. Under the light of revelation, these two experiences became so much as one that we cannot always distinguish in his words whether he expresses his own proper sentiments or whether he sings of divine love.

The prophet has not only lent God his mouth to announce to men the divine message; it is his heart, with its joys and sorrows, which expresses that which arrests the Heart of God. This is an overwhelming revelation to us; it is as such that God loves us. He loves us like a tender and passionate husband is able to love a woman in the fragrance of her youth, as a grape found in the desert, as a precocious fig in the first heat of summer. In painful cries, love seeks to uncover itself. God did not inscribe the word love in the first-pages of the Eible since creation was but a profusion of His beauty, of His goodness, and of his life poured forth on the creatures to whom. He has given existence. But when His love is rejected, when men respond to His love with forgetfulness or disregard, it is then that the revelation of the love of God is made explicit, and words do not suffice to express it. It is in the human heart of flesh and blood that we read of the love of God. "Go, love a woman that is loved and adulteress., as God loves Israel which chases after idols." The instinctive movement of the scandalized resentment which here befalls the honest man makes us realize to which abyss we are to incline - the abyss of God's love and the abyss of our sins. , ." A Lefèvre, S. J., Les révélations de l'amour de Dieu in Christus, July 1957, p. 323..

The role which befalls Jeremiah at the moment of the fall of Jerusalem is similar to that of Hosea in regard to the ruin of Samaria. As opposed to Hosea, Jeremiah has not known the pleasures of human love. God deprives him of marriage and this, as a sign of the solitude to which the daughter of Sion is to be left (XVI, 1-4). But, speaking-of the love of God, he also uses the same symbols of the spouse and the father and of marriage. He stigmatizes the infidelities of the people as prostitutions and adulteries which are capable of changing the love of God into an implacable hate. Hardened in evil, it really seems that the chosen people are not able to be converted (XIII, 23), the ruin is announced as inevitable. Twice the prophet will see the Chaldeans ravage Jerusalem, bringing its sons into captivity and destroying the throne of David. Despite all this, Israel remains: "His well-beloved which he loves with an eternal love," He exhorts her to recognize her wrongs so that he may pardon her: "Therefore are my bowels troubled for him: pitying I will forgive him" (XXXI, 20).

Ezechiel who is so close to Jeremiah in time as well as in many aspects of his message, will also use the image of the unfaithful spouse. But he will see her with a crudeness which denotes a character less balanced; however, the image of the shepherd is fortunately developed (XXXIV). Toward the end of the exile, "Second Isaiah" mentions the infidelities of Israel which have exhausted Yahweh, but he primarily makes use of a song of consolation and .reconciliation: "Can a woman forget her infant, so as not to have. pity on the son of her womb?”

And if she should forget, yet I shall not forget thee (IL, 14-15)... For a brief moment have I forsaken thee, but with great mercies will I gather thee. In a moment of indignation have I hid my face a little while from thee but with everlasting kindness have I had mercy on thee, said the Lord thy Redeemer" (LIV, 4.8) . And the last continuer of Isaiah will give the same assurance: "As children you shall be carried at the breast, and upon the knees they shall caress you. As one whom the mother caress, so I will comfort you" (LXVI, 12-13 New Catholic Edition).

Thus, the design which God had in creating man proved to be a tentative merciful union with man to whom He gives Himself and communicates Himself in order to associate him with His life. Everything comes to pass as though God desired to celebrate an eternal wedding with rebellious man: "I will espouse you to me forever, in justice and judgment, in faith" (Os. II, 20). Throughout the Bible, the desire of God is expressed in terms and images of Love, as if there existed between God and man a conjugal Love. And it is remarkable that for Yahweh , the sins of the chosen people are not only a cold disobedience to the commandments he has imposed on them, but they constitute a profanation of a sworn and solemn love. It is a painful rupture in which the heart is involved, where the grief endured is immense.

The consolation of Israel has to wait for nearly five centuries. The wise are supported by hope; it is necessary that we purify ourselves , that we open our hearts in order to receive the love of God who will become incarnate in the Person of the Son. The "Wisdom Books" do not refrain from insisting on the duty of loving God by observing His commandments. For the scribes of "Ecclesiasticus," fearing God and loving Him is all one and the same (II, 15-18). In the wisdom literature coming back to the experiences of Hosea, the young Israelites are inculcated with a love for -spouse at the same time as with a love for God (Prov. , V, VII, VIII).

In this phase, the "Canticle of Canticles" was able to realize a synthesis of humanism and revelation where poetry and doctrine are brought together. We are able to read at the same time a human story of love and the history of divine Love. Supported by the whole Jewish tradition, we may think that it sings of the love that Yahweh arouses in His chosen people during the length of its diverse history: the encounter in the desert and the Mosaic Covenant; the tergiversations during the era of the Judges; the solemn Covenant with the dynasty of David, sealed in the splendor of the Temple; the exile where the well-beloved, stripped of everything, searches for God who hides Himself; finally the reconciliation and the interior formation by wisdom which will result in an eternal Alliance. It is astonishing that the author is able to write the history of Israel in singing of so real a human love. Hosea had inaugurated this style.

This history of the love of God for Israel is also our history. Seeking the love of men, God was preparing the espousal of Christ with our human nature in the womb of Mary. The love of God is not discouraged by our sins, rather it searches for us. He exalts, He gives way to lyrical ecstasy; the intoxicating and oriental images are multiplied: ardent chase, burning kisses. Baffling symbols apparently excessive, which express a little the eternal chant uttered by the irrepressible love of God in pursuing humanity.

The last love is that of mercy: “But thou hast mercy upon us all, because thou can do all things, and overlook the sins of men for the sake of repentance. For thou Love all things that are, and hate none of the things which thou has made, for thou did not appoint or make anything hating it. But thou spare all because they are thine. And therefore, thou chastise them that err, by little and Little, and admonish them, and speak to them concerning the things wherein they offend, that leaving their wickedness, they may believe in thee, 0 Lord... Thou, our God, art gracious and true, patient and ordering all things in mercy" (Wisdom, XI, 24-25, 27; XII, 2; XV, 1).

From one end to the other, the Old Testament does not cease to repeat that God loves us. God did not affirm His Love in a simple or just common way. He made men feel the extent of His Love for them.


The New Testament

"The unique object of Scripture is charity" (Pascal). There is unity and continuity between the Old and New Testament; it is the love of God. Charity is the key to the Holy Scriptures, which in turn, are but the orchestration of the same leitmotiv. This theme is like a chant of Love, a dialogue of spouses which repeats itself continuously.

And behold the Incarnation or the manifestation of divine love in a human heart. The immense love, which burns eternally in the bosom of the adorable Trinity, manifests itself in a human heart. By giving Himself a heart of flesh, God furnished the means by which infinite love could express itself in a human manner. This infinite love uses forms familiar to us concerning human love; it has submitted itself to the vicissitudes of our human love. It knows our joys, our labors, our anguish, our sorrows, our emotions, our friendships. God loves as we love, with the same tenderness, the same joy and the same anxiety.

The infinite love, which makes the eternal life of the Holy Trinity, places itself in many ways at our disposal, for the, Incarnate Word expresses that love in human forms. To hear Him speak to His Father, it may seem that this is an easy and natural thing; while the most profound mysteries unfold themselves before our eyes, the trembling of the Trinitarian life makes a human heart shudder before us: "All. things that are mine are thine, and thine are mine...I have made known to them thy name, and will make known, in order that the love with which thou has loved me may be in them, and I in them" (John, XVII, 10, 26).

This divine love assumes in the Heart of Jesus the diversified expressions of our human loves: He is devoured by zeal for His Father's House (John II, 13, 17). He Lets Himself be moved by the infinite goodness of His Father, He tells us His joy at the thought of returning to His Father: "If you loved me, you would indeed rejoice that I am going to the Father" (John XIV, 28).

Many have hesitated before the reality and logic of the Incarnation. In the early years of the Church, the Docetists rejected the reality of the flesh of God. It was repugnant to them to admit that the Lord would assume the weakness of our nature with a body subject to hunger, thirst, suffering, and death. The Word has only assumed the appearance of a body. A more recent and more subtle Docetism reluctantly admits at times in the Incarnate Word a true sensibility subject to human emotions; they reject as a "psychological" abuse all penetration or meditation of the interior states of Christ. Certainly, we must respect the mystery, guard against sentimentalism, and not forget to relate the humanity to the Word and the Word to the Father  The psychology of Christ is a delicate and difficult problem, a problem which is at the center of theological preoccupation in our day and which recalls the primordial problem of the ancient Christological struggles; in Christ there is one person and two natures. What are the relations between the person and the natures and which prevails and which is more fundamental; are we to say that Christ is one or double? He is "one," pure and simple, according to His whole Being because the duality of natures does not imply a duality of supposits, thus He is "many" from a second point of view. In the line of Christological dualism, we have today a tendency to the left "School of Antioch" with Deodat de Basly, 0. F.M. , (+1937), L. Seiler, E. Longpre, A Gaudel, E. An.1ann, P. Galtier, S.J. , P. Glorieux, R. Devreese; in the line of Christological unity there is a tendency to the right "School of Alexandria" with Dom H. Diepen, O.S.B. , Mgr. Parente. An article by P. Seiler "La psychologie humaine du Christ et l'unité de personne" was placed on the Index (decree of the Holy Office, July 12, 1951 in AAs 1951, p. 561); the article pretended that the human psychology of Christ would subtract from the influence of the Divine Person. These two theologies have the right to freedom in the Church, under the condition that they do not yield to a partisan spirit and that they do not exclude the profound intuition of the opposing theology. The dependence of the human psychology of Christ with regard to the Person does not entail any penetration of the divine nature in the human operations; the nature is autonomous, it acts according to its own proper laws. the causality which the Person of the Word exercises on the human psychology resides in the mark of divine filiation which the actions of Christ bear. - Cfr., P. Dondaine, O.P., in La Revue des Sciences philosophiques et théologiques, 1951, p. 609-613; H . M. Manteau-Bonamy, Le mystère de l'Incarnation in Initiation théologique, IV, p. 77-78; L. de P. Sola Una nueva explicación del Yo de Jesucristo in Estudios Ecclesiasticos, 1955, p. 443-478; Mgr. Parente, "L'Io di Christo," Brescia, 1955; J. Galot. S.J , La psychologie du Christ  in Nouveau Revue Théologiques , April 1958, p. 337-358..

But it remains true that it is through His humanity that the Incarnate Word reveals God to us and leads us to Him. With the sole exception of sin, He has taken all our weaknesses upon Himself (Hebr., IV, 15; cfr, II, 14-18; V, 7-8); He is truly our brother in humanity. It is in receiving His humanity that we become divinized, "and nothing is able to transform us into Him more profoundly, beyond the understanding of His words, beyond the contemplation of His actions, than the prayerful penetration of this Heart to which He invites us Himself to seek the source of actions and words" (Luke VI, 45; Mark VII, 21-33; Matt. XII, 34-35, XV, 18-19) G. Didier, , S.J., Le Cœur humain de Dieu in Christus  (Cahiers spirituel:3), July 1957, p. 336..

It is baffling to know that God has a Heart which is sensible to our offenses and ingratitude and which finds joy in loving us. The Incarnation is not a metaphor; the love of God began the pulsating of a human heart which is in all reality, the Heart of God. The result of the multiple and slow progress of the Old Testament was to prepare men for the supreme revelation of the divine love.

By means of the Incarnate Word, this love of God for us takes on human qualities. Without doubt, it is always the eternal love, the Trinitarian "agape," but its insertion in time procures for it a pathetic note. One had to be a man in order to be able to die for those one loves and thus give the dramatic sign capable of evoking before our sensibility the intensity of this love.

The Gospels suggest to us the emotions and human passions of Jesus. He experiences hunger, thirst, fatigue, the necessity of sleep; He experiences joy and sadness, admiration and anger, impatience and enthusiasm  Rev. J. H. Nicolas, O.P. , has written (Connaitre Dieu, Paris 1947, p. 130131): "It is certain that it is not the infinite love itself which is subject to these vicissitudes of which it is not susceptible. It is not the infinite love which is sad and which is tormented and which cries. Yet meanwhile, it is this love. For all these emotions and all these movements of the Sacred Heart, however real, are the emotions and movements of God. If there are two loves in Christ, and if the human love alone is sensible in part, there is only one Person loving, and this Person is the Word, this Person is God... and love, since God is love... The human love of the Sacred Heart in its most profound way was immune from all sorrows and troubles, since the soul of Jesus, by an incomprehensible mystery, was established in the beatific vision, and associated the inalterable joys of heaven to the most frightful sufferings and sorrows of this earth.". True, we must purify these notions of the egoistic tendencies which they arouse in us as we must eliminate all adhesion, however slight or fugitive, to temptation. But as the most humble of men, Christ experienced the essential of human emotions, that intimate union between the spirit and the flesh, that "emanation in the body of a cordial or hostile presence, the physical oppression of danger, the exaltation of a triumph, the constriction of solitude, the dilatation of a love" (G. Didier, S.J.).

The life of the Incarnate Word is supported by love and mercy. In many places, the Old Testament had said that God had pity on man, "and the term in Hebrew evoked the quivering of the maternal breast before the infant" (J. Guillet). But this again was only an image. With Jesus we see the hands of God being placed on the sick, we hear the voice of God who pardons sins and tells us of the love by which we are loved. We hear the groaning of His sorrow which breaks our heart. Jesus compares Himself to the shepherd who seeks until he has found the lost sheep. He knows the sadness of unappreciated love, of ingratitude and treason. He has shed His blood for us, He has known the most horrible sufferings of the flesh and the indescribable tortures of the soul: "My God, my God why hast Thou abandoned Me?" (Mark XV, 34); He has found a way to perpetuate in an unbloody manner the sacrifice of the Cross and to make us partakers of its effects.

He has known the misery of seeing one of His own, Judas , desert him; and who will tell us of how many others is Judas the sign? Between the Father who seems distant and men who desert Him, Jesus feels abandoned. His agony is not a weakness before the total sacrifice which heralds itself, but it is "this sacrifice existing at its most profound level, when Christ surmounts in Himself the separation between the sins of the world and the sanctity of God, between the will of men and the desire of the Father... Chilled by solitude, as man He seeks a little human warmth from men... But He receives none for His disciples lay asleep. This sleep grieves Him: 'Could you not then watch one hour with Me? 1 (Matt. , XXVI, 40). We understand that this complaint, after centuries, still agitates with compassion all those for whom Jesus 'will be in agony till the end of the world"' (G. Didier ,S. J.).

This love of Jesus for us is a gratuitous and great love, in the measure of God, thus, beyond measure for it is as great as God Himself. God does not love us half-heartedly or only vaguely; He loves us with a total and entire love by which He engages all the powers of His Being, which is infinite.

What is difficult to understand in this mystery of love is that it was able to be joined to so humble an object, which had been ontologically drawn from nothing by God and which, by consequence, owed everything to Him. A love incomprehensible for our intelligence: God devotes Himself to something outside of Himself and which owes its existence to the Divine Power. In all logic, we should say that man possesses an infinite value; in fact, God considers man as equivalent to Himself since He does not hesitate to give him the ransom of His own Son for his salvation. "For you have been bought at a great price" (I Cor. , VI, 20). Yes, we are worth the price of the Lamb of God.

The most insignificant and impoverished among us is the object of a well determined divine thought. Admitting that the Divine Intelligence is without limit, God knows every possible analogical participation of His Essence; God stopped at the idea, that is to say, at the type of the reasonable being which 1 am and which is a participation, an image, a particular aspect of His infinite nature. Our terrestrial beginning is situated in time, but we were always present to God who has loved us with an eternal love: "I have loved thee with an everlasting love" (Jer., XXXI, 3).

God is not able to love in a mediocre manner for all beings, says Saint Thomas, act according to the nature which is proper to them. The creature expresses itself in its activities in an imperfect manner for it is limited. God manifests Himself in a perfect manner since He is infinite. He will love then, infinitely, divinely placing in motion all the resources and unlimited possibilities of His Infinite Essence. This is not just any love, but love Itself, a love which is unbending, absolute, and ardent to the highest degree, and which is in search of our response to the gifts of His love.

Saint Thomas Aquinas remarks: God looking for something, how can this be possible? For how do we explain that He who is perfect and infinite has a need of us? But nevertheless, it is very true that God, as an unwearying hunter, is pursuing our hearts which He has created, "as if man was the god of God and as if God could not be happy without him"  Opus. 62, De Beatitudine , ch. 7.

It is in this unfathomable mystery of the love of God that the mystery of the Heart opens to us in part. "He has come to us, humble, discreet, and fraternal. He has silently mingled Himself in our life. He proposes to us His friendship: to become the companion of our journey, the confidant of our thoughts, our sustenance in time of struggle, our consoler in time of misery. He has given us the greatest proof of Love which a brother is able to give to his brother: for us, He let Himself be tortured, for us He has died. He has given all to us: His Body as nourishment, His divine life in its entirety. And now, as the least of the poor, He, the Most High ... as a poor beggar who awaits our aid, He the Almighty, beyond recognition, the face swollen and sorrowful, as is revealed to us on the Holy Shroud, the Body covered with wounds and dressed in rags, the members transpierced, He presents Himself at our door and knocks as a timid beggar, imploring that we open, that we allow Him to enter, imploring us to have pity on Him even if we do not have pity on ourselves" G. Rosetti, "L'amour de Dieu pour nous" in La Vie spirituelle, July 1958, p. 58-59..

The love that Jesus has for us is not an indifferent wordy benevolence. Christ does not love men in general any more than God does. It is by name that He calls His sheep (John X, 3). The Gospel lets us foresee that the relations which unite Jesus to diverse persons are particular and individual. Thus, it is that we are able to discover the following differences in the love expressed to the family group of Bethany and toward the group of 
disciples: friendship (John XV, 15), 'intimacy (Matt. , XVII, 1; XXVI, 37), and love in the strongest sense of the word (John XIII, 23; XIX, 26; XX, 2; XXI, 7, 20). The humanity of a heart similar to ours. Behold the predilection which was born from a mere glance: "Jesus, looking upon him, loved him" (Mark X, 21). Most certainly it is still the love of God but it has passed through the human heart of Jesus where it has acquired spontaneity, warmth, and human proximity. In another place we see that the act of faith of the centurion surprises Jesus who marvels at this (Matt. , VII, 10; Luke VII, 9). The diversity is not found in the degree (i.e., in loving more or less) but in the manner, in the quality or type of affection which the Heart of Jesus has for people, objects of His love.

These few traits suffice to show that Jesus loves us with a divine love, but which takes on in His Heart our human manner of loving. This love of Jesus is so human that He has taken our vulnerable and sorrowful ways of loving. Death has taken Lazarus away from Him, a friend whom He has loved so tenderly. He knows that He will restore him to life but first He must assist the distress of Martha and Mary and He must pass before the grieving throng. In a few lines, Saint John tells us how the Incarnate Word adds His sorrow to that of the multitude: "When, therefore, Jesus saw her weeping and the Jews who had come with her weeping, He groaned in spirit and was troubled, and said: 'Where have you laid him? ' They said to Him: 'Lord, come and see.' And Jesus wept. The Jews therefore said: 'See how He loved him!'" (XI, 33-36).

Another time Jesus experiences the sorrow of one deceived. At the time of the triumph of the Palms, the enthusiasm of the crowd reminds Him of the contrast of infidelity which heralds itself. "And when He drew near and saw the city, He wept over it saying: 'If thou had known, in this thy day, even thou, the things that are for thy peace! But now they are hidden from thy eyes"' (Luke XIX, 41). Another complaint is no less poignant: "Jerusalem, thou who kill the prophets, and stone those who are sent to thee! How often would I have gathered thy children together as a hen gathers her young under her wings, but thou would not!" (Luke XII, 34; Matt. XXXIII, 37).

In the Gospel of Saint John there is a text which has attracted the attention of exegetes, theologians , mystics and which contains the seed of the devotion to the Heart of Jesus; it is the text which deals with the wound in the side of Jesus.

The narrative is simple and detailed. The dying Jesus gives His Mother to His dearest disciple. He is thirsty, the soldiers having pity on Him and desirous of refreshing Him, soak a sponge in their sour beverage and extend it to Him on the end of a pole so that it might reach His mouth, but on tasting it He says: "It is finished." He bowed His head and breathed His last.

At the request of the Jews, a group of soldiers arrived in order to quicken the death of the condemned by breaking their legs; however, seeing that Jesus is already dead, one of the soldiers just pierced His side with a Lance and from the wounded side, the Apostle saw blood and water flow (XIX, 26-33). "Unus militum lances latus ('pleuren,' pericarde, membrane that surrounds the heart) eius aperuit (tenyxen,1 i.e. , percussit) et continuo exivit sanguis et aqua" Many present exegetes (Knabenbauer, Prat, Lagrange...) are of the opinion that the left side was pierced, i.e. , the side of the Heart. Others, basing their opinion on certain apocryphal writings and on an ancient tradition (which manifests itself in the iconography of the crucifix) assert that the wound was on the right side. In the supposition that the Shroud of Turin is authentic, this would seem to confirm the second opinion; Cfr. F.M. Braun, O. P., Le Linceul de Turin et l'Evangile de S. Jean in Nouvelle Revue Théologique, 1939, p. 900 and p. 1025. The author says that exegesis is opposed to the existence of a single shroud which would have covered the entire Body of Jesus..

The blood and water which flow from this wound have formerly been considered (by Origen, for example) as miraculous; actual experience tends to demonstrate that this fact is natural. Science has proved that the blood remains liquid in the heart for a notable period after death; the water came from the pericardial sinus of which most part (95%) is composed of water.

The simplicity of the narration, handed down to us by an eyewitness, conceals moreover a more profound sense. We are left to surmise more profound intentions. We must not forget that Saint John was formed in the School of the Law, that he lived with intensity the Jewish ritual, that he awaited with deep longing the hope of Israel, which had been announced by the prophets. He warns us himself that the actions and words of Jesus, of which he has preserved for us a remembrance, are the signs in which our faith is to recognize Christ, the Son of God (XX , 31).

The beloved Apostle is the only evangelist who explicitly mentions the piercing of Jesus' side by a lance. The wound of the side should have the value of a sign. For Christ being dead, He could merit no longer. Under this aspect, the redemption was finished. The following events have the efficaciousness of signs, i.e., the sacrament of the Redemption is a work. We see that Saint John attaches the greatest importance to this sign. He insists on the veracity of his testimony and he will return to this in his first epistle (V, 5-8) where the testimony of the spirit is affirmed by that of the blood and water. In the Apocalypse (I, 5,7) the Savior, who is transpierced according to the prophecy of Zachary, appears as Judge.

The evangelical account contains two references to the Old Testament:

	a) "Not a bone of Him shall you break." This first text is in clear conformity with the ritual prescriptions concerning the Paschal Lamb. The annual rite recalled the great deliverance, the day when Yahweh had delivered the children of Israel from slavery in order to make them His chosen people, His first-born son. The blood of the Lamb whose bones were not to be broken (Ex. XII, 46; Numbers IX, 12), was the distinctive sign of their purchase. Behind the door signed with blood, the family united in the sacred supper, stayed up the whole night. No one was permitted to leave the house that night, but in the morning all could leave freely while the Egyptians lamented over the loss of their first-born.

This similarity with the Paschal Lamb brings to mind the Lamb of God who bears and takes away the sins of the world (it is Saint John who heard John the Baptist refer to Jesus in this manner and who reported these words in his gospel). We may, however, object: the Paschal Lamb, which is referred to in the text cited, was not a sacrifice for sin. But we must recall that the Old Testament speaks also of other bones which are not to be broken, "the bones of the just who have been persecuted shall not be broken" (Ps. 33-34, 21). Those who pray thus become equal to servants of Yahweh (V. 23) whose type is depicted to us in Isaiah (Chapter 53). Thus, the servant ("ebed 'Yahweh") is smitten by God, he is a leper who hides his disfigured face. It is he who carries the sins of others and offers his life as a holocaust of reparation. Now, we know that the sacrifice of reparation of the lepers was a lamb (Lev. XIV); the blood of this expiatory lamb brought about the reintegration of the cured leper into the community of the chosen people.

Saint John was familiar with the Jewish ritual. An expiatory lamb evoked for him the rite of purification dominated by the thought of the lamb of God who takes away the sins of the world (and we discover the same idea in the Apocalypse). In the one crucified on Calvary, he recognized the true Paschal Lamb, and at the same time, the expiatory lamb. The servant of God who gave himself as a lamb of reparation for the iniquities of men, hopes in God at the moment of death; Yahweh would guard his bones, He would not permit that any of them be broken.

The expression "not a bone of Him shall you break" represented in the idea of Saint John the two lambs that were sacrificed; the formula was spontaneously presented to his memory.

	b) "They shall look upon Him whom they have pierced." This second citation from the Old Testament refers to the servant ("ebed Yahweh) of the book of Isaiah. The blow of the lance in the side of Jesus is presented as the accomplishment of the prophetic words: "They shall look upon Him whom they have pierced." This citation of the prophet Zachariah is of great historic and theological importance and proves at the same time that the New Testament is to be interpreted as a function of the Old. The citations of the Old Testament should not be considered solely as literary ornaments or as apologetic proofs in favor of the Messiah, "but rather as the key which permits us to understand the scene in question, without forgetting the entire picture evoked by the authors of the Old Testament. Was it not in this sense that Christ explained the Scriptures to the disciples of Emmaus?" (R. Graber).

We cannot delay here concerning the literary criticism of the text. It is certain, moreover, that the intellectual world of the prophet Zachariah was familiar to Jesus. The day of His triumphant entrance into Jerusalem, He cited Zachariah IX, 9; "Shout for joy, 0 daughter of Sion! Behold thy King will come to thee, the just and savior: He is poor, and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt the foal of an ass." In the discourses on parousia, the same prophet is cited (XIV, 5): "It is thus that the Savior will appear with all His court." Meanwhile as He goes to the garden of Olives, He again cites Zachariah (XIII, 7): "I will strike the shepherd and the sheep will be scattered."

It is not astonishing then that Saint John also, when he recounts the blow of the lance, recalls this prophet and makes mention of him twice, in the Gospel and in the Apocalypse: "Behold, He comes with the clouds, and every eye shall see Him, and they also who pierced Him" (Apoc. I,7).

Concerning the text of Zachariah, cited by Saint John (XII, 10) it is necessary that we situate it in its immediate context (from the beginning of Chapter XII). It is frankly apocalyptic in its entirety. The people gather for the assault of Jerusalem but it is by a mysterious person "the Transpierced" (who is identified with the shepherd, already cited) that its salvation, which seemed impossible, is assured. This shepherd governs the chosen people, but the multitude rejects Him and kills Him. When the misery of the people attains its culmination, God causes an interior change in them. The people return to God whom they have so offended. Their repentance is expressed by their funeral lamentation toward the shepherd of Yahweh whom they have killed. This sincere repentance produces their purification, the absolution of the people: "And I will pour out on the house of David, and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the spirit of prayer and grace. And they shall look upon Him, whom they have pierced and they shall mourn for Him as one mourns for an only son; and they shall grieve for the death of the first-born" (XII, 10). "In that day there shall be a fountain open to the inhabitants of Jerusalem and to the house of David, for the washing of the sinner, and of the unclean woman" (XIII, 1). The effects of this purification are felt: the idols disappear as well as the Canaanite "nabism" (prophecies).

The parallelism is easily constructed. In favor of the house of David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, a spirit is given (XII, 10), a fountain is opened (XIII, 1); water purifies the sinner and the unclean woman, the spirit opens the way to grace, it renders them agreeable to God. The fountain purifies Jerusalem of the old formalistic religion, entirely sullied with practices of the Cananite religion; the religion which begins in mourning becomes interior. The transpierced victim has obtained the grace of purification.

The text of Zachariah is a result, it is only the echo of a long tradition. It is quite probable that the prophet makes allusion to the death of Josiah, struck by an arrow on the Plains of Meguiddo and solemnly mourned by Jerusalem. This Josiah, under whose reign the Books of Divine Law were found and who "made a new covenant with the Lord" (IV kings, XXIII, 3) who purified the temple and the entire country from practices of idolatry and false prophets, this Josiah has renewed the covenant.

The reform of Josiah falls away, but Jeremiah predicts that the temple of Jerusalem will be destroyed, that the Mosaic religion will give way to a new covenant, inscribed in the heart. Ezekiel announces that the sanctifying waters will purify the heart, that the spirit will be poured forth which will change the heart of stone into a heart of flesh.

The allusion of the suffering servant of Yahweh in Isaiah (Chap. 53) is manifest: "He also, though innocent, is mistreated and killed by his people but he becomes after his death the savior of all his people." The servant gives his life in sacrifice; for the iniquities of others, he will be transpierced and he will obtain the pardon of sinners. Later, in the wedding of Yahweh to Jerusalem (Chapter LIV) all who are thirsty are invited. Water, wine, and milk flow in abundance, bread and a delicious nourishment are given freely. The words of God fall as a fruitful rain on a degenerate world (Chap. 55).

We see that the citation of Zachariah is a resume of the entire teaching which is attached to the figure of the servant of Yahweh which is the result at the same time of a prophetic doctrine.

Citing the Old Testament, Saint John makes us catch a glimpse of the fruits of the sacrifice of Calvary. Jesus, the Lamb of God completes the rite of the paschal lamb and the prophecies concerning the servant of Yahweh, the rite which commemorated the ancient deliverance and announced the new covenant.

The prophet Zachariah speaks of the spirit and the water (I will pour out... a spirit of grace... there shall be an open fountain...); these two elements constitute the plot of Saint John’s theology. Thus it is while speaking of the wound of the lance to the Heart, he explicitly says that water and blood flowed. And in his first epistle he writes: "And there are three that bear witness on earth: the Spirit, and the water, and the blood; and these three are one" (V, 8). The prophet Zachariah does not explicitly speak of blood but in speaking of a mortal wound he suggests the effusion of blood. Elsewhere in his Gospel, Saint John identifies the Spirit with the water; he develops the words of Christ who announced that the fountain of living water would flow from His breast; and he explains that Christ understands by this the Spirit which had not yet been given because Jesus had not yet been glorified (VII, 38, 39).

It is in the light of the biblical perspectives of the Old Testament that the account of Saint John attains its full meaning: as the servant of Yahweh, as the mysterious transpierced one of Zachary, Jesus suffers on the cross and saves His people. He lets water and blood flow from His side, this water symbolizes the Holy Spirit who performs the purification of sinful humanity. The side of Jesus, sanctuary of the new covenant, has been opened and the saving waters flowing from His Heart flood the earth, they form the messianic fountain and the sacramental fountain of the New Testament. Is it not wonderful that this dialectic of the pierced Heart of Jesus becomes for us the source of life  Cfr. A. Lefevre, S.J. La Blessure du cote in Le Cœur, o.c.p. 109-122; R. Graber, La vie sacerdotale dans les perspectives du culte du Sacré-Cœur in Actualité d'un culte, o.c.p. 129 ff..

The Messiah-Shepherd is a messianic title par excellence of the Old Testament. Ezechiel, for example, announces the Messiah under the image of the Good Shepherd: "Woe to the shepherds of Israel who fed themselves! Should not the flock be fed by the shepherds? The weak you have not strengthened and that which was sick you have not healed; that which was broken you have not bound and that which was driven away you have not brought again; neither have you sought that which was lost. But you have ruled over them with rigor and with a high hand... For thus says the Lord God: 'Behold I Myself will seek the sheep and will visit them... I will deliver them out of all the places where they have been scattered... I will seek that which was lost... and that which was driven away, I will bring again. And I will set up one shepherd over them and he will feed them, even my servant David: he shall feed them and he shall be their shepherd"(XXXIV, 2-23). Psalm 22 depicts the people of Israel under the image of the flock of Yahweh, the Good Shepherd, under whose staff the sheep are assured of safety.

The Gospels also take up the moving image of the Good Shepherd. Jesus proclaims Himself the Good Shepherd (Saint John, Chap. X). The synoptics (Matt. IX, 36; Mark VI, 34) tell us of the crowds that followed Jesus and who are dejected "as sheep without a shepherd." They cite the words of Jesus upon the joy of the Good Shepherd who, having lost one sheep out of a hundred, leaves those who are safe and goes in search of that which was lost; having found it, he brings it back carrying it on his shoulders. It is Saint John especially who develops this messianic aspect of Jesus (Chap. X). He calls himself the Good Shepherd, he underlines the fundamental difference existing between the good and evil shepherd or the hireling. The latter thinks only of his own personal interest, he is not concerned with the welfare of the sheep and flees when danger approaches. The Good Shepherd loves and knows his sheep individually, he is loved and followed by them. They recognize his voice, they are acquainted with the vigilance and fervor of his Love. He leads them, takes care of them, defends them against the wolf; he is ready to give his blood and his life for them. And Jesus adds: "And other sheep I have that are not of this fold, them also I must bring and there shall be one fold and one shepherd" (X, 16).

The complete New Testament, in its diverse episodes, is nothing but a pressing and prolonged appeal of Jesus to souls.

The Gospels also show us this fundamental note in the relation between Jesus and His Father: the total oblation of His entire created Being to the will of His Father, an oblation of perfect and unconditional love. From the very moment of the Incarnation, Jesus knows and sees what the Father expects of Him and the glory which will result from His obedience for the Holy Trinity as well as for all humanity. The first act of the Incarnate Word - the hour of the first offering, the sacrifice of the morning - is an offering of love whose value we cannot over accentuate as the echo of His life and mission. It is a capital act in the eyes of God and Saint Paul sees our redemption already accomplished in it. Citing again the text of Psalm 39, according to the translation of the "Septuagint," the Apostle comments thus: "For it is impossible that sins should be taken away with the blood of bulls and goats. Therefore in coming into the world, he says: 'Sacrifice and oblation Thou desired not, but a body Thou has fitted Me; in holocausts and sin-offerings Thou had not pleasure.' Then, said I: 'Behold I come - (in the head of the Book it is written of Me) - to do Thy will, 0 God.' It is in this will that we have been sanctified through the offering of the Body of Jesus Christ once and for all" (Heb. X, 4-14). It is in the light of this text that we understand better the doctrine of the Greek Fathers who stress the redemptive aspect of the Incarnation considered in itself, independent of the ulterior acts of the Savior  In opposition to the Greek Fathers, the Latin Fathers accentuate the redemptive value of the passion and death of Christ..

The earthly mission of Jesus began with an act of love. For the life of man is situated within the first and last throbbings of his heart which is the "primum vivens et ultimurn moriens." This is not without importance for understanding the devotion to the Sacred Heart: "From the fact that we believe from physiology  "The heart of man is the first thing which begins to live in the womb of the mother and the last which stops in himself," writes Sigfrid Undset. - In relation to the first act of Christ, Father Lebretort (Lumen Christi, Paris .1947, p. 74) writes: "The humanity of Jesus does not belong to Him, it is the humanity of, the Son of God. From the first moment of its conception, it was seized by the infinitely powerful movements of the divine life which draw the Son toward the Father; and from this first instant, the intuitive vision gave to this human nature of the Son of God the perfect contemplation of the will of the Father and the infinite complaisance which the Son, in His divine nature takes there, and in the irresistible movement of admiration and love, Jesus gave Himself without reserve: 'Sacrifice and oblation Thou wouldst not, but a Body Thou halt fitted to Me: in holocausts and sin-offerings Thou hast had no pleasure. Then, said I: Behold I come - (in the head of the book it is written to Me) - to do Thy will, 0 God' (Heb. X, 5-7). This is the sense of the entire life of Jesus and it is the law for our own." that the human heart is the first organ to live, and the last to, die, we draw this consequence that the Heart of the Man-God was the theatre of the Incarnation since it was the first living, and it was also the theatre of the redemption since it was the last to die. It is in it that was accomplished the primordial offering by -which the Incarnate Word dedicated Himself to become our victim, and it is in it equally that, dying on the Cross, He consumed his sacrifice by the placing of His most holy Soul into the hands of. His Father." (Dom Marechaux).

The love which Jesus has for His Father, as well as the love which He has for men, prohibits all mediocrity; Jesus is the voluntary prisoner of His mission of love. "He is thereby engaged by it (and He has willed it freely) in a network whose meshes will shrink and will lead to Calvary. He will no longer be allowed to free Himself. He will be brought to the Passion, not by an exterior constraint of events, but because His role as Redeemer demands it, not by a sort of fatalism but by a finality... Also His whole life will remain engaged on this first act. And the last act which will accompany the last movement of His Heart is its accomplishment" (P.H. Monier-Vinard, S.J.). 

The offering of the Incarnation, the sacrifice of the morning, possesses the clarity and freshness of the dawn; it is the sacrifice of the Man-God who offers His youthful forces and places them at the disposal of love. There will be the sacrifice of the evening, the Passion and Death, where the Man-God offers the bloody harvest of His life which He gives out of love for the Father and for love of us.

The work of the laborer is finished, He will reenter the house of His Father. "As of old, after the creation of the world, God gave His work a final glance, the gaze of the artisan, of the artist who judges before signing his work, and by his signature attests to the fact that it possesses the perfection that he desires.. Jesus also, before leaving this world, attests to the fact that nothing is lacking in the -work of salvation which He had come to accomplish. He had brought it to its perfect and full consummation. Thus, with the same love which accompanied Him during life, in a loud cry, He gives His soul into the-hands of His Father: all is consummated" (P. H. Monier-Vinard, S.J.)..

In His agony on the Cross, Jesus preserved a sacerdotal attitude, He offered Himself as a victim of love. The piercing of His Heart was like the signal of the completed Redemption and of the effects which would follow; the lance of the soldier indicates the place where It was consummated and from which source it would burst forth.

Thus the last act, as well as the first act of Christ, brings us back to the Sacred Heart. At the end as well as at the beginning, there is present the great passion of love. The same logic commands the "ecce venio" and the "consummatum est," the logic of love.

Jesus, the "well-beloved Son" of the Father was charged with the duty of teaching men the depth of His love for them: "For God so loved the world that He gave His Only-Begotten Son" (John III, 16). Jesus is the living proof of the Father's love which is always with Him: "I am not alone because the Father is with Me" (John XVI, 32).

The life of Jesus is a constant appeal of love to our souls; "Come to Me, all you who labor and are burdened, and I will give you rest. Take My yoke upon you, and learn of Me, for I am meek and humble of heart; and you will find rest for your souls. For My yoke is easy, and My burden light" (Matt. XI, 28-30). A similar appeal had never been issued to the world. On earth, innumerable appeals intersect each other without ceasing: appeals of mercy, passion, trickery, and falsehoods. Jesus issues forth an appeal which surmounts time and space. He addressed Himself to all who suffer, who weep, and thirst for justice. There is so much sorrow: sorrow of the heart confronted with solitude, indifference, abandonment, treason; sorrow of the soul confronted with anguish, despair, grief, sorrows of the body: infirmities and sufferings of all kind. Since the fall of Adam, it has been a litany of sorrows, a desolate lamentation which mounts to the heavens. Love, the Heart of Jesus is the divine response to human miseries, the response of mercy toward sin, the response of purity to defilement, of wealth to poverty. To know that God loves us, that He has not thrown us to the hazards of life, that He ignores nothing of our most secret sufferings, gives us an inexpressible force and consolation in the midst of the worst trials.

What a blessing for us that Jesus should come and give us this assurance in human words, where His human Heart has placed this accent which deceives not: "Learn of Me because I am meek and humble of heart, and you will find rest for your souls."

The glances which we bestow on the Christ of the Gospels are so distracted and so lacking in intuition, and yet a little attention suffices to discover the immense love of Jesus in every page.

It is a question then, as Saint Paul wishes it for the Ephesians, to "comprehend the breadth, and length and height and depth and to know Christ's love which surpasses knowledge" (III, 18). For the mystery of our divine redemption is fundamentally and by its nature, a mystery of love: the mystery of this love toward His heavenly Father by which Christ offers Him the sacrifice on the Cross in a spirit of love and obedience, procuring thereby a superabundant and infinite satisfaction in payment for the offenses of the human race: "Christ, by His suffering of charity and obedience, offered to the Father something greater than the compensations demanded for all the offenses of the human race" (Summa Theol. III, q. 48, a. 2). Besides, it is the mystery of the merciful love of the August Trinity and of the Divine Redeemer toward all men. Since these latter were in no way able to satisfy for their faults, Christ, by the unfathomable riches of His merits acquired by the shedding of His blood, was able to establish and complete this pact of friendship between God and men, which had been violated for the first time in the terrestrial paradise by the deplorable sin of Adam, and thereafter by the innumerable sins of the chosen people.

"That is why the Divine Redeemer...having, by His ardent charity in our regard, adjusted the duties and debts of the human race in equilibrium with the exigencies of the rights of God, indubitably effected the admirable conciliation of justice and mercy which constitutes the veritable and absolute transcendence of the mystery of our salvation of which the Angelic Doctor wisely speaks in these words: 'It was fitting to the justice and mercy of Christ that He deliver men by His Passion.' Justice, for by His Passion, Christ satisfied for the sins of mankind, mercy, for man by himself was not able to satisfy for the sins of the entire human nature; also God gave His Son in view of this expiatory work... Mercy was more abundant than if the sin had been remitted without satisfaction, for it is said (Eph. II, 4): 'God, who is rich in mercy, by reason of His great love wherewith He has loved us even when we were dead by reason of our sins, brought us to life together with Christ"' (Summa Theol. III, q. 46, a. 1, ad. 3) "Haurietis aquas".


3) Tradition

We would like to 'draw the attention to certain Patristic sources whose echo we find in the Church's teaching. The central thought of the Church in this matter may be summed up in this phrase: "Qui corde fundis gratiam."

Certainly the love of God which reveals itself in the Heart of Jesus has always been at the center of Christianity, but it is no less true that the human aspect of the psychology of the Redeemer did not constitute the primordial object of the piety of Christians. The living meditation of the faithful concentrated itself on the Person of the Man-God, accomplishing the salvation of Men, and this, in and by the ineffable mystery of His Death and Resurrection. Thus, their contemplation brought them naturally to the glory of Christ resurrected, seated at the right hand of the Father, King of men, over whom He had acquired an absolute and universal domination. Saint Paul writes: "For if thou confess with thy mouth that Jesus is the Lord, and believe in thy heart that God has raised Him from the dead, thou shalt be saved" (Rom. X, 9).

The Apocalypse also is a chant of glory to Christ, the "King of kings and Lord of lords" (XIX, 16).

During almost ten centuries, Christianity lived this glorious faith; this is shown quite clearly from the Patristic writings and the superb mosaics which ornament the ancient Roman and Byzantine basilicas. The Cross was as transfigured by the splendor of the resurrection; it pleased them to represent the Crucified in an attitude of struggle and victory, adorned with a magnificent and solemn priestly cloak, bearing the-riches of the royal diadem.

It is this spiritual atmosphere which characterized the faith in Christ in the first Christian generations. Moreover, the cult of the Sacred Heart is the expression of a spirituality that is centered also on the human aspect of Christ and which sees in this humanity the meeting place between the human and the divine in a drama of love and redemptive suffering which was culminated in the mystery of the Cross. It is well evident that this does not signify that the Sacred Heart is placed outside of Christianity, for nothing is more central in Christianity than love. It is only the perspectives that have changed. Even from the historical point of view, medieval spirituality approached the Heart of Jesus by thorough investigation of the facts of revelation.

When we want to reconstruct the road traveled by reflection over the centuries coming  down to the Heart of Jesus, we discover certain fundamental themes which are like the echo and the development of the seeds contained in Scripture. Providence, desiring to prepare souls for the discovery of the Heart of Jesus, drew the attention of the exegetes and mystics to the two biblical episodes: the repose of Saint John on the breast of the Savior and the side transpierced with the lance.

The theme of the transpierced side is treated more especially by the first Christian writers as Appolinaris of Hieropolis , Justin and Irenaeus.

From the East and Gaul, the same theme would pass to Rome and Africa with Hippolytus , Tertullian, and Cyprian; the latter identifies in an explicit manner the "rivers of living waters" of which Saint John (VII, 39) speaks with the flow of blood and water which emerged from the transpierced side of Jesus (XIX, 34). Saint Ambrose and Saint Augustine develop this same theme: as Eve is taken from the first Adam asleep from a mysterious dream, thus the Church is taken from the transpierced side; water and blood which flow from this wound are the symbols of Baptism and the Eucharist, the two Sacraments which preside at the birth of the Church.

The notion of the Church flowing from the transpierced side, taken from the historical point of view as well as the theological, is the foundation of the greatest importance in the doctrine of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Practically all the authors of the first centuries speak of the mystery of the Church, which is born of the wound of Christ. It is this Church that Saint Paul presents as the Body and Spouse of Christ, and which like the first Eve, but in an incomparably more profound sense, it is the true Mother of all the living. Speaking of the reciprocal duties of the Christian spouses, Saint Paul shows us the union of Adam and Eve as symbolizing the future union of Christ and the Church, announcing in figure this superior reality to which it is itself ordained in such a way that the indissolubility of the Christian marriage, the fidelity and mutual love which the spouses must show, find their foundation and their model in the ineffable union of Christ and the Church (Eph. V, 22-33). Saint Paul sees the accomplishment of a mysterious wedding on the Cross: that of Christ with the Church which He has loved to the point of "delivering Himself up for her, that He might sanctify her, cleansing her in the bath of water by means of the word" (Ibid, V, 25).

It is an inexhaustible subject - the birth of the Church from the Heart of Jesus. This is not pure speculation for this interpretation was introduced in the official documents of the Council of Vienna (1311): "The Divine Word... did not wish solely to be attached to the Cross and to die on It for the salvation of men; He allowed moreover after His death, His side to be transpierced by a lance in order that the floods of blood and water which would gush forth, would form our unique and Holy Mother the Church, the immaculate and virginal spouse of Christ, just as from the side of the first man was drawn, during his sleep, Eve, his spouse. " The liturgical text "Ex corde scisso Ecclesia iugata nascitur" (The Church, the spouse of Christ, was born from His open Heart" - Hymn for the feast of the Sacred Heart) is a direct echo of the biblical and Patristic tradition. The transpierced Christ, by His Death, gives life to His spouse, that is to say, together with those purchased, He seals by the blood of His Heart, the alliance of the eternal wedding: "'For the mountains shall be moved and the hills shall tremble; but My mercy shall not depart from thee, and the covenant of My peace shall not be moved,' said the Lord that hath mercy on thee" (Is. LIV, 10).

His Holiness Pius XII restates an eminent Patristic font When he tells us that the Church "was born of our Savior on the Cross like a new Eve, mother of all the living... born of the pierced Heart of our Savior" "Mystici Corporis" (June 29, 1943) toward the beginning and the end of the Encyclical..

The Church born from a torn and open Heart, a Heart pierced by a mortal wound; a Heart asleep in death. These two expressions - says Fr. de Broglie  The Church, the. new Eve, born of the Sacred Heart in Nouveau Revue Théologique, Jan. 1946, p. 13. - We date the existence of the Church from Pentecost; that is the external existence of the. hierarchical Church manifesting itself outwardly in the, exercise of its powers 
(53) -are not synonymous. To say that the Church was born of the pierced Heart, is to add to the first formula that woman was created dependent on man, to aid him and to become for him the mother of all the living, another double significance founded on a double symbolism and of a marvelous profundity:

1) The Church draws its life perpetually from the love which its Spouse continually bestows upon it, love which the Heart of flesh is the symbol and the emblem.

2) This life comes from a love which was penetrated with suffering and death in order to be communicated, this is the symbolism of the wound

3) The Heart or love of Christ gave birth to the Church. Born of love, nourished on love, living in an atmosphere of love, it is also in love that the Church takes care of us, the children of love.

And how will the Church not lead us to a fervent devotion to-the Heart of Jesus from which she was born and where she finds for herself and for us, her children, life and nourishment?

The Fathers of the Church saw in the wound of Christ's side the source of the Church and of the Sacraments. Medieval thought would make the easy and spontaneous transition to the Heart of Jesus. The theological considerations of the Fathers would give rise to the devotion to the five wounds. From this devotion would later rise the cult of the Sacred Side and it is this cult which, gradually, led souls to the Heart and love of Jesus.

From a historical point of view, the wound of the side was the providential and logical preparation for the cult of the Sacred Heart.

During the centuries of the powerful and glorious triumph over paganism, the triumphal aspect of the Crucified dominated Christian reflection; the Cross was considered as the sign of victory and the wound in the side as the source of the divine treasures: grace and the sacraments.

Victorious Christianity deepened its faith and developed its cult; the time of the great theologians and of the great medieval mystics was being announced. The center of speculation is still Christ-Redeemer, but it is no longer the divinity which occupies the first place in the intelligence and heart of these theologians and mystics. Their attention is centered on the humanity and the more human mysteries of the Redeemer: the Incarnation and the Passion; "Cur Deus homo" asked Saint Anselm. For them, Jesus-Crucified, is no longer the Victor but the Spouse who immolates Himself. The Wound of the side is not only the source of divine gifts, but it is also the voice of salvation which leads to the Heart of the Master and the supreme revelation of this love which drives the Spouse to die for its spouse, the Church. From the wound of the side the medieval mystics penetrated beyond to the transpierced Heart of the same wound, the wound of love ("Vulnus lateris et cordis").

The definitive passage from the side to the transpierced Heart has been made: this is the birth of the devotion to the Heart of Jesus.

The mystics of the Middle Ages established very quickly a correlation between the transpierced Heart of Jesus and the "Canticle of Canticles ," that mysterious poem of the Bible which exalts conjugal love. The Benedictine Abbot, Williran (around + 1O6O), commenting on this Book of the Old Testament, puts these words into the mouth of Jesus addressing His Church: "You have wounded My Heart, My beloved, for whom I have become Man; you, My spouse, whom I have married by means of the dowry of My blood; for you I have suffered on the Cross the wounds of the nails and the lance." Another passage of the "Canticle of Canticles" attracted the attention of the souls of the mystics: "Arise and come, O My dove, in the clefts of the rocks, in the secret recesses of the cliff" (II, 14). The venerable Jean Ruysbroeck (+1381), the prince of the Flemish mystics, uses this text to evoke the Heart of Jesus: "Dwell in the recesses of His wounds as the dove dwells in the cleft of the rock." Thomas-a-Kempis (Hemerken +1471) invites us "to penetrate, by the Sacred Wound, the most lovable Heart of Jesus in order to rest from the affliction of the world." And here is a magnificent text that Saint Bonaventure (+1274 ) left us in his "Lignum Vitae" and which is like a summary of the Scriptural predictions concerning the Heart of Jesus: "In order that the Church proceed from the side of the sleeping Christ on the Cross, in order that the words of the Scriptures be accomplished - "they will look upon Him whom they have pierced" - Providence permitted that a soldier should pierce the sacred side of Christ with a lance. By the blood and water which burst forth, the price of our Redemption should be poured out from the closed fountain of the divine Heart, in order to give to the sacraments of His Church the power to communicate the life of grace and to furnish to the faithful a beverage proceeding from the living source which burst forth unto life everlasting. Behold how the infidelity of the Jewish people made a cleft in the rock, a recess in the walls to shelter the dove. Arise then, O my soul, friend of Christ, imitate the dove which makes its nest in the opening of the hollow; find therein your dwelling like the sparrow, do not weary of being vigilant: hide thyself like the turtle dove... It is there that we must place our mouths in order to drink of the sources of the Savior. For there is found the source which flows into the midst of paradise and which separates into four streams, the source, which flows into the hearts of the pious , which sprinkles and enriches the entire earth."

As regards the theme, the intimacy of Saint John with Jesus, it bears the stamp of Origen (+250). In his commentary on the "Canticle of Canticles" he says that the Apostle reposed upon the breast of the Master, or better still "in principali Cordis Jesu." We do not possess the original Greek text, but it is strongly probable that "principali" is the translation of the Greek word "egemonikon," that is to say, that which is the most intimate in our thoughts, wisdom which is the guide of our conduct. For Origen, the Heart of Jesus is above all the sanctuary of Divine Wisdom and it is there that Saint John derived his sublime doctrine of the "Logos." "No one is able to understand the fourth Gospel" says the Alexandrian Doctor, "unless he first, like Saint John, repose upon the breast of the Master and if he does not have Mary as Mother."

This theme of the intimacy of Saint John with Jesus would be often exploited by the medieval theologians and mystics, it would give way to the theme of an exchange of hearts between Jesus and the loving soul. Saint Bernard wrote; "May I merit to dwell in your Heart all the days of my life so that I may be able to see and do Your holy will. If Your side had been pierced, was it not so that It might remain open to us? Yes, Your Heart was wounded so that, escaping from exterior agitations, we may make our abode in It, in Yourself. It was wounded so that by this visible Wound, It manifested the invisible wound of Your love. Could You better reveal Your ardent charity than by permitting that not only Your Body, but Your Heart also be wounded by the lance? O mortal Wound which permits us to see the spiritual Wound! Who would not love such a wounded Heart? Who will not render it love for love? Who would refuse himself to Its chaste embraces? We then, still enclosed in this perishable body, let us love It with all our strength, let us give something in return and let us embrace with tenderness our Divine Wounded One whose hands, feet, side and Heart have been pierced by the impious, and let us request with insistence that He deign to bind with chains and wound with the arrow of His love, our hearts still hard and impenitent" "De Passione Domini," serum II, cap. 3..

In his admirable "Treatise on the Love of God," Saint Francis de Sales (+1622) writes: "O sovereign love of the Heart of Jesus, no heart will ever thank You devoutly enough. In Its maternal breast, this Divine Heart foresaw, disposed, merited, and besought all the favors that we have need of... And who will not Love this Royal Heart, paternally maternal toward us? ... Yes, it is necessary that we all transport our hearts to the Heart of this immortal King of the ages 'and to live only for Him."

Let us listen to the personal accents of Saint Theresa of the Child Jesus: "You know that I do not regard the Sacred Heart as others do. I quite simply think that the Heart of my Spouse belongs to me alone, just as mine belongs to Him alone, and I speak to Him in the solitude of a delightful heart-to-heart conversation, awaiting the day when I will contemplate Him without veil" To her sister, Celine..

From this we see that the devotion to the Sacred Heart is not a backward or superfluous devotion; "it is the devotion toward Christ which is fully enlightened concerning its subject and conscious of its duties.

"It has seized the word of the mystery of Christ, the final explanation of His coming, His mission, his sacrifice, - it is love with which He loves God and men, and it applies itself to respond to this infinite love by loving with all its heart, with all its mind, and with all its strength.

"All Christianity, as in a crucible, recollects itself and sublimates itself in this devotion to the Sacred Heart" (A. Letouzey).







CHAPTER III

THE ELEMENTS OF THE DEVOTION TO THE SACRED HEART



The object of the devotion of the Sacred Heart is constituted by the lovable person of Jesus, whose love is represented to us under the symbol of the heart of flesh.

But by what acts are we able to attain this object; what are the elements which determine its practice and what constitutes our response to the gift of the Heart of Jesus? In other words, how are we to live the devotion to the Heart of Jesus so that it may truly be the "more perfect norm of Life" (Miserentissimus Redemptor) and the "most absolute profession of the Christian religion" (Haurietis Aquas) of which our Sovereign Pontiffs speak?

1) The Religion of Love. 

We use the word "cult" to designate all the acts of homage which we render to a person because of the superiority which that person has in regard to us. The value of a person depends on his nature, merits, and the relations by which he is joined to others. The honor which we render to a person is the expression of the esteem that we entertain toward that person; this honor will be legitimate only under the condition that it corresponds to the real value of the person to which we address this honor. Thus, the official authorities of the state will show honor to soldiers who have defended their country, to citizens who have performed their duties, in conclusion - all those who by reason of their merits, have the right to admiration and public acclaim.

Acts of honor express the value of a person or institution. But from the moment that we honor someone, who has acquired an exceptional merit, our acts of homage should not only recognize his real value, but also his "superiority" over others. And properly speaking, it is only then that there can be question of an act of cult. That is to say, "a testimony of dependence, namely, an act of submission and humility, service and respect." (St. John Chrysostom) Cult implies, therefore, two things: we are disposed to honor someone by reason of his exceptional merits, and we are willing to place ourselves at his service. This then is the type of cult that we render to God, the saints, and the fatherland. As the honor rendered is proportioned to the dignity of the person honored, it follows that in the case of a dignity which is greater than the person honoring, the cult rendered should be more complete and unconditional.

Religious cult is the acknowledgement of the eminent superiority and the excellence of God over all creatures. The superior rights of God, His dominion, His power, constitute the formal object of the religious cult. This explains why theologians feel obliged to relate religion and cult to the virtue of justice. Since it deals with "rights" and since rights are especially related to the person (defined in philosophy as a rational being endowed with rights "quae est sui juris"), from this it is concluded that the cult is addressed to the person: "Honor is properly exhibited to the entire subsisting being" as St. Thomas Aquinas wrote Summa Theol. , III, q. 25, a. 1; efr. a. 2.

This remark has its practical implications in all the manifestations and forms of cult, but more especially again when it is a matter of determining and interpreting the different devotions which are related to Christ. For it is essential to safeguard, alongside the human elements of the finite nature of Jesus, His divine right to our adoration, to maintain the acknowledgement of God, even when the object of our adoration is the body, blood, wounds, and heart of Jesus. "In the heart of Jesus, it is Jesus Christ Himself who is adored under the aspect of His heart under the aspect of love; just as in the precious blood, it is the complete Jesus who is adored under the aspect of the blood which He shed, under the aspect of sacrifice; as the cult of the body of Jesus is the cult of the person of Jesus Christ under the aspect of the body immolated for us; as the cult of the cross, is in the end, the cult of Jesus Christ under the symbol of His death. Always there is present before us the person of Jesus Christ in His entirety, and never a fragment of His person." (Ch. Sauve)

Other than the "objective" element which is the excellence and superiority of the one whom we honor or "cultivate" by religious acts, a cult also possess a "subjective" element which is the understanding and acknowledgement of this superiority and a voluntary submission which is externally manifest. This cult engages our whole being: intelligence, will, external activities; formally, the cult consists in external or internal acts, symbolic or representative acts by which we recognize the superiority of God and we submit ourselves to Him by sign, rite and word.

The concept of the word "devotion" approaches that of cult. Etymologically, "devotion" indicates the unconditional and loving gift to a person or to a cause ("devovere"). According to St. Thomas Aquinas, devotion is "the will to give oneself promptly to all that which regards the service of God,"  Summa Theol. ,	q. 82, a. 1 Ch. E. Dublanchy, art. Devotion in Dist. de TheoL. Cath. IV, c. 680-685, A. Tessarolo, Il Culto del S. Cuore, Turin, 1957, p. 151 sv.
 it is an act of the will giving itself with fervor to the cult of God. This fervor consists principally in the firm determination of the will to devote itself to the service of God. This fervor of the will or substantial devotion is at the same time the solid foundation on which rests all practice of the devotion and the cause of its merit before God. Without it, it is a purely sensible devotion deprived of consistency and true utility.

Thus since the word "cult" is especially related to the acts of homage which we wish to render, the word "devotion" underlines above all the interior dispositions which are the source of these acts. The fundamental significance of these two words is the same (by cult and by devotion man intends to give himself up to the service of God); There exists but a slight shade of difference: the word "devotion" mainly expresses the spontaneity and the fervor of our sentiments, the word "cult" refers to these same sentiments in so far as they are regulated after the precise norms decreed by authority.

That is why we are able to speak indiscriminately of the cult of the Sacred Heart and the devotion of the Sacred Heart. The magisterium of the Church uses the first expression almost exclusively: the faithful prefer the second expression.

The will to give and to submit oneself - as stated above - is proportioned to the dignity of the person: our donation will be so much the more complete and unconditioned as the dignity of the person, which we honor, is greater. In the case of a superior, our homage of submission will be shown by a great promptitude to accomplish his will but only within the limit of his competence. In the case of a saint, we will perform acts of cult which express our love, our veneration and our attachment. But in regard to God, our love and our giving of ourselves can no longer
have any limits. The cult rendered to created persons must always respect a hierarchy which conditions it, but the cult that we render to God, must be absolute, unconditioned, it should condition all our other cult. It is precisely this spirit of absolute detachment in the face of the supreme Being, which is called "religion."

Religion ranks among the most universal phenomena in human history. Nevertheless, this concept is not easily defined, it is the synthesis of all the relations which joins or "rejoins" (religion) man to God. Since everything that is found in man, comes from God and exists by God, religion will have the task of indicating the behavior of the entire man in his relationship to God. Reflecting attentively on this, we find that the principal elements of our religious behavior are: intelligence, will or liberty and love.

The religious act is above all an intellectual act. God is the norm of all truth, He "is" truth; a religion which would disregard truth would also disregard God Himself. The intellectual element is classed among the most primordial and the most characteristic elements of religious acts. In effect, it is the idea which we have of God, which specifies and conditions our behavior toward God. Our intelligence makes us admit our condition as creatures and the consequences which are inherent in this docility both intellectual and moral, adoration, humility, admiration, love.

The acceptance of the truth of God and the truth of our relation with God, supposes the co-operation of our free will. The acceptation of God engages not only the intelligence but the entire man. Among the faculties of man, the will occupies a place of choice; man surrenders himself freely or he does not surrender himself at all... There is no other contract more exacting and more fundamental than religion. Under the danger of falling into illusion, religion must transmit itself into acts.

Freely and conscientiously we admit the existence of God, in the individual plan as well as in our lives and in our conduct. Considering the grandeur and sanctity of God, we accept our condition as creatures, we place ourselves in the divine plan, we place ourselves under the disposition of God. Since all beings come from God and since they must return to Him, we must respect this destination and express it in our conduct finding their significance and their inspiration in God, all our acts become religious acts.

But God is love. It is by love that He gives us existence, life, and calls us to Himself. The creature is able to respond to the love of the Creator only by love. Thus all religious acts, in the measure that they are more or less great or more or less conscious, will possess an affective tonality. Love cannot be a cold voluntary act. It is our destiny which is at stake in religion. Giving ourselves to God, we know and feel that we are accomplishing our vocation of creature and person. This consciousness should fill us with enthusiasm, joy, acknowledgement; henceforth we know how to organize ours life, how to control the blossoming of our being. Religious experience does not close itself within the limits determined by time and space. Religion shows us how God is at the origin and end of our road of life: we come from God and we return to God.

It is God who unifies our life and the religious life "is the harmonious confluence of all the elements of the human person and of his most sublime activities, because it brings man to the borders of the infinite." (A. Tessarolo.)

Because we believe in love and feel attracted by love, we give ourselves with confidence to a life in God. Religion is the call of God and the response of man; it is the consciousness of our response to the appeal of God's love; it is an uninterrupted dialogue between the Creator and the creature, a dialogue which should end in the complete and definitive giving of ourselves, for time and eternity, to love.

With Jean Mouroux  L'esperienza cristiana (translated from the French), Brescia 1956 we can affirm that the religious experience is the only human experience destined to set in motion all the values and all the possibilities of the human person; it is the only experience which is truly complete.

Religion is this sacred experience, which reveals to us the presence of God in a mystery so elevated and so full of riches that it will never be exhausted. The presence of God excites a profound respect, and at the same time, an irresistible attraction. This contrast is easily explained. I know myself to be a creature, and
a creature who is sullied by sin; this condition places me in contrast with the sanctity of God. On the other hand, I know that this God, infinitely distant, is also infinitely close, that He penetrates me, that He is the source of my life. If I live, it is because He wills it. I come from God and I am in God. This presence of God in me, is more profound and more intimate than the roots of my being, it is more sublime than all the impulses of my spirit: "intimior intimo meo."

And it is not only man, but all created being that awaits this interior call which, in a manner infallible and necessary, conducts all beings to the end which the Creator has assigned to them. It is life, the nostalgia which creatures have for their Creator.

Passing from the ontological level of beings to the level of conscience and grace, we find a similar divine design. On the psychological plan or conscience we feel the need to unite ourselves to God; but since man is not a machine, but a free and conscious person, we could only realize this union by spontaneous and personal relations.

Furthermore, the creature by his nature, is the gift of God (for it is God who calls him into existence), thus we will be able to give ourselves to God only in as much as God wishes to give Himself to us by grace, the gratuitous and supernatural gift of God, which we are able to accept or refuse. The reception which we give to the divine life of grace, can only be a response of love.

By our religious acts we give ourselves to Him who has given us existence, and who still gives Himself to us by the life of grace; by our religious acts we return to the Father "Who has placed us on the road and Who awaits us at the end of our voyage."

God gives us our existence and gives us His divine life, He confronts us and all we have to do is respond, to continue the dialogue of Love which He has begun with us.

Religion is not only a complex of rites and institutions, which manifests the faith of the people; it is even less the fruit of a sick imagination searching to escape the real world. Religion is the certitude of existing by and for God; it is this preoccupation of living in full docility of love our total dependence on God.

Christianity is by definition a religion of love. We can define religion as the encounter of two loves. Yet religion as religion is not strictly this; it is above all a matter of duty, acknowledgement of the essential relations between God and the creature; to consider only the nature of things, these relations are not of friendship, but a relation of Creator to creature, of master to servant. Friendly intercourse between God and us will not be possible to us until such time as by the special will of God, He elevates us to the supernatural order, to the participation of the divine life, which permits us to call Father, He who desires to adopt us as sons.

If it is true that religion, as such, is not the encounter of two loves, Christianity can, in all truth, be defined as the encounter of two loves. It is moreover, the most true and most beautiful definition' which we-can give to Christianity. "On the part of God, it is a tremendous effort of love, to gain our love. We define it, as a tremendous pity coming to the assistance of a tremendous misery. But where does this pity come from? From love. The first as well as the last word, the voice of God upon us, is love. To what do we owe Jesus? To love. "Sic Deus delexit mundum ut Filiurn suum unigenitum daret' (John III, 16). To what do we owe the passion and redemption: To love: "Dilexit me et tradidit semetipsum pro me" (Gal. II, 20). All the mysteries of Jesus present themselves as a supreme effort of love:"Cum dilexisset suos qui erant in mundo, in finem dilexit eos"(John XIII). . The entire Church with her sacraments and with her magnificent organization for propagating grace and truth in the world is a gift of love and God desired that the first law of its government be the law of love, the love of God overflowing into love of men,"Amas me... pasce ignos meos" (John XXI, 17). The first Law imposed upon the faithful is a law of love. It is the great commandment.

If we accomplish it, all will go well: "Dilige et fac quod vis.

“On the part of the faithful, all is equally reduced to love. The law is summed up in love. Christian faith, St. John tells us, is characterized as faith in love: "Et nos credidirnus caritati"(John IV,'.16); the entire Christian life consists of living in Jesus by love; and Christian perfection is defined by the union of love and the amorous transformation in Jesus. It is then true that the Christian religion is summed up in love. It is to say that it is summed up in the Sacred Heart, since the devotion to the Sacred Heart is entirely a devotion to love, a devotion of love.

Finally, Christianity is not Jesus and love as two distinct things. It is the love of Jesus for us and our love for Jesus; it is the love of God for us in Jesus, and our love for God in Jesus. Does this not say, though in other words, that Christianity is entirely in the Sacred Heart?" J. Bainvel, article "Heart" (Sacred) in Dic . de Theol. Cath. III, c. 302-303 

It-is true that Christianity is able to be expressed in other formulas, but it will be truly difficult to find a formula which is truer, shorter, having more depth and which express it more admirably. Besides, we will find nothing more efficacious. For the soul, who permits herself to be ovewhelmed by the devotion of love, will exert itself to respond to this love, which is a tota1 and exacting Love.

This enables us to understand this daring word of St. Margaret Mary: the Sacred Heart is like a new mediator. For here is a new and brilliant manifestation of the unique and eternal mediator, procuring for us as a new gift of Himself by giving us His pierced Heart. And did not Leo XIII tell us that the Sacred Heart is like the "labarum" (undertaking) of a new period? This does not signify that the cross should conceal itself before the Heart of Jesus, on the contrary, for the Heart of Jesus will make us better understand the cross, where Jesus permitted that His Heart be transpierced.

Theologians agree that the Heart of Jesus is the divine Person of the Incarnate Word, this lovable person, whose Heart symbolizes love. It is a particular form of our devotion to Jesus (Hamon); the actual form of the devotion to Jesus Christ (Pour-rat). It is in the same sense that the language of the Church should be interpreted.

In the Liturgy, the Sacred Heart is always the immediate term of our adoration, of our prayers, of our Love, it is not a distant person which it represents, but it is the loving Jesus there present, who invites us to respond to His love.

This devotion shows us Jesus in His most characteristic and most fundamental activity, which is that of His love. By loving the Sacred Heart, we love a person, which is that of the Man-God who loves the Father and humanity. To consecrate oneself to the Sacred Heart is nothing else than consecrating oneself to Jesus Christ, says Leo XIII, for the homage that we render to the Sacred Heart, is really and properly speaking addressed to Christ Himself (Annum Sacrum). Pius XII reminds us that this is a truth commonly accepted by the Church, founded on the law of symbolism. The cult rendered to sacred images and to the physical Heart of Jesus, considered as a symbol does not stop at the object as such, but by its very nature, it is addressed to the Person which this object symbolizes. The Sovereign Pontiff cited the thought of St. Thomas: "The cult of religion is not addressed to the images in themselves as to realities, but regards them under their proper aspect of images, bringing us to God made man. Thus, we do not stop at the image; and to turn oneself to it is to turn to that which it represents. To render a religious cult to the images of Christ does not demand then a new motive, nor a different aspect of religion."  Summa Theol. II-II, q. 81, a. 3, ad 3. "It is then to the Person of the Lord, as to its end, that the cult rightly understood is addressed, by it rendered to the relics of the passion which the Savior endured for us, be it to the image which surpasses all others by its signification, that of the pierced Heart of the crucified Christ." (Haurietis Aquas).

The cult of the Sacred Heart places the person of the Incarnate Word at the center of our religious life. That person presents himself to us in an atmosphere of love, thanks to the symbolism of the pierced Heart.

Because the cult of the Sacred Heart places us face to face with an infinite person, it is clear that no condition or limit would be able to stop the impetus of our love and of the giving of ourselves. Since the cult is proportioned to the person honored, and since we are dealing here with the divine person of the Incarnate Word, our cult should be without limit, just as the giving of ourselves which the virtue of religion imposes upon us, should also be unconditioned and limitless.

We are able to say, in all truth, that our religion is solidified in the worship of the Sacred Heart. For it would not be possible to practice the devotion to the Heart of Jesus, the divine person, and to desire to limit this devotion to some particular time and to certain, practices of the daily life. Whatever be the name under which it is designated or under what form it is shown, God demands always a complete donation.

Since religion is a synthesis of all the acts by which man wishes to enter in contact with God, it is evident that it possess a form which is universally available. But the "religious" gift of oneself, in as much as it represents in all cases an unconditioned and total character, is able to be solidified in a multiplicity of concrete forms endowed with proper aspects. Meanwhile the deep-seated character will remain always unchangeable. Even in following diverse ways, all devotions addressed to the divine person  possess an absolute nature.

Christ is not a saint whose example and intercession is able, in a measure more or less great, to serve us in our spiritual ascent, He is the Mediator, the Incarnate Word, He is God. Thus, our "religion" is complete, it is projected and consumed in our relationships with Him.

When for the mystic of pagan Greece, there existed no mediator between God and the human soul, St. Paul and St. John considered religion as a union, in faith and charity, with Christ Jesus.

The mystic of St. Paul is a mystic of Christ, and this gives to ,the. Christian religion one of its most fundamental notes. It is for Christ and in Christ that the Christian lives. Christ possesses him completely, Christ is his life.. Christ being God, and being the way which leads to the Father, it is in the measure in which the Christian unites himself to Christ, that he will be united to the Father, for "all are yours, and you are Christ's, and Christ is God's." (I Cor. , III, 23).

(In this sense: Garofalo, S., II Cuore del Redentore in S. Paolo, in Cor Jesu, I, p. 543-567.)

St. John, the Apostle of love, does not cease to direct the hearts of the faithful to the person of Jesus: for him also all Christian religion is resumed in the cult of Jesus , the Incarnate Word, who is the light and the salvation of the world. As in St. Paul, he tends to underline the intimate union which exists between the Son and the Father: "My Father and I are one" (John X, 30), "He who sees me, sees also the Father." (XIV, 9)

Christianity is the religion of Jesus Christ, who is our Mediator; it is in Him that we Love and honor the Father: "No one comes to the Father unless through me." (XIV, 6).

All this applies to the devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. If the Heart of Jesus is the lovable person of the Incarnate Word, the devotion to the Sacred Heart should be our response of love to the love of God such as it is manifested and as it is given to us in the symbolism of the Sacred Heart.

This response should be a total response to a love which is total, divine, and infinite. The Heart of Jesus renders tangible the ineffable love of God for men: it is like the aspect under which God shows Himself so as to reveal Himself to men. If Jesus is the Incarnate God, the Sacred Heart is Jesus loving and thus the incarnation of the God-Love. Since religion of Christ engages men entirely before God who communicates Himself to us through Christ, it is evident that the cult of the Sacred Heart is this same Christian religion, but considered under the aspect of love.

We see, the devotion to the Sacred Heart is not a devotion among other devotions; it is this particular aspect which reveals the most profound character of the Christian religion, inasmuch as we are able to penetrate this truth: Christ, the Incarnate Word is above all a mystery of love, a mystery which we should welcome with an attachment of love.

We can practice many devotions toward different saints, because, finally, all the partial devotions tend to God; but the devotion to the Sacred Heart, since it engages the complete man in all his relationships with God and with his neighbor for love of God, and which cannot be limited to certain exterior practices, becomes by this means "devotion" and "religion."

It is thus that Pius XI presented the cult of the Sacred Heart as the synthesis of Christianity "totius religionis summa atque perfectioris vitae norma" (Miserentissimus Redemptor,) and that Pius XII saw in this cult the ideal form of our religion "absolutis alma professio christianae religionis." (Haurietis Aquas).

According to the intentions of the Magisterium of the Church, the cult of the Sacred Heart is not a complex of certain devotional practices, it is nothing less than the ideal form of Christianity, having become fully conscious of this truth: God is love, and the symbol of this Love is the Heart of Jesus. The best manner of honoring this God of love is to practice devotion to the Sacred Heart.

Pius XII writes: "The fundamental truth makes us understand how the Heart of Christ is the heart of a divine Person, that of the Incarnate Word and that this Heart sums up and places before our eyes, so to speak, all the love of which we have been and are still the object. This is the reason why we should so esteem the cult of the Sacred Heart that we may see in its practice the perfect expression of the Christian religion.

This, in effect, is the religion of Jesus, founded completely on the Mediator, man and God at the same time, in such a way that we are not able to go to the Heart of God, if it is not through the Heart of Christ, who Himself said: "I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father but through me." (John XIV, 6).

It is easy to conclude that the cult to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, in its intimate nature, is the cult of the love with which God has loved us through Jesus, at the same time that it is the exercise of the love that we show to God and to other men, it consists, in other words, in honoring the love of God for us, and it has this God for object, in order to adore Him, to render Him thanks, to live in His imitation; and it tends to bring to its absolute perfection the love which unites us to God and to other men, making us practice better from day to day the new commandment that the Divine Master left as a sacred heritage to His disciples..." (Haurietis Aquas).




2) The Proper Act of the Devotion to the Heart of Jesus: Love 

We have seen what is meant by religion, we have indicated how the devotion to the Sacred Heart implies the cult of the lovable person of Jesus. It is now natural that we inquire: in what precisely consists the cult of the Sacred Heart? What is the characteristic note which distinguishes it from the other cult toward Christ?

Just as a voyage is specified by the relation to the place which the traveler proposes to go, so also our actions are defined by the relationship to the object which they propose to attain. It is like our sentiments which express themselves in different manners according to the diversity of persons toward whom they are directed; addressed to parents our sentiments take on the mark of filial tenderness, if directed to those who suffer our sentiments will become compassionate, in the presence of superiors our sentiments become respectful, reverential...

The same may be said when it deals with our religious life. Before God, we know that an infinite distance separates us from Him, we know that the Creator demands our complete and total giving; and meanwhile this same donation is able to color itself with an infinity of shades. The Hebrews loved to express the relationships of man with God under the term of "fear of God." But God promulgated a new Law, He revealed Himself in Christ, who died and rose from the dead for the salvation of the world: this is the "Christian" religion. This may be characterized by a note of joy and hope in the power of the glorious Christ, King of heaven and earth: it is this sentiment which predominated in the first centuries of Christianity. But the religion of Christ is able to assume other characteristics: the detachment from terrestrial goods, the love of the cross, the ideal of an absolute obedience... In the cult of the Sacred Heart we present Christ under the aspect of love. And this love is no longer considered in some particular mystery of the life of Christ, but we see it as the most fundamental characteristic note in all the mysteries, since the Incarnation up to the Eucharist and glory. If God deigned to reveal Himself to us in Christ in so far as He is love and under a symbol which speaks to us of love, it is clear that our attitude should be an attitude of love. That which love demands is a response of love.

The specific act of this cult then is love, for it is only this act which fully responds to the object and to the nature of this devotion; the cult of the God-Love can only be a cult of love.

To practice this devotion, it is at the same time to enter an atmosphere of love, which tends to put us in harmony with the God of love.

Without doubt, the heat, the intimacy of love will never result in changing the nature of things: God remains the Creator and man remains the creature. Our love (human) will always find itself in the presence of an ineffable mystery of a God infinitely holy and infinitely transcendent, a mystery which will command always an attitude of adoration and humility. But as God manifests Himself under His aspect of love, His mystery will be illumined by series of attributes, whose richness and fullness, up to now has never been sufficiently penetrated: infinite goodness, mercy without limit. From the time that a religious life places itself in the school of the Heart of Jesus, love adjusts itself necessarily to adoration; it is an adoring love or a loving adoration.

With the devotion to the Heart of Jesus religion establishes itself entirely in love.

Religion is that complex of activities which governs the relations of man with God. St. Thomas  Summa Theol;	q. 81, a. 3, ad 2. divides these activities into two groups: cult and service.

By "cult" we here mean the testimony of honor and respect ("exhibitio honoris et reverentiae") toward the infinite dignity of God."Service" includes the activity by which man, in the concrete life, expresses his total dependence in regard to God.

We will note that the diverse elements of religion (cult, service, honor, piety) possess a relationship more or less explicit with love. The difference between honor and love, is not great, said St. Thomas  Ibid. , q. 81, a. 4, ad 3.
, for as love has for its object the good, thus honor has for object an excellent good ("bono qua excellenti"); in effect, no one desires to honor a good which he does not like.

There also exists an intimate relation between love and service: whoever places himself spontaneously at the service of God must be borne by a certain love for Him.

Where these relations are ordinarily only implicit, in the devotion to the Heart of Jesus, they become formal and explicit, of a sort that love becomes the motive which dominates our whole life.

The new element which the cult of the Sacred Heart brings resides in this: the Christian religion becomes love and it presents itself as the religion of love. Pushing the Christian religion toward the level of love, the devotion of the Sacred Heart does not intend to transform or even less to deform the Christian religion, on the contrary, it intends to show more clearly its true and profound nature.

All this places in evidence these two truths: in Christianity, God reveals Himself as a God of love; men who wish to unite themselves to God, should let themselves be guided by love.

The proper act of the devotion to the Sacred Heart is then the act of love; Jesus gives us His Heart so that we will give Him ours. The devotion to Love is, by its very nature, a devotion of Love: "Nos ergo diligamus Deum, quoniam ipse prior dilexit nos" (I John, IV, 19); "Sic nos amantem quis non redamaret?"

To love we respond by love. But this response to love reveals certain characteristic notes determined for a good part by the love to which it wishes to respond. Without doubt, there will always remain present the sentiment of the distance between God and us, but this love possesses certain particular traits which deserve to be underlined.

We are speaking of a reciprocal love in which God has taken the initiative. Despite the distance which separates the creature from the Creator, it is a love of friendship, of familiarity, intimacy, completely spontaneous, for the love of the Heart of Jesus for us presents itself as a human love, under sensible forms. It is the love of Christ, the Incarnate Word, who willed to be of our family in order to introduce us into His family; being God, He wished to become man so that man might participate in His  divine life.

For this reciprocal love has been anticipated, Jesus has made all the advances, we have only to respond.

The love of the Heart of Jesus, is still an outraged Love, not appreciated by the indifference, ingratitude and perversity of men; the revelations of Paray-le-Monial has given a keen insight into this aspect, which underlines the importance of the reparatory act in the cult of the Sacred Heart. Moreover, some have at times gone so far as to present the reparatory act as the first and primordial act of this devotion. 

But this is inexact, For reparation is a reparation of love, not a reparation of justice (at least formally); it expresses itself in honorable compensation, which has precisely as subject or term the outraged and unknown love. It is then love which has first place.

Furthermore, in the writings of St. Margaret Mary, reparation is placed in a second place. We read that the principle end of this cult is love; reparation comes only after, that is to say in so far as it exercises a special love toward the unknown love of Jesus. Love, the donation or the consecration to the Heart of Jesus, behold that which holds the first place in the writings and concerns of St. Margaret Mary; for the rest, the nature of things establishes an unequivocal hierarchy: in first place love, then reparation as a special act of love.

"Other practices are dear to those devoted to the Sacred Heart: reparatory communion and devotion to the Eucharist, holy hours and devotion to the Passion... All this flows from the proper nature of this devotion. These are the effects of love. Nothing is strange to it which expresses love. But all that we do and all that we suffer relates itself to Love as to its source, to love as to its term. Read that which St. Paul says concerning charity (I Cor. XIII, 5 fol.) and you will find there a description of the true devotion to the Sacred Heart, because you will find a description of the true love. The spirit of the devotion is then the spirit of love. All the practices are animated by it, completely. Every place where we find the devotion to the Sacred Heart we find this character of Love.

"It is by love that it attaches itself to Jesus in order to study his love from the crib all the way to Calvary, stopping at the exterior deeds, but only to seek in them the traces of love; it is in order that she might love better that she searches to know Him better. It is by love that she sympathizes with His pains, that she rejoices in His joys and triumphs as if they were her own, that she lives from Him finally, and that she desires to please Him by loving Him more and more in order to show her love, and to render herself more and more lovable in His eyes in order to satisfy this love."  J. Bainvel, art. cited in Diet. de Theol. Cath. III, c. 300-301; the exposition of this chapter is used on A. Tessarolo, II cult° del S. Cuore, Turin-Bologne 1957, p. 150 fol.

Without doubt, all devotions which refer to the mysteries of Jesus, address themselves finally to the person of Jesus; but they have for mediate object a particular state or a part of His life (the child Jesus, the suffering Jesus, the risen Jesus...)

Here, in the devotion to the Heart of Jesus, it is just the opposite; it does not stop at a special mystery or at a particular age. All these are of its source, and it penetrates them in order to grasp that which is most intimate: the Heart of Jesus, His love, His intimate dispositions, His virtues. This devotion tends to go to the depth of each mystery in order to find the most profound sense, to penetrate the last signification. As the Postulator for the feast of the Heart of Jesus said in 1765 (and this is of equal value to the devotion to the Heart of Jesus): "By the feast of the Heart of Jesus we do not present only certain special graces, we open ourselves completely to the source of all graces. We do not recall a particular mystery; we propose to meditate and adore the principle of all the mysteries. All that there is of grace and mystery in the intimacy of Jesus and in the secrets of His heart; all the goods which have flowed for men from this love of the most holy Redeemer; all that the interior passion of Christ... offers to our love, all this is represented to us in the feast of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, there it is recalled, there it is honored." Replicatio, n. 20, in Nilles, De rationibus festorum SS. Cordibus Jesu et purissimi Gordis Mariae, Innsbruck, 1885, I, p. 146.



3) The nature of love.

St. Thomas writes that love is the inclination of the will toward its good; it is an inclination which becomes desire and which finds its rest only in joy and possession: "Ipsa autem aptitudo seu proportio appetitus ad bonum est amor, qui nihil est quam complacentia boni; motus autem ad bonum est desiderium vet concupiscentia, quies autem in bona est gaudium vel delectatio..."

Love is egocentric, it searches for that which it does not possess, it rejoices in that which it has succeeded in joining and possessing. Love tends toward its proper good; since a faculty can only tend to its proper perfection or activity, the human will also cannot but desire its own good. Aristotle sees egocentric love even in friendship, given that one can love a friend inasmuch as he is the prolongation of one’s proper "ego."

God cannot find or desire any good outside of Himself, it is His divine Being which constitutes the object of His love.

But if this is the description of love, in what does it differ from egoism? Does it involve only a question of degree? But there is on the other hand the fact of our experience; we admire the acts which a generous and disinterested love has inspired; in the depths of our hearts we reject the forms of egoism.

For St. John "God is love" ("agape"); the philosopher Plotinus expressed an analogous affirmation: "God is love" ("Eros"). The terms are practically identical, but the concepts are totally diverse: St. John considers in God the mystery of a love which gives itself. Plotinus sees the absolute good which becomes the term and the center of all love.

If we wish to penetrate the veritable nature of love, we must study it in God rather than in creatures; since God is the source of love, it is in God that it will show itself in all its beauty and amplitude.

St. Thomas writes that man loves the good which it encounters, whereas God, on the contrary, loves in creating the object of His love; God does not desire to search for the good, He gives the good, His love is a creature: "quia enim bonum creaturae provenit ex voluntate divina, edeo ex dilectione Dei, qua vult creaturae bonum, profluit aliquid bonum in creatura. Voluntas autem hominis movetur ex bono praeexistente in rebus , et inde est quod dilectio hominis non causat totaliter rei bonitatem, sed praesupponit ipsam..." ) Summa Theo. , I-II, q. 110, a. 1 

God has created the stars and the spiritual world of the angels. He has created the earth and has populated it with plants and men which succeed themselves in an uninterrupted rhythm. What is the reason for this creation? Bergson answered this question by saying that God found Himself in the necessity of filling out the solitude of His eternity. But this is to forget that God, living in the ineffable mystery of the trinity, is never alone. Had He any need of adorers? No, for all the voices of creation are less than nothing in comparison to the Word which the Son addresses to Him for all eternity.

"Bonum est diffisum sui." There is only one answer: God created for love; it is love which explains His act of creation from the tiniest weed all the way to the glorification of the elect and to the exaltation of the humanity of Christ in the personal union of the Word.

Because He is Love, God acts through love. The mystery of the Trinitarian love is the mystery of a unique substance, which being all Love, is the total gift of itself in the joy of an entire reciprocity: the Father gives Himself to the Son, the Father and the Son give themselves in the reciprocity of a common Love which is the Holy Spirit.

The love of God is a giving and the divine Persons are constituted by this reciprocal relativity which distinguishes them in the unity of one and the same nature. The Supreme Being, in its most profound source, is not egocentric, it is a giving.

And it is in this that we discover the reason for creation.

In the womb of the Trinity, God carries on an eternal dialogue of love; borne by an eternal love. He creates, not in order to augment His welfare but in order to communicate the joy of existence to others.

If such is the love of God, it is opportune that we ask ourselves what should be our love?

The philosophical definition of love "the quest for one's proper good" is not entirely false. By his constitution, man is imperfect, he is a being in formation, the source of his perfection is outside of himself, he seeks this perfection wherever he can find it. Man realizes his perfection in accepting, in acquiring; it is thus quite true that a certain quest for one's proper good belongs to the nature of man.

Meanwhile, Christian philosophy and the mysticism of the cross, reflects that truly human love supposes the gift of oneself. It is by giving that we are enriched, it is by dying that we live; in this is found the perfection of man, and more especially the perfection of the Christian. We touch here the mysticism of Christ crucified, as well as the mystery of Christian love, and also of pure and simple love. Searching for the profound nature of things, we should take as the point of departure and as supreme principle: God is love and He can operate only by means of love. All creatures, who proceed from the hands of God, carry the imprint of this love and exigency; to love is to give oneself to others.

The seed is cast upon the earth. Apparently, its activity seems to be inspired by egoism: it sinks its roots to absorb the moisture of the earth, later it opens its leaves in order to receive the heat of the sun and to breath in the air: the earth, the sun, the air, all serve towards its development. But after a few months, we will see that this egoism was only transitory and that it thus prepared itself for the purpose of giving itself. The fruit and leaves fall, which nourish men, the birds, and the earth.

We often speak of the infant as a perfect type of egoism. At every moment the infant beseeches its parents in order to receive from them nourishment and protection, the house reverberates with its multiple demands. The child attends school in order to receive its instruction: it beholds the world in the light of its caprices and desires. Such is the language of appearances; the reality is more consoling. In the measure a child grows, it desires to act and to give itself. Love pushes the youngster to search for the chosen one of his heart, this love may take on the aspect of egoism and may degenerate into culpable passion, but in the intention of God this love is carried by a mysterious attraction which tends to unite two lives so that from this reciprocal gift life may flourish.

The day on which they unite themselves for life, the adolescent becomes a man and the young girl becomes a woman.

Man is created in the image of God; his vocation is a vocation of love, which is a gift.

Such is the structure of all love; but more than any other, Christian love takes on the sign of a gift. The realization of the vocation of love has diverse degrees; one may give himself in multiple ways. The gift may orientate itself toward the foundation of a Christian family, or toward the apostolic life which enters into the total gift of oneself to the service of Jesus and souls and into virginal love which is a total and exclusive gift. By his free will and by vocation, the Christian is called into giving himself in love.

God gives Himself, Christ gives Himself, the Christian should also give himself. The two central mysteries of Christianity, the Incarnation of the Word and the Redemption of the human race, are essentially mysteries of love. In one of the most important passages of "Haurietis Aquas" Pius XII affirms (we cite the original text): "Divinae redemptionis mysterium, primaria et aaturali ratione, mysterium amoris est: hoc est, justi amoris Christi erga coelestem Patrem, cui sacrificium crucis, amanti oboedientique anima oblatum, uberrirnam infinitamque satisfactionem defert ob culpas humani generis debitam;... est praeterea mysterium misericordis amoris augustae Trinitatis divinique Redemptoris erga hornines universos..."  AAS 1956, q. 321.

Pressed by his ardent love for us, Christ, as our legitimate and perfect redeemer, has thus completely reconciled the duty and obligation of humanity and the rights of God: He is truly the author of this admirable reconciliation between the Divine Justice and the Divine Mercy, in which resides precisely the absolute transcendence of the mystery of our salvation. The pontifical document cites the joyous formula of the Angelic Doctor: "That man be freed by the Passion of Christ is in complete accord with His Mercy as with His Justice; with His Justice, for Christ has satisfied by His Passion for the sins of the human race, and it is thus by the justice of Christ that man was made free.

With His Mercy also, for man not being able to satisfy by himself for the sin of the whole human nature, God gave His Son to satisfy for it. This was thus an act of mercy more generous than if He had remitted sins without any satisfaction. 'That is why He said: "God who is rich in mercy, because of the tremendous love with which He loved us, since we were dead on account of our faults, revived us with Christ." (Eph., II, 4)  Summa Theo. III, q. 46, a. 1 to 3.

It is evident that in experiencing the love of God, our response should be a love without measure; revelation and reason teach us that the attitude of the creature, existing by God and in God, cannot be anything else than a conscious and total giving. The measure of Christian love is not the love for oneself, but rather the sacrifice of oneself in favor of our neighbor. The Christian must love after the example of Christ, who gave Himself in sacrifice for the salvation of men. And as the Divine Persons exist in as much as they encounter each other in a reciprocal giving, so also the Christian only realizes his vocation in the loving gift of his total self. "Unless the grain of wheat falls into the ground and dies, it remains alone. But if it dies, it brings forth much fruit." (John, XII, 24). "For he who would save his life will lose it; but he who loses his life for my sake will save it." (Luke, IX, 24; cfr. John XII, 25.)

Thus, it is the light of the love of God that we better understand the nature of human and Christian love, which is both gift and sacrifice. No one will know better how to define a thing than he who is its creator and God has defined human love: a created image of 'His untreated love.

Love is the soul of all things. God, creation, the Incarnation, Christianity in regard to revelation as well as a way of life, all this speaks of love, because it carries the imprint of love.

But if such, is the case, why is it also necessary to have a devotion to the Heart of Jesus? The answer is very simple: the movement launched by the promoters of this devotion did not have for its aim to deviate from the Gospel and the secular tradition of Christianity, but they wanted to precisely underline and accentuate the essence of the evangelical doctrine and the primitive tradition of Christianity, they desired to withdraw souls from the disastrous influence of the Reformation and of Jansenism. The cult of the Sacred Heart is by no means an addition, it is a return to the sources, and that is what explains its rapid spread among peoples. The cult of the Sacred Heart does not intend to open new roads, it concentrates on the authentic spirit of the Gospel, on that spirit which carries the imprint of love. This cult teaches us and helps to better understand that God is love and that everything in the Church bears the sign of love; this cult helps us to see God and the world as if under a new aspect and with new eyes which are fixed on the Heart of Jesus, the eloquent symbol of the infinite love of the Incarnate Word.

Our egoism incites us to corrupt or to disguise the very acts and words of God. The history of theology gives us an example. Christ on the cross is the most remarkable proof of the love of God; but, by their theory of "penal substitution" many heterodox theologians have so deformed it that it is has become a doctrine or rather a tragedy of hate and vengeance. This alone proves that this eternal symbol of charity, the Heart of Jesus, is necessary in the life of the Church and Pius XII does not fear to say that no one truly understands the Crucified, if he has not also penetrated to His Heart. It is thus that the Heart of Jesus, according to the words of Pius XI, truly constitutes "totius religionis summa ac perfectioris vitae norma" ('Miserentissimus Redemptor'). Approaching the same question, Pius XII demonstrates at length that in Christianity all is love: "as the Incarnation is Love... the Redemption is love; and the Eucharist, the Virgin and the Holy Spirit are as well gifts of love and it is continually vivified by love... and the faithful are united among themselves by the law of love... and the Pope is in the world the Vicar of the love of Christ"; thus it is with just title that we are able to say that "Christianity is the religion of love," for charity... is the supreme law of the Christian religion, the solid foundation of the true and perfect justice, the principal source of peace and chaste joys." It is in all truth that we are able to affirm that the cult of the Sacred Heart really constitutes the ideal expression of the Christian religion: "Tantum est cultui SS. Cordis Je.su tribuendum ut existimetur absolutissirna professio christianae religionis." ('Haurietis Aquas. ')

In effect, the devotion to the Heart of Jesus offers us a happy and complete synthesis of our religion, for it resumes in an eloquent and universal symbol the love of God for us and our love for God and for our neighbor.


4) Consecration or the Love which gives itself.

The Sacred Heart is not only a symbol and a revelation of love; it is also an appeal for effective love, which finds its culminating point in consecration.

Ethymologically "consacrare" is a synonym of "sanctificare, sacrificare, dedicare, offere" (oblatio). St. Augustine writes: ''Man who is consecrated to the name of God and who is vowed ("devotus") to God, is a sacrifice inasmuch as he dies to the world in order to live for God." De Civitate Dei, X, 6 in Corpus Christianorum, 47, 278. 

However, in practical usage, the real meaning of these terms does not coincide. For "sacrifice" implies the will to offer oneself and to consecrate oneself to God, but this desire is expressed in a ritual manner by means of a sign of total giving; this sign is ordinarily immolation. On the contrary, the term "devotion" no longer signifies in current language an act, but an interior and habitual disposition of desiring to live exclusively for God; the word "dedicare" indicates the consecration of a church or an altar.

The term "consecration" has received a proper and specific signification: it is the act by which we give ourselves to God in a total, exclusive and irrevocable manner and by which a person or a thing ceases to belong to a profane domain and enters into the world of the sacred and of the divine.

Without doubt, all things are created by. God and therefore all things belong to Him. And thus all religions clearly distinguish between what is sacred and what is profane.

For the Romans the sacred is all that which is found in the temple of the divinity and which, under its own right, belongs to him as property, because it participates in some manner in his sanctity. Consecration was the act by which a thing was removed from profane and civil use, to be destined to the cult of the divinities. The Greeks considered as "holy" all that belonged to heaven and not to the earth ("a-ghios," not terrestrial). For the Jews "holy" was that which had been separated from the profane so that it belonged to God or to His service.,

The “profane" ("pro fanum") is all that which is found before or outside of the temple, and in a derived sense, all that is removed from the domain of the sacred, or even opposed to it because of the revolt of sin.

This distinction between the sacred and the profane, which is found practically among all peoples, was considered as having a physical and ontological character. All infraction or attempts, even involuntary, of breaking this distinction, brought about a fault, a contamination. This conception among others manifested itself by the distinction between pure and impure foods, the rites of purification indispensable before entering the temple.

We see the concepts of the holy and the sacred border on each other, and to such a point that it is often difficult to clearly distinguish between them. It seems however that the "sacred" implies moreover an ontological belonging to God, while the "holy" indicates preferably a moral resemblance, an interior transformation flowing from it, since we become closer to God. It is clear that all the rites of consecration propose to render sacred, but also holy, the things or the persons which are consecrated.

There is an objective holiness and a subjective one

The holiness of origin or "objective" holiness is that which is imprinted by the Creator in the nature of things, it is intrinsic to the constitution of things, it is this holy sign which defines the creature in its relationship with God. All beings exist by the will of God; who impresses on them an aim, traces for them a way to follow. Those beings, deprived of reason, proceed toward their end by necessity.

Man also has his origin and his destiny from God. Creation has made him man and baptism has made him son of God. It is thus under a double title that the Christian possesses this objective holiness he is holy by origin and by destiny. God has traced a way for him to follow, this way can only be the law of God, a law of love, and his destiny can only be God, who is love.

Man is holy because God has created him and has saved him by his love. But the realization of this vocation of holiness demands the voluntary cooperation of man, and this is the "subjective" holiness. It is to say that man must accept to live by God and for God, that he must cooperate freely in order to realize his vocation of holiness. 

If all things are holy, they are not so in the same measure. Holiness is measured according to the degree of belonging to God. All creatures belong to God; but certain creatures belong to God uniquely because they are creatures, for they are opposed to the will of God, as in the case of sinners and even more so the condemned: they belong to God, but they are rebellious to the will of God.

The problem of holiness deals especially with free creatures such as angels and men. Only free creatures are able, by the revolt of sin, to profane and destroy objective holiness. Thus they are able to thwart the divine intentions
.
We should loyally acknowledge the sacred character of our being and of our destiny; we should express it in all the actions of our life and God comes to our aid, He offers us a type of supernatural holiness, which takes on a character of veritable friendship with Christ and of a filial adoption with the Father. God is no longer the great absentee, whose transcendence renders inaccessible to our efforts of union with Him.

Christ is the most sublime expression of supernatural holiness: in Him, the Creator and the creature, man and God, are a single person, the divine person of the Incarnate Word. Christ, even as he is man, belongs to God and He "is" God.

All other holiness, the holiness of the Blessed Virgin as that of priests and that of the simple faithful, cannot be understood but as a function of the holiness of Christ and of the relationship that He has established between God and man. Supernatural holiness is built in Christ and by Christ: "in Christo et per Christum."

There are many types of holiness. Consecration in the strict sense, is constitutive consecration; it is the act by which we pass from a determined type of sanctity to a superior sanctity, and this by means of Christ and by His grace, by participating in an analogical and derived manner in His holiness as head.

The formal and first constitutive consecration is baptism, by which man quits the domain of the profane (here profane is taken in its pejorative sense: original sin, sin of nature which all humanity suffer) and makes his entrance into the domain of the divine and the sacred, in to the family of children of God. The sacraments of Confirmation and Orders constitute also a constitutive consecration; in the soul of the Christian a new character is imprinted, that is to say they modify substantially the christological character of baptism. Confirmation is the sacrament of the Spirit and of adulthood, it renders the Christian capable of opposing temptations and of sustaining the combats which accompany the spread of the reign of God; the Priesthood renders him capable to exercise in an official and public manner the divine cult in the Church, to promote the sanctification of souls and the glory of God. Penance, the sacrament of forgiveness, constitutes a constitutive consecration for those, who after their baptism, have admitted the profanation of a mortal sin; in a certain sense even the sacrament of matrimony enters into the category of a constitutive consecration, inasmuch as it sanctifies the affective lives of Christians and which invites them to imitate the sign of love which unites Christ with His Church; also similar is the anointing of the sick which has for aim the sanctifying of a Christian's sorrow, to make them like unto the sorrow and death of the Savior.

Consecration consists always of these three elements: a certain purification, a passage from a determined type of holiness to a superior degree, the communication of a new sanctity. In truth, they are but three aspects of the same act: purification is the negative aspect of sanctification, which constitutes the passage from the profane to the sacred, or from an inferior degree to a superior one.

Whatever may be the constitutive consecration and the correspondent objective holiness which we enjoy, we must become conscious of the state in which we will find ourselves before God, we must consider ourselves as consecrated persons who must live for Him, to Whom we belong.

All men carry in themselves this profound aspiration of living for God.

This unconscious and as pre-logical instinct, expresses in a spontaneous manner the intrinsic finality, inherent in the nature of things and persons; it is an immanent dynamic force which overflows into all our actions, and which incites us to give ourselves to God.

Man is holy because he comes from God and belongs to Him, but this holiness constructs itself and develops in the measure that man corresponds to the divine call. The initial holiness of baptism must be cultivated so that it might arrive at the stage of adult holiness: "donec formetur Christus..." (Gal. IV, 19)

There are generous souls who, to bring holiness to its climax, avail themselves of the religious life, because this life procures the most efficacious means for striving toward this end.

It is not an act capable of causing an ontological change as is the case of a constitutive and sacramental consecration; this act is situated in the moral and juridical sphere, but it places some absolute demands. The clearest example of this sort of consecration (which we may call ascetic or declarative consecration) is furnished by religious profession, to which the Church acknowledges a public and juridic character. Consecration to God in the religious life implies ordinarily the retreat from the world, the abandonment of material goods, human affections and the free determination of one's proper acts in order that one may live exclusively for God.

Finally, there exists private consecration, non-official: engagement which finds its aspiration in particular motives and which expresses itself in various forms.

In 1870, many petitions were sent to the Sovereign Pontiff to obtain the consecration of the human race to the Heart of Jesus. Pius IX contented himself with encouraging the practice of the consecration and sent to the Bishops a formula of consecration to be recited the 16th of June, 1875, the second centenary of the apparitions at Paray-le-Monial.

Toward the end of the century, redoubled efforts were exerted in order to obtain the desired consecration, and this mostly under the initiative of a spiritual daughter of St. John Eudes, Sister Marie of the Divine Heart, of the convent of Porto.

She wrote many times to the Sovereign Pontiff, saying that God had prolonged his life so that he might be able to consecrate the human race to the Heart of Jesus. Leo XIII had the question studies from a doctrinal pant of view. Meanwhile, March 1, 1899, he underwent a surgical operation, which taking into account his advanced age, was most successful. The following day, the Congregation of Rites was able to communicate the intention of the Sovereign Pontiff of consecrating the entire world to the Heart of Jesus.

Leo XIII himself announced it in his Encyclical "Annum Sacrum" (May 25, 1899) which ordered that the consecration take place on June 11, the feast of the Sacred Heart.

St. Pius X prescribed the annual renewal of this consecration; Pius XI finally, in his Encyclical. "Quas Primas" (December 11, 1925) determined that the consecration would take place on the feast of Christ the King.

The Encyclical of Leo XIII studies the nature of the foundations of the consecration to the Heart of Jesus. To consecrate oneself to the Sacred Heart is to consecrate oneself to the loving Jesus, for the Heart is the most vivid and moving image of the infinite charity of Christ; the homage paid to the Heart of Jesus, is addressed in reality to Jesus Christ himself. From this principle, it is easy to establish that the consecration to the Heart of Jesus is not only licit, but that it is moreover a duty. Inasmuch as He is the Son of the Father and the Incarnate Word Christ possesses already universal domination; inasmuch as He is the Redeemer He has acquired a right of love from all men. Being our king by "right of birth" and by "right of conquest," Christ desires also to become our King by "right of election," that is to say by a proclamation of love which arises spontaneously from our hearts.

Of ourselves we have nothing, but Jesus is satisfied in the offering of all that we are and have; in them he sees the testimony of our love. Explaining the nature of consecration, St. Margaret Mary tells us that by this act we despoil ourselves of ourselves and all that belongs to us, in order to become the property of the Heart of Jesus; consecration is a total and unconditioned gift.

The Sovereign Pontiffs love to underline the essential "christological" and "theocentric" character of this consecration; in effect, if this consecration is constituted by a total and unconditioned gift of oneself, it is evident that it must have God for its end. Certainly, it is very laudable to consecrate oneself to the Blessed Virgin and to the other saints, but such a consecration cannot be absolute and unconditional. Pius XI says expressly: "Memoranda est consecratio, qua Deo devovemur et sancti Deo vocamur" ("Miserentissimus Redemptor.")

This consecration specifies itself again by its aspect of "love." For Leo XIII the consecration to the Heart of Jesus is the triumph of love: the Heart of Jesus is the symbol and the living image of the infinite charity of Jesus Christ, which prompts us to render our love to Him. It is especially Pius XI who underlined the narrow connection between this consecration and love: what is important above all in this consecration is the exchange of love of the Creator with the love of the creature; it is the total gift of ourselves to the divine Heart of Jesus: "Consecratio, qua nos nostraque omnia aeternae Numinis Caritati accepta referentes, divino Cordi Jesu devovemus." ("Miserentissirnus Redemptor")

The charity of God is the point of departure and the end of all that we are and all that we have; by the consecration to the Heart of Jesus, we recognize the fact that we have been created by love and for love, and also we give and abandon ourselves entirely to this love, which shows itself under the symbolism of the Heart of Jesus.

Thus, the consecration to the Sacred Heart is love that gives itself to God so that it might belong to Him in a total and irrevocable manner.

Indubitably, all consecrations are made under the impulse of love and are nourished by love, but this is most especially verified in the consecration to the Heart of Jesus. The Heart of Jesus is Jesus loving and the symbolism of the wounded Heart is a pressing appeal for the total and effective gift of our heart; before the Heart of Jesus our attitude cannot be but an attitude inspired and carried by love. Love, which is the proper act of this devotion, becomes the element which brings about our union with Jesus, and which transforms us into Jesus; love becomes the total surrender to the Sacred Heart. St. Margaret Mary wrote: "I believe that you will please the Sacred Heart of Jesus when you will so abandon yourself to Him that He will become the glance of your eyes, the understanding of your ears, the light of your understanding, the affection of your will, the memorial of your memory and the complete love of your heart; Leaving Him to do for you according to his desires, without reserving anything other than the care of pleasing Him and of loving Him above all things banishing all reflections of self-love and self-regard which place so many obstacles to the operations of grace within you. Go therefore simply to Our Lord who will not lose you, for He loves you. Have confidence in Him by forgetting yourself and by being contemptuous of yourself. Contend yourself with Loving Him and let Him be and this alone will suffice."  Vie et Oeuvres, 3 edition. (Mgr. Gauthey) Paris 1915, II, p. 650

To consecrate oneself is to give oneself to God, it is to live the poem of an eternal Love who creates and saves us by love, and which demands the total gift of our love.

Certainly, the consecration to the Heart of Jesus is not a vow, it is but a promise, but which carries a certain obligation of fidelity in virtue of the word given.

In order to fulfill the obligations of the Christian life, it is not sufficient to avoid mortal or venial sins. It is not by limiting ourselves to the strict necessity that we construct an authentic holiness. Christianity is an appeal for complete love.

In the case of consecration to the Sacred Heart it is not a question whether this commitment obliges in conscience or up to what point does it bind. This is the affair of spiritual direction. Unfortunate is he who would feel-himself obliged solely before the menace of mortal sin; this "would signify the death of all ideal, and possibly the death of our Christian Life."  A. Tessarolo, o.c. p. 202.


This consecration should be considered from a Christian point of view, that is to say from the point of view of love which God has the right to expect from us.

Christ does not demand solely the avoidance of mortal sin. He invites us to the total gift of ourselves. 

It is true, we are not already holy because we have. consecrated ourselves to the Heart of Jesus, but it is no less true that the fact of consecrating oneself to the Heart of Jesus proves that we are sensible of the exigencies of love and that we wish to respond. Our consecration to the Heart of Jesus is like a replica of the consecration of Christ: "And for them I sanctify myself, that they also may be sanctified in truth." (John, XVII, 19)

It is a fact, many of our contemporaries do not love the consecration to the Heart of Jesus. They not only criticize the sentimental and grandiose language of the expressions used, the solemnity of the ceremonial, but they aim at the legitimacy of the act of consecration itself. Once it is better understood the symbolism of the pierced Heart, they admit without doubt the spirituality of total and exclusive belonging to the Sacred Heart, which is, it is true, the kernel and the center of this consecration, but they admit with difficulty the "act of consecration" this act placed on a certain day, their reserve is increased in the case of a collective consecration, like the consecration of the human race.

They do not understand the meaning that this act takes on for a Christian whom baptism has already definitively consecrated to Christ.

It would be an illusive error to consider this consecration to the Heart of Jesus as an isolated act that we separate from the context of the Christian life.

The consecration to the Heart of Jesus inscribes itself in the fundamental attitude of the Christian: to give himself to Christ; it recalls to us our apostolic duty. It belongs here to explain the sacramental and apostolic dimension of the consecration to the Sacred Heart.

It is necessary to unveil the signification of this gesture, and to stress how necessary it is to bring to it our personal collaboration. We could compare the act of consecration to a "sacramental," for its virtue is dependent on the "opus operantis." It may be that we have not realized the necessity of explaining the true sense of this consecration and to delve into its spiritual value and its supernatural pedagogy.

The consecration to the Sacred Heart invites us to enter more closely into the mystery of the pierced Side, to understand how much the Savior "consecrated Himself for us," offering us also "so that we may be consecrated in truth."

We can distinguish many degrees or forms of consecration. It will never be a question of a rigorous division, for there are rather many modalities of the same reality or many degrees in the depth of the same engagement.


	a) Consecration-homage

The theme of homage is fundamental in the history of this devotion. It is this theme which inspired St. Margaret Mary to put an image of the Heart of Jesus in a place of honor on the day of His feast, in order to testify her desire of giving to the Sacred Heart all the praise that we address Him. It is this same theme of homage which, in the midst of difficulties and vicissitudes, inspires, animates and makes triumphant this cult extended to the universal Church.

In the main, this theme of consecration-homage coincides with the idea of apostolic zeal: the question is of extending the reign of the loving and suffering Savior, of gaining to this reign individuals and society.

It is here that the public consecration is situated; it intends to celebrate and proclaim the rights of the Heart of Jesus. The public consecration desires to solemnly recognize the mystery of the crucified and redemptive love: "Conscious of being born in the wound of Christ, the Church intones, by her official prayer, a chant of praise and recognition in honor of this divine wound." (J. Stierli)

It does not suffice to this homage that it be a gesture, it must be an engagement, for it is this which distinguishes it from all other celebrations. This engagement (contract) is moreover a profession of faith; without stopping at the ascetical exigencies of the private consecration, this engagement is relevant to the essential fidelities of the Christian.

The public consecration is like a renewal of the baptismal contract; in both cases it is a question of the same type of public behavior of the Christian. And it is necessary that this consecration to the Heart of Jesus refer itself more explicitly to this baptismal contract; our generation knows how essential and fundamental is this significance of baptism. The hierarchy of values will make the profound sense of this consecration be more advantageously appreciated. As baptism, this consecration should be an abjuration: we renounce the past, we affirm to reject the seductions of this world. It is moreover an idea we often find in the cult to the Sacred Heart in the XIX century, as Pius XI recalls: "In the century just ended and in this century, things had come to such a pass that men despised the rule of Christ and publicly declared war upon His Church... to cry out: 'we will not have this man to reign over us.' But by this act of consecration there burst forth, in startling contrast to these cries, the unanimous voice of the lovers of the Sacred Heart, rising to vindicate the glory and defend the rights of the same Sacred Heart, for He must reign." ("Miserentissimus Redemptor.")

The public consecration to the Sacred Heart takes on also the character of intercession: the formulae used begin generally with a protestation of fidelity or an oath, they are then continued in the style of an imploration. It is also a manifestation of the apostolic zeal: we are not content with proclaiming ones adhesion and fidelity to the loving Jesus, we wish to see Him loved and served by the whole human race. The apostolic and missionary dimension is indispensable to this devotion. Here again, the consecration to the Heart of Jesus rejoins the foundations of the Christian reality: Christ is the salvation of the world, baptism incorporates us into His mystical Body, the baptized are the first-fruit of nations. This universal intercession finds its most touching expression in the act of consecration of the human race to the Sacred Heart, which Leo XIII qualified as a "grandiose and supreme homage of devotion and piety." ("Annum Sacrum")

The consecration of all men, baptized and not baptized is based on the universal royalty of Christ. By this act, the Sovereign Pontiff desires "to recommend with insistence" to the Sacred Heart, nations who do not know Him and "to consecrate them in so far as We are able." ("Annum Sacrum") This last reserve indicates that this consecration depends upon the mission confided to the Church, a mission of universal mediation: until the end of time the Church struggles to gain the world for Christ, and she tries, by her supplications, to quicken this triumph. And the Church to pray: "Be thou King... of the prodigal children	grant that they may quickly return to their Father's house, lest they die of wretchedness and hunger."

"Be thou King of those who are deceived by erroneous opinions or whom discord keeps aloof, and call them back to the harbor of truth and the unity of faith, so that soon there may be but one flock and one shepherd.

"Be Thou King of those who have fallen into the ancient errors of the gentiles, and do not refuse to lead them from darkness into light and Kingdom of God." Leo XIII.

It is possible that not all was praiseworthy in the historic antecedents of this form of consecration. Taking its origin from the nineteenth century, it has preserved traces of the time and milieu: omission of sacramental references, sentimental and grandiose language, confusion between the religious and the political. "In the nineteenth century, if we are to believe historians, matters were sometimes confused. The Church was persecuted and submitted in many Christian states to a thousand vexations... In certain manifestations, the cult of the Sacred Heart, became the pretext of a temporal anticipation of the future. To the latent pessimism of the devotion, an optimism tinted with the ancient error of millenarianism was juxtaposed. The social Reign of Christ was at times tainted with ideas of a political restoration." (H. Rondet, S.I.)

The possible deviations do not touch the basis of this question. "Let us note only that the deviations seem to condemn themselves from the moment they are confronted with that which they pretend precisely to express: the consecration of the Christian people to the Heart of the Savior. How, for example, can we fail into a temporal messianism, when we venerate a crucified Messiah? And how is the consecration encircled with a cold and ceremonious pomp, when it deals with love, very patient and familiar? And what place is reserved for combat with the enemies of the Church, but none, since the Sacred Heart is the living symbol of pardon? If there are deviations, we may ask ourselves what would have happened without the devotion to the Sacred Heart, which constituted perhaps a powerful means of channeling religious sentiment..."  K. De Broucker, S.J. , "La Consecration au Sacre Cœur" in Christus (Spiritual notebook), n. 15, July 1957, p. 362-363.

Abuses are always possible, they are inherent to the human contingency and we should strive to reduce them inasmuch as we are able; always it takes nothing from the legitimacy of a usage that we know is solidly founded and rich in supernatural fruits.


	b) Consecration-conformity or  imitation.

The soul that devotes itself to the Heart of Jesus should prove the sincerity of its devotion by a continual and active research of a greater fidelity toward Christ. It is here that the consecration should intervene to direct our efforts in the way of an authentic asceticism. It is true, this devotion has known sentimental and individualistic popularization which expresses the taste and mentality of an epoch; an entire literature of piety has become quasi useless to us. Nevertheless, it will not be too difficult to find the essential under the accessories and the permanent under the transitory. Whatever be the language of expression, the consecration, as a means of spiritual perfection and given its object, retains all its signification and its particular effectiveness. From the moment that we consecrate ourselves to the Heart of Jesus, we devote ourselves, we engage ourselves in a way that necessitates the throwing off of mediocrity.

There is firstly the "conversion of heart" that imposes itself. This interior effort is infinitely more important than the exterior practices. The contract demanded in the consecration, adapts itself to all states of life, it inspires every action. This essential aspect of interiority explains itself by the contemplation of the Heart of Jesus "Abyss of all virtues" as expressed in the Litanies. Contemplating the gestures of the Savior, meditating on His words, we discover everywhere the love with which He was animated. And this is, in general, a spirituality of conformity: we know we Love Christ by reproducing the traits of His spiritual figure in our own lives. "Union is achieved only by conformity," wrote St. Margaret Mary. Whoever consecrates himself to the Heart of Jesus recognizes Him as model and becomes His disciple. It is true, conformity is a requirement of our Christian life, but the devotion to the Sacred Heart gives it a particular luster; conformity proves the sincerity of our love. Here again, we see how intimately the consecration to the Sacred Heart is referred to Baptism: we die to the old man, in order to put on Christ. The relation to the Eucharist is not difficult to establish either: we give ourselves, we sacrifice ourselves by joining our intentions to those for which the Heart of Jesus offers Itself continually on our altars. We unite ourselves to the offering which the Church makes of itself, in union with Christ, by the sacrifice of the Mass; it is thus that the consecration to the Heart of Jesus takes on all its Christological and ecclesiastical signification: it is like the recapturing of this great and profound gesture of sacrifice and conformity with Christ which is the Eucharistic prayer.

The consecration to the Heart of Jesus transposes this great ecclesiastical act into a personal plan. What a beautiful theme to exploit in our preaching on the Sacred Heart.

By our consecration, we respond to a personal invitation of Christ, who calls us by name, His Heart speaks to us of His love for each of us; the responses of love which we strive to give Him, indicates our personal vocation.

It is very possible that the individual deviations of this devotion may be explained, at least for the most part, by the unilateral insistence on this personal character of this consecration. But this proves at the same time how essential and indispensable is this aspect of personal proximity with the Heart of Jesus. We know also how great is the historic importance of this element in the combat against Jansenism. And in our day also, how many Christians are afraid to approach Christ, to nourish themselves in the warmth of His Heart. The Apostle of the fiery Heart, Father Mateo Crawley-Boevey, SS. CC. wrote: "Alas! We do not know Jesus Christ, that is why we do not love Him. We are afraid of Him, we remain at a distance from Him; we say to Him, remain in your tabernacle, while we live here, further away, our family life. We allege our unworthiness. We allege respect. We place between God and ourselves valleys, mountains... out of respect! ... There are Christians who are, if I dare to express it, Jews by fear: may Jesus not speak to us, lest we would die."  Vers le Roi d'Amour, Lyon 1920, p. 16-17. 

The personal aspect of the consecration does not impede that it also be thoroughly apostolic; we conform ourselves to the love of Christ, who has sacrificed Himself for the salvation of entire humanity. Certainly, it is not convenient to speak here of the state of "victim," it would be to sin through indiscretion and would risk emptying of its true sense an expression essentially mystical. It is not less true that this consecration-conformity possesses a highly missionary capacity. The apostolic engagements of our actual groups of the Catholic Action give us a glimpse of this in the multiple consecrations to the Heart of Jesus dating back many centuries. The context was not exactly the same; Formerly the surrounding world was not as yet paganized, as it is today, but the fundamental idea was the same; bringing souls back to the love of Christ.


	c) Consecration-union.

We are now in the presence of the most perfect degree of the consecration to the Heart of Jesus. For a number of mystics the consecration constitutes the achievement, the crowning of their union with Christ. This fact is more eloquent than any other abstract demonstration. In one of her letters, St. Margaret Mary wrote these significant words: "I had formerly three desires so ardent that I regarded them as three tyrants which made me suffer a continual martyrdom without giving any solace; and it was to love my God, to suffer and to die in this love. Occasionally I tended to be cast down, but I could not: being no longer my own, I no longer had the liberty or the power over myself. And here is the idea that consoled me, (it is) that the Sacred Heart of Our Savior Jesus Christ will do all this for me; if I let Him, He would choose and He would love for me, and He would supply for my deficiencies and imperfections."  Letters to P. Croiset, S.J. (Manuscript d'Avignon) in Vie  et Oeuvres...II, p. 517-518.

Union with the Heart of Jesus is the last perfection, the last term of the consecration. Without doubt, all devotions tend to the same final end: the entire dispossession of self and consummation in union. The consecration to the Most Holy Trinity, the consecration to the Blessed Virgin, have the same aim. But, each consecration possessing a proper and insistent spirituality under particular aspects, will lead to a particular manner of consecrating. Since the Heart of Jesus presents itself to us as the very source of love, our consecration becomes as a replica of this love, or, as Father de la Colombiere expressed himself, "a new production of our love."

We find this union, fruit and term of the consecration, under a sensible form in certain mystical graces of privileged souls of the Sacred Heart; thus there is an exchange of hearts: the Savior ravished the heart of St. Lutgarde, St. Catherine of Genoa, and St. Margaret Mary so that He might place His own in its place. The life of St. Lutgarde (+1246) gives us the first example of this exceptional experience.
Having become a nun in the Benedictine convent of Saint-Trond, Lutgarde received the gift of understanding the sense of the psalms and Holy Scriptures, without knowing the Latin which she heard or recited at office. But the saint desired a greater gift; she spoke of it boldly in her prayer to God: "What does it profit me, simple and without letters, a nun and not in orders, of knowing the secrets of Scripture?" And God spoke to her: "What then do you wish?" She said, "What I want is your Heart." And the Savior: "But rather, it is I who wants your heart." She answered Him,"So may it be, Savior, but in a manner that you accord to my heart the love of your Heart and in you I possess my heart, well under the shadow and for always under your gaze." Thus took place the exchange of hearts." See article Echange des. Cœurs in Dict. de Spiritualité, II, col. 1046 fol. The biographer of St. Lutgarde, Thomas of Cantimpre O.P. (+1250) explains this fact as follows: "Thus took place the exchange of hearts or rather the union of the untreated spirit and of the created spirit, by the excellence of grace."  Vita Lutgardis in Acta Sanctorum, IV, p. 193.


The symbol of flames above the classic image of the Sacred Heart is intended to express the vehemence of the love which comes to shed fire on earth in order to purify, enlighten and inflame souls. In privileged souls of the Heart of Jesus we already perceive quite clearly the apostolic orientation of their devotion. It does not suffice for them to attach themselves to Christ with a sovereign love, which finds its source and its nourishment in the pierced Heart, they must pray and expiate for sinners, for the Church. St. Lutgarde sympathized with the sufferings of Christ, she had the impatient desire of rendering him blood for blood and martyr for martyr, she prayed unceasingly for those whom the merciful Heart confided to her care and whom she designated with this touching word "my sinners."

This consecration is referred to Baptism. This sacrament has consecrated us to the love of Christ, and we are able to say with St. Paul: "If I live, it is not I, but Christ who lives in me." (Gal. II, 20) Yes, Christ becomes in some manner the subject of all our actions (vital) as Christians. The consecration that we make of ourselves draws its power and efficacy from Baptism, whose pledges it renews and completes.

The relation of this consecration with the Eucharist is also natural. Baptism finds its consummation in the sacrament of union with the sacrifice of Christ, where Christ and the Christian make up but one flesh. The consecration to the Heart of Jesus adds nothing to the sacraments, it is their living resonance, it is their concrete realization. The Eucharistic sacrifice is offered "for the salvation of the whole world," the consecration to the Heart of Jesus is animated with a missionary intention, for we unite ourselves with Him who gave His life for the sinful world. This union is "the more missionary inasmuch as it attains the perfection of union. Thus, in effect, the Heart of the Savior is contemplated as the abode of rest and at the same time as the abode of holy impatience: the opening of the side is also the door of the fold and the Wound caused without ceasing by sin; entering it by losing the world, is to find the world once again in order to repurchase it. The theme of sacrifice of self as victim, so fundamental in the consecration to the Sacred Heart, possesses also these two significations of death to -self and offering for men. Thus it is not, as too many expressions in certain books of piety would incline us to believe, an affair of irritating sentiments: it is on the contrary an affair of reception and of despoiling to receive in oneself the "sentiments of Christ Jesus." (Phil., II, 5) In truth, the soul does not make itself a victim: the Heart of Christ has the whole initiative. We must reread a text of St. Margaret Mary on "reparative" oblation, and recognize in it the essence of the "little voice" of St. Therese of the Child Jesus: "Give me this pleasure, says Our Savior, to supply for the ingratitude of men inasmuch as you will be able. As I proclaimed my powerlessness, He answered me: behold what will, supply for all your deficiencies. At the same time, this Divine Heart opening itself, a flame escaped it which was so ardent that I thought myself to be consumed."  W. de Broucker, S.J. , o.c.p. 35+355.

A better penetration of the Consecration to the Heart of Jesus, will make us appreciate not only its pedagogical value, but also and especially its spiritual value; it will remind us of the fundamental pledges of our Baptism, it will teach us to conform to the desires of the Heart of Jesus, to despoil ourselves more and more of ourselves in order to attain the summit of holiness. On the general plan, the devotion to the Sacred Heart is a most efficacious school of Divine Love; on the personal plan, the consecration to the Sacred Heart of Jesus is the most important element of this school of holiness.


5) Reparative Love.

Reparation is an essential gift of Christianity and even of natural religion. Reparation is immediately linked with the grand idea of penance, which traverses the Old and New Testament. In the life of the Christian and in the world itself, reparation holds a distinguished place.

Certainly, in Baptism sin has been vanquished, but the force of sin is always sensible in the Christian, who, in order to attain the perfection of Christ, must fight a continual battle against sin. Otherwise, presently we see in our dechristianized society, a negation or even an exaltation of sin ("the most perfect type of virile beauty, is Satan" A. Gide used to say.) There is a mysticism of evil, and mysticism of sin. It desires to smother the notion of sin and culpability, it goes so far as to exalt sin as a. greatness. This mentality menaces to enter the Christian spirit.

Christianity should always recognize the enormous significance of sin, which is and remains the enemy of God. Yes, "the sinner is at the center even of Christianity." (Ch. Peguy). Following his struggle against the naturalism of the Pelaglans, St. Augustine was called "the defender of sin."

Sin is at the very heart of Christianity. For, the Incarnation is the victory over sin and its dominance; and it is in the "mysterium iniquitatis" that the "mysterium caritatis" was revealed to us.

The true sense of sin is only understood in a vision that is strongly religious, the first worry of all naturalistic conceptions is to eliminate the notion and conscience of sin and as completely as possible. Christianity on the contrary underlines at all times the reality of sin. We are familiar with the strong expressions of St. Paul and his cosmic vision of sin: we are as if crushed by sin.

Sin is the revolt against God, it has as its immediate object the opening of an abyss between God and the culpable creature. Only God could bridge this abyss, and that is precisely the "good news." Christ has arrived on earth to repair, to put in order His divine work, which the sins of men have ravaged, to restore to men the lost supernatural Life. This work of reparation, Christ could accomplish alone, but He did not wish so. He decided to associate us with His work. The Christian should have the courage of sharing on earth, the immolation of Christ. Unity in the Mystical Body is not perfect unless the members are joined to the head and the head to the members.

On a strictly theological level, we may ask ourselves; are we able to add anything to the infinite reparation and satisfactory abandonment which Christ offered for the sins of the world?

By the Passion, Christ satisfied for all the sins of the human race: "It is in Him, by His blood, that we have redemption, the remission of our faults." (Eph. I, 7) By reason of the supereminent dignity of Christ, His redemptory satisfaction is not only equivalent and capable in justice to repair the offense, but superabundant and infinite. "God did not spare His own Son, but He delivered Him up for us; (Rom„ VIII, 32) the Son "humbled Himself, by becoming obedient unto death, unto the death of the cross." (Phil. II, 8)
By His sacrifice for the sins of mankind, Christ superabundantly repaired the sin of this humanity and being an authentic member, he had destroyed sin. It follows then that there is only one repairer, "one sole Mediator between God and man, Christ Jesus, himself man, who gave himself a ransom for all." (I Tim. , II, 5-6)

In virtue of this elementary theology, it seems excluded that we are able to exercise a reparatory function. Yet St. Paul tells us: "I rejoice now in the sufferings I bear for your sake; and what is lacking of the sufferings of Christ I fill up in my flesh for his body, which is the Church." (Col. I, 24)  The original Greek text reads: "I fill up (complete)... that which remains (yet to be suffered) in Christ.". But if the satisfaction of Christ is truly superabundant, why speak of a "completion" which will be added?

The answer is in the union of Christ with the members of his Mystical Body. It is here that is found the foundation of "our" reparation. Jesus tells us: "Abide in me, and I in you." (John, XV, 4) Jesus lives in the. Christian and He continues in them His passion.

The Passion of the head is completed in the body; it will attain its true height only in so far as we associate with it.

Pope Pius XI wrote: "The expiatory passion of Christ renews itself; in a certain manner it completes itself in His Mystical Body, which is the Church. For to speak as St. Augustine, "Christ suffered all that He had to suffer; there is nothing lacking in the measure of His sufferings. The sufferings, in consequence, are complete; but in Him as in the Head; but there remains to be accomplished the Passion of Christ in His Body." And that is what the Savior himself wished to make known when he addressed Paul... He told him: "It is I, Jesus, whom you persecute.” By this He plainly affirmed that persecutions visited on the Church are in reality directed against the Divine head of the Church itself. Therefore, Christ, suffering in His Mystical Body, with reason desires to have us as companions in His own acts of expiation. Such is the demand and also the bonds which unite us to him since we are the body of Christ and each one a member, all that the Head suffers the members should suffer with it. ("Miserentissimus Redemptor")

The fact of participating in Christ’s passion does not enrich it with any intrinsic value. Our redemptive participation is not added to that of Christ, it is not to be reckoned with it, but it is situated in it, "as its deployment in the history of the Church, as the presence on earth of the sacrifice of Calvary. Just as each Mass adds nothing to the unique sacrifice which it makes present, yet meanwhile it is a true sacrifice where the Church offering her Divine Spouse comes bringing her offering, so also keeping all due proportions , our indispensable "reparation" does not represent "another" reparation than that of Christ, and yet it is a necessary complement."  H. Holstein, S.J. , "La reparation envers le Sacre-Coeurn in Christus, 0.c.p. 373.

Here are the profound words of Pius XII: "Not only does He share this work of sanctification with His Church, but He wills that in some way it be due to her action. This is a deep mystery, and an inexhaustible subject of meditation, that the salvation of many depends on the prayers and voluntary penances of the. members of the Mystical Body of Jesus Christ."  Encyclical Mystici Corporis (June 26, 1943)
It is not only by our own personal faults that we ought to repay, but in the dogma of the Communion of Saints, for the whole Body of Christ. Interdependent in sin, thus also in Redemption.

"In Christ, it is the complete weight of sin of the world which we carry; participating in his cross, we participate in his crushing burden as Redeemer. These refusals, these indifferences, these outrages which are the daily response of men to the love of God - alas, our own, but also that of the whole world - we must allow to press on our shoulders, and to carry the sins of the world with the Lamb led to death: "He who knew nothing of sin, (God) made him to be sin." (II Cor. 5, 21) Crucified with Christ (Gal. 2, 19) we are, with Him, charged with the curse of sin, (Gal. 3, 13) of all the sins that offend the divine Majesty. It is to this measure of involvement that we participate in the Redemption. Do we consider these sentiments when we recite the too familiar and perhaps high-flown formulas of our acts of reparation to the Heart of Jesus?" H. Holstein, S.J., .a.c.p. 373.


Our reparation in the unique and superabundant reparation of Christ the Redeemer, is addressed to the Father, but by the mediation of Christ, for "no one goes to the Father except through me." (John 14,6) It is by Christ that we find the Father, it is by Him that our reparation goes, for sin does not reach the Father, so to speak, except in Christ, Why? Because, since the Incarnation, sin is essentially a refusal of Christ. The Heart of the Man-God manifests to us the untreated love of God, and it is this love that we offend by sins that offend His human Heart.

The reparative spirituality of the devotion to the Heart of Jesus is not understood without this conception: by the same movement, our faults attain God by the offense made to the Heart of Jesus (especially in the sacrament of His love, the Eucharist,) our sins constitute a concrete refusal of the mediation as the Incarnate Word, who is the way leading to the Father. Our faults attain Christ in His immanence as only-begotten Son and in His mediation as Incarnate Word. It is thus normal to direct our reparation to the Son "in whom is the Father" and whom the Father has sent" to save us. The Church also prolongs the passion of Christ; it is in the Church that Christ the Head continues His sufferings and Who humbles Himself unto the death of the Cross. (Phil. 2, 8) The Church a docile and loving Spouse turns toward her lover, to repair, by a return of love, the cowardice and infidelity of her ungrateful members; and it is also here, in this reparation of the Church to her Head, that is situated our reparation.

We have exposed the objective nature of reparation. Moreover on the subjective plan, we must distinguish a triple aspect: personal, social and theocentric.

a) Personal reparation

Sin, which has rendered us enemies of God, demands reparation. Amity with God is restored by the grace of the sacraments. Certainly, the sacraments operate "ex opere operato," but they also demand our personal effort, the "opus operantis."

The law of penance is at the center of our religion; Christ and the Apostles affirm that our salvation is obtained by mortification and is found in the reparative perspectives of the redemptive work. Many Christians adopt a naturalistic optimism that they believe to sufficiently correct by a refastening to the Creator and Divine Providence. Nature is good, they say, because it is the work of God and all that God has made is good, it is Divine Providence that orientates the natural course of things toward a perpetual progress. But they forget the essential of Christianity which is found in the mystery of sin and the Redemption. We see developing today one of the most grave errors in the entire history of tie Church with this conception of a Providence which will guide always in a sense of good a creation without sin nor Redemption.
	
From it results the most grave practical deviation of the Christian life. Contrary to all Christian tradition, we arrive at a religion without ascetism, without mortification, penance or abnegation; we simply have confidence in good nature which will always go in the sense of good, we extol a mysticism of human blossoming in which the meaning of the Cross has disappeared and the Cross of Jesus Christ is no longer preached.

The answer of the Christian faith is quite the opposite. It is a pessimism of nature deformed by sin and an optimism of the Redemption. All things considered, Christianity is more optimistic than all possible optimisms; but it is an optimism which has no foundation in sinful nature, but based completely and exclusively on
the grace of the Redemption whose unique source is the Cross of Jesus. St. Paul has formulated for all times this luminous and unique optimism in assigning that "where sin abound, grace did more abound." But it is necessary that the Christian associate himself vitally to Christ descended on earth "to give His life in ransom of the multitude." (Matt. 20: 28) To participate in the regeneration in Christ, one must suffer. Placing emphasis on the apostolic efficacy of his life "crucified with
Christ" St. Paul avowed: "I find my joy in the sufferings which I endure for you and what is Lacking of the sufferings of Christ, I fill up in my flesh for his body, which is the Church." (Col. 1: 24) 

b) Social reparation.

Entering this life, the divine life did not vivify individual men, but only the sacred humanity of Christ, which then became the principle and center where converged all those called to unity in a supernatural solidarity, the Church, which is the mystical Body of Christ. Redemptive grace does not reach us in the solitude of individuality, but it finds us in a social organism, the Church.

At first glance this may seem to be a paradox yet meanwhile it is the truth; those who save their souls owe everything to the grace of Christ, but this same grace is not diffused on earth other than by our cooperation; the efficacy of the grace of Christ is measured according to our cooperation. Thus all the saved should feel as redeemers and repairers in the only Redeemer, who is Christ.

This is the plan which God has established for the redemption of the world. The sinner is saved only through the redemption of Christ, but God depends on the elect to extend to sinners the redemptive work of Christ. Here we find the "royal priesthood" in view of the glory of the Father and the salvation of our brethren, of which St. Peter speaks. (I Peter 2: 9)

These are the designs of Providence, all Christians, in a certain measure are responsible for the salvation of the world. We owe our sanctification to Christ, but once that Christ has taken possession of us, He acts by means of our actions; through them he prays and sanctifies.

This elementary truth recalls our immense responsibility in our acts as well as in our omissions. Our acts possess a social repercussion. A soul who rises lightens the world, one that falls, weighs heavily on it.

Our duty of reparation surpasses the individual plan; it casts its roots into the social structure of the redemptive work.

c) Theocentric reparation

This means that we should repair the offenses of sins which oppose the holiness of God and the redemptive work. If Christ is the great repairer of the glory of God, Christians in their turn should be, with Him and in Him, true repairers. The reparation of Christ is theandric and of infinite value, our reparation is but derived, imperfect and limited, it takes all its value from Christ, as the Council of Trent teaches: "ex filo vim habent, ab illo offeruntur Patri et per ilium acceptantur a Patre."  Denzinger-Banwart, Enchiridion Symbolorum, n. 904(26)

The conscience of this reciprocal compenetration between the reparation of Christ and Christian reparation is of inestimable value for our spiritual life. We find ourselves transformed into Christ, we participate in His redemptive power: we love, expiate, satisfy with Christ, we constitute the following of Christ.

What are the spiritual attitudes which flow from our reparation? It imposes on us an attitude of one baptized. Reparation is not the lot of only a few privileged souls; it realizes the words of the Apostle: "For you have died and your life is hidden with Christ in God." (Col. 3: 3) We will not live nor will we arise from the dead with Christ unless we die to sin. Sin is this permanent poison which menaces and tears at our fallen nature, and from which we should without ceasing free ourselves. The spirit of reparation assures this continual liberation. The duty of reparation then is written even in our very baptism. Attitude of fleeing from our sins and weakness, attitude of contrition, the will of living our life of resurrection.

Reparation carries also an attitude of fraternal charity. We are members of the Mystical Body of Christ. Reparation involves an undertaking of all the sins of the world, which we strive to destroy by the Passion of Christ which is prolonged and actualized in us. The communion of saints is not a vain word. In us Christ suffers and is in agony again. We should be conscious of this sorrowful solidarity. We carry the burden of common iniquity which we strive to expiate by a repentant love.

This is not a question of unwholesome dolorism, we are at the pole opposite to romanticism. This is a positive attitude: struggling against sensuality, against the attachment to the world and the flesh.

Union with the suffering Christ impels us toward the apostolate. For, in our reparation, it is a matter of our participation to the redemption in action. To participate in the pains and anxiety of the suffering Christ is necessarily to oppose yourself to the reign of sin and all the complexities which Satan finds in us and about us.

By the principle which animates it and the end which it follows, reparation should necessarily lead to the apostolate. For by its nature love of Christ should be opposed to sin. Reparation is defined as the reaction against the violations of the rights of God; thus it has for principle the love of these rights and the preoccupation of seeing them respected. Moreover, the apostolic spirit also proceeds from the rights of God. The apostle has at heart to proclaim them and to make them known; it is not sufficient for him that he only observe them. Seeing the violation of these rights, he suffers intimately; he comes to the defense of these rights of which he seeks vindication. "God should reign, He must reign," such is his slogan. He draws this from the profound conviction that God, before being Father, friend, benefactor, the final end of humanity, is also the master and possesses therefore the absolute right to demand submission and respect.

Between reparation and the apostolate, there is therefore a unity of thought, a logical and psychological unity. We may say that the same passion animates them: zeal for the rights of God; the difference is only in the field of application of this zeal.

A few words on the deviations and possible illusions. Beforehand this point has been insisted upon too much; we shall now try to speak of it with discretion.

From the psychological point of view, a double danger exists: introversion and dolorism. "It is necessary to prevent certain good souls (classed as "victims of reparation") from falling into an introversion which has nothing religious about it and into an exasperated sensibility in the presence of sorrow." Father Karl Rahner, who wrote these words, gives this counsel: "Not to place in the foreground of the conscience the explicit intention of reparation."  Cor Salvatoris IVitiihouse 1956, p. 180.

One must guard against all introspection in the consciousness of sin, of this too famous "guilt complex" with its possible consequences of remorse, resentment, and the desire for "auto-punishment." All this has nothing to do with the true spirit of reparation, which is based as we have seen on the dogma of the Redemption and the Mystical Body. "The Christian knows his sin, not primarily as a fault against himself, of the renouncement of an ideal badly distinguished from self, but as a fault against another, a refusal of love in a personal relationship of "extra-version," as the psychologists would say. (J. M. Le Blond)

There is the risk of dolorism, of narcissism: illusion of an interior, affective mortification, which is capable of satisfying certain tendencies of masochism. Also on this point, too much emphasis has been put on the risk of depreciating the value of mortification itself. But it is not less true meanwhile that the, danger is not imaginary: directors should show themselves prudent in permitting austerities, which would have an abnormal and excessive character. Here it is necessary to have a judicious discernment.

On the properly spiritual level, one must avoid sentimental vanity. We think of being chosen by Christ to console Him for the sins of men, and we are happy. There is danger of an emotional or morbid affectivity of a certain pharasaism of the convent, ("we must pray for these imprudent religious, for these superficial priests.") The remedy here will be in a firm direction, a clear and solid doctrine, and judicious discernment of spirits.

There is also the danger of discouragement, of pusillanimity. By which one lets himself be vanquished by the apparent set-back of the devotion, desiring the immediate and complete conquest of the world and lacking the patience of preparing for this triumph by long and patient efforts, by serious fathoming. It is a sort of "spirituality of flight into Egypt." Its remedy is found in an act of faith: "This Jesus whom you have crucified, God has raised up: He has made Him Savior." (Acts 2: 32-36) What is needed here is not an uneasy compassion, but an absolute, assured and joyful faith.

Now there remains to say but a word on the actuality of reparation.

In "Miserentissimus Redernptor," Pius XI says that the spirit of penance, of reparation has always occupied a first place in this devotion. In the devotion inspired by St. Margaret Mary, reparation does not occupy the very first place.
Father Croiset, whom we may rightly quote here, assigned it but a second place, but he underlines its necessity quite strongly. 

Honorable compensation implies moreover avowal of culpability in contrition for ones sins. If these sentiments are vibrant, they will spontaneously lead to love and penance to repair our faults and those of others. We know that honorable compensation is one of the motives most often produced in opposition to the devotion to the Heart of Jesus. We no longer feel the necessity of reparation. The climate which encircles us is one of humanism, which is just and sane inasmuch as it respects temporal values, which were all too often neglected in the Middle Ages. But actually we forget too easily that humanism, if it desires to be Christian, should halt at the fact that we are sinners, and should reserve a place of choice for mortification and renouncement. In one of his allocutions, Pius XII said: "The greatest sin of present times is that men have lost the sense of evil."

The advantage of the devotion to the Heart of Jesus is precisely to draw attention to the reality and the malice of sin, the necessity of reparation and penance and also on the mystery of the divine mercy. We will find a point of encounter on the terrain of "depth psychology." In the not too distant past determinism and materialism had a great influence on psychoanalysis.

One held the idea of God as a projection of paternity and moral conscience as the ensemble of precepts dictated and imposed by our environment. Such a deterministic conception leaves no place for sin; man can be the victim of his subconscious complexes, but he will not be guilty of sin. The feeling of culpability is a nuisance, it must be banished from our lives. Such terms as "the morbid universe of fault," and "moral without sin," were prevalent.

But such conceptions seemed so insufficient that we do not fear to abandon them today; such is the case of recent authors as Odier, Baruk, Caruso, Daim, and especially V. Frankl. "There where the psychoanalysts considered men as the product of biological and social elements, the above authors rediscover the spiritual dimensions of the human person, the need of giving him a reason for his existence, the responsibility of his conscience, the tendency of the human being toward God. Where Freud pretended that the repression of desires and instincts rendered men neurotic, they discovered by their therapy, that often the interior equilibrium was ruptured due to the silencing of the exigencies of the conscience so that it might more easily follow its inclinations. There is a feeling of guilt which is in no way morbid, but which is the real consciousness of sin and which is suppressed only by contrition and reparation. Frankl alleges that a false diagnosis records many times a neurosis in persons who suffer a profound spiritual misery and who wish to give their lives a well ordered meaning. There is much to be reflected upon, when specialists in depth psychology point out as a grave fault in our epoch: "die Abwanderung der abendlandischen Menschheit vom Seel sorger zum Nervenartz," (that men of the West go to a psychiatrist instead of going to a confessional)."  L. Janssens , Sens et valeur de la dévotion au Sacré  Cœur  in Actualité d’un culte, o.c.p. 81.

We do not desert the high values of faith with impunity. And more than ever it is our duty to inculcate the high ideals of Christianity: conscience, the sense of sin, the necessity of reparation by contrition and penance.

Thus we assert how great is the relevance of the devotion to the Sacred Heart with the spirit of reparation, which constitutes its "characteristic note." (Pius XI) But it is imperative that the nature of reparation be exactly exposed so as to respond to the exigencies of theology and psychology.

Since St. Margaret Mary, reparation has always played an integral part in the devotion to the Sacred Heart. Thus the emphasis placed on reparation since then is fully justified. If our sins have mortally saddened the Heart of Jesus, it is logical to admit that our actual reparation has been a source of consolation to this same Heart. Pius XI writes: "This Heart wounded without ceasing by sins of ingratitude, we can now and we must console in a mysterious but real manner, for if on account of our future but foreseen sins, the soul of Christ was sorrowful unto death, there can be no doubt, but that by His prevision He has received some consolation from our acts of reparation." ("Miserentissimus Redemptor.")

In other words, our reparation continues the reparation of Christ, from which it receives its value. The reparation offered by the Head of the Mystical Body is prolonged in this same Mystical Body. It is here that the famous Pauline text obtains its full signification: "I rejoice now in the sufferings I bear for your sake; and what is lacking of the sufferings of Christ I fill up in my flesh for his body, which is the Church." (Col. 1: 24)

The life of Christ on earth, so full of sufferings, carried the signs of a reparative love; the life of the Mystical Body of Christ should express this same character. United with Christ; we will be able to give, with Him, in Him, and through Him a reparation for the injuries caused by sin which is a injury against the infinite majesty of God, we will be able to give a reparation worthy of the uncreated love. It is the proper end of the devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus to teach us this reparatory orientation and to recognize in it its Christocentric aspect. Uniting ourselves with the reparatory intentions of Jesus, we shall offer the holy sacrifice of the Mass, receive the sacraments, carry the cross of our Labors and sufferings.

Speaking on reparation, St. Margaret Mary understands especially a reparation offered to God the Father in union with Christ the Mediator, more than a reparation offered directly to the suffering Christ.

"Thus understood reparation renders full justice to the fundamental dogma of the mediation of Christ, by placing in its proper light the universal priesthood of Christians. Due to the indelible character of baptism and confirmation, the laity participate in the royal and prophetic priesthood of Christ. This truth is being better understood and lived by the faithful. It is precisely this which animates Catholic Action in the apostolate of the Church, but it will not appear in all its glory until this participation, instead of being restrained to exterior action, is extended before all else to the sacerdotal dispositions of Our Lord, perfectly orientated toward the glory of His celestial Father. Do not forget that Pius XI in his encyclical "Miserentissimus Redemptor," makes mention of the universal priesthood of the faithful in relation with their duty of sacrificing themselves and of giving satisfaction for our own sins and those of mankind as a whole." L. Janssens, a.c.p. 82. 

It is always necessary to return to this doctrine, so magnificent and so fundamental: Christ is complete only with His Mystical Body; His reparation will then not be complete unless ours is united with His.

In our day, the actual importance of reparation is greater than ever before. Sin is spreading with a profusion and a cynicism which is disconcerting. At the present hour we can repeat the words which Charles Peguy placed on the lips of Joan of Arc: "Our Father, our Father who is in heaven, how necessary it is that your name be sanctified; how expedient it is that your kingdom come...It is worse than ever before. If we only saw the rising up of your justice. But we would say, my God, my God, pardon me, we would say that your kingdom was leaving. Never has your name been so blasphemed. Never has your will been so forsaken. Never before has man been so disobedient... If there has not yet been enough saints send us more, send us as many as may be needed, send us saints until the enemy grows tired."

This expose of the elements of this devotion, has shown us the eminent richness of the devotion to the Heart of Jesus. We know now that this devotion is not a particular devotion, but a truly Catholic devotion, that is to say universal. It is not confined with only a part of the evangelical message, it gives us the entire mystery of the redemptive love. At the same time, this devotion is destined for all: it is manifested in a symbol which is natural to us, of such that even the most simple among the faithful are able to contemplate in it the grandeur and plenitude of the redemptive love, while on the other hand the most sublime mystical contemplation will never exhaust its indescribable richness.

